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Foreword

Recently, the World Bank conducted a study, Poverty The Second Ibero-American Summit of Supreme
Trends and Voices of the Poor, in which we asked Courts and Tribunals of Justice, held in Caracas
60,000 poor people in 60 countries what might March 24-26, 1999, and attended by more than 20
make the greatest difference in their lives. Among chiefjustices and presidents and over 200 judges from
the many voices was that of a woman in Latin 25 nations, was dedicated to building strong, inde-
America who said, "I do not know whom to trust, pendent judiciaries across Latin America. The pro-
the police or the criminals. Our public safety is ceedings of that meeting, gathered in this volume,
ourselves. We work and hide indoors." contain knowledge that is both relevant and timely.

The law is of little use to the poorest and most Who better to chart the path to improving judicial
vulnerable people if they can only expect brutality organization, to stopping corruption, to protecting
from police and corruption from the courts. A human rights, and to fighting drug problems than
sound judiciary ensures that citizens live without fear, the judges who face these issues-and the challenge
secure that their human rights will be upheld. But of improving their own practice-every day?
a strong legal system with honest and fair judges also The World Bank's support for judicial reform in
ensures that corruption does not undermine good recent years has taught us that these efforts must come
governance, that property rights and contracts are from within the country, be participatory, and be
protected, and that the framework for commercial owned by governments and nongovernment stake-
laws, taxes, and financial regulation is applied trans- holders. With these lessons in mind, I am proud that
parently. It provides the right environment for fos- the Bank was able to facilitate such a valuable
tering the private investment required to propel exchange of experience and wisdom in Caracas and
equitable and sustainable economic growth. to now make it available to an even wider audience.

James D. Wolfensohn
President

World Bank Group
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Abstract

In search of an optimal judicial role in social and were presented at the proceedings of the Second
economic development, many initiatives and meet- Ibero-American Summit of Supreme Cot rts and
ings on judicial reform have been undertaken in the Tribunals of Justice, held on March 24-2(, 1999,
past few years in Latin America and around the in Caracas, Venezuela. This regionwide confer-
world. One such meeting assembled more than ence was intended to promote the flow of ideas and
20 chief justices and presidents of supreme courts perspectives among chief justices, judges, and prac-
and over 200 members of Latin American judiciaries titioners in the judicial sector in Latin America, the
with an eye toward developing judicial reform Caribbean, Spain, and Portugal. Several observer
strategies for the next millennium. The meeting country justices from outside the region, including
focused on: judicial organization, citizen partici- Egypt, France, Guyana, Pakistan, Romania, and the
pation, judicial discipline, judicial ethics and cor- West Indies, also participated. Representatives of
ruption, human rights, citizen security, and drug nongovernmental organizations and several other
problems. The summit also included a mock cor- local and international observers also attended the
ruption trial. The papers collected in this volume summit.

vi



Preface

The Supreme Court of Venezuela, with assistance The drive for judicial reform has intensified
from the World Bank, hosted the Second Ibero- over the past few years. Some institutional reform
American Summit of Supreme Courts and Tribunals plans and initiatives have informed the debate, such
of Justice (also referred to as the judicial reform as the United States Federal Courts' Long Range
summit) in Caracas, Venezuela, on March 24-26, Plan, the State of Virginia Strategic Plan, the State
1999. This regionwide conference was designed to of California Long-Range Plan, the Woolf Report
promote knowledge and perspectives among judges on the Civil Justice System in England and Wales,
and judicial practitioners in Latin America, the the Canadian Bar Association Task Force Report on
Caribbean, Spain, and Portugal. Participants and Court Reform, and the Sackville Report on Access
observers included more than 20 chief justices and to Justice in Australia.
presidents and over 200 judges from 25 nations, sev- In addition, several reviews and meetings on
eral nongovernmental organizations, representatives judicial reform have been organized through, for
of the legal and judicial sectors, and members of the example, the World Bank, the United States Agency
international development community. for International Development, the Asian Devel-

The judicial reform summit addressed the need opment Bank, the Inter-American Development
to identify effective strategies for improving the Bank, GTZ (Gesellschaft fuir Technische Zusam-
administration of justice in Latin America and the menarbeit), the Ford Foundation, the Asia Foun-
Caribbean primarily by providing swift and fair dation, the Tinker Foundation, the International
resolution of disputes and reducing the delays that Development Law Institute, Due Process of Law
plague many judicial systems. The summit focused Foundation, Lawyers Committee for Human Rights,
on the following themes: judicial organization, cit- the Commonwealth Secretariat, the United Nations
izen participation, judicial discipline, judicial ethics Development Programme, the Organization of
and corruption, human rights, citizen security, and American States, and the European Union.
drug problems. The summit also included a mock This report of the summit proceedings has
corruption trial. The format allowed each theme to been prepared to demonstrate that these types of
be explored at some length, first by the speakers then meetings can be an effective means of promoting
by other participants through open floor discussions. the exchange of ideas about reform. It is hoped that

vii



viii Judicial Challenges in the New Millennium

this volume, which reports on the judicial reform efforts, in turn, can be expected to benefit law
challenges of 25 countries in Latin America and schools, lawyers, bar associations, government
in other parts of the world, will help judiciaries officials, court administrators, policymakers, leg-
identify effective strategies for improving the islators, international development agencies, and
administration of justice in their countries. Such nongovernmental organizations.

Guillermo r h r
Chief Economist nd Director Direct:
Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Public Sector
Sector Management Unit Poverty Reduction and Economic Managerment
Latin America and the Caribbean Region

r6s Solimano Geoffrey Shepherd
Director Lead Specialist
Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela Public ;e:tor
Country Management Unit: Latin America and the Caribbean Fegion
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Judicial Challenges in the New Millennium

Andres Rigo Sureda and Waleed Haider Malik
World Bank

In the past few years many initiatives and meetings to many developing and industrial countries alike.
on judicial reform have been undertaken in Latin Similarly there are common regional and global
America and elsewhere that are concerned with reform experiences and challenges from which
improving the judiciary's role in social and eco- lessons can be drawn and shared. Many of these
nomic development. One such meeting, the Second ideas, perspectives, and strategic considerations
Ibero-American Summit of Supreme Courts and Tri- with regard to judicial organization, anti-corruption
bunals of Justice, assembled more than 20 chief measures, human rights protection, and drug prob-
justices and over 200 judges from 25 nations to focus lems may help chart the path to better judicial per-
on developing judicial reform strategies for the next formance in the region.
millennium. Representatives of nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) and several other local and Reform challenges and the lessons of
international observers also attended. This volume experience
contains the proceedings of the summit, which was
held on March 24-26, 1999, in Caracas, Venezuela. In his opening remarks, Sr. Hugo Chavez Frias, Pres-

The participants' presentations reflect their com- ident of Venezuela, reflects on the urgency of the
mon understanding that the 2l1 " century will be a region's judicial reform and hopes that the summit
knowledge century in which management of a soci- will produce results. As the new head of state, Pres-
ety's knowledge resources will be critical to pro- ident Chavez sees many challenges ahead for his
moting and developing new concepts, methods, country-poverty, corruption, human rights, drug
and practices across public and private institutions, trafficking, and weak public services. But in those chal-
age and gender groups, rich and disadvantaged lenges he sees hope and lessons for the entire region.
groups, urban and rural groups, formal and tradi- In her opening statement, Justice Cecilia Sosa
tional groups, and regions and states. Participants Gomez, President of the Supreme Court of Justice
also emphasize that over time judiciaries have pro- of Venezuela, invites the participants to evaluate
vided profound insights into the knowledge of compliance with policies on judicial organization,
human affairs and markets. Modern democracies and corruption, human rights, and drug trafficking.
judicial developments are establishing a heritage of She believes that the judiciary should promote the
good practices-transparency, fairness, honesty, strengthening of its independence from other
access, and judicial independence-that must be branches of government by becoming more efficient
continued in the new millennium. There is aware- and reaffirming its fundamental principles. Justice
ness, too, that a proactive role of the judiciary is Sosa notes that at the preceding summit in March
essential in leading change and adapting to new real- 1998, the justices agreed to:
ities. Although legal and judicial systems vary from
one country to another, several elements of the effi- * Find mechanisms to ensure their independence
cient and fair administration of justice are common and protection from outside interference.
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* Promote preparation arid training mechanisms rights laws, and other elements of a zom-
for judges as well as share lessons learned with prehensive legal system that is effectively,
other countries. impartially, and cleanly administered by a

* Fight corruption and adhere to an efficient appli- well-functioning, impartial, and honest judi-
cation of the rules to stcrengthen their effective cial and legal system.
control and sanctions.

C Propose amendments or promulgation of lavws Mr. Rigo points out that the Bank and member
providing for adequate jurisdictional control on countries saw legal and judicial reform as being part
those responsible for serious crimes. of the enabling environment for growth. l his view

* Request the promulgation of laws and treaties is now broadening with growing recognitic n of the
from other branches to clearly define narcotic and legal and judicial systems' importance in strengthening
psychotropic substance use as a crime against good governance as well as sustainable development.
humanity. Mr. Rigo describes the numerous challenges con-

fronting judicial systems worldwide-challenges
Justice Sosa points out that the strengthening related to poverty, globalization, crime, trade., tech-

of the judiciary in a democratic society requires an nology, corruption, migration, urbanizatik,n, con-
organized and ethical administration of justice to flicts, and democratization--and how different
ensure that judicial procedure is simple, fast, effi- regions of the world are coping with these dtrvelop-
cient, fair, and publicly accessible in its decisions. ments. He notes that problems of authoriti, legiti-
She stresses that the task faced by the supreme macy, compliance, and ineffective judicial systerns are
courts and tribunals in Ibero-America is complex common to all.
and requires judges to assume an active role in the Mr. Rigo says that the emerging lessons of judi-
solutions to the big problems of their societies. cial reform experience were that country ownership
Justice Sosa says that the region must use the ben- and commitment are critical, a one-size-fits-all
efits of world globalization and market integra- approach does not work. A multidisciplinary
tion, but still protect their identities and avoid approach that is holistic and properly sequenced is
uniform solutions. She envisions international needed. Formal and traditional mechanisms should
communication among judicial branches that could be appropriately supported, access to justic of the
lead to the creation of an information network under privileged should be ensured, ancl donor
and an exchange of experiences. She adds that such coordination is important. Finally, Mi. Rigo
an initiative will be a valuable stimulus for the describes the progress of the Bankes new aj:proach
achievement of a common goal-the construction with respect to support for legal and judicial reform
and reconstruction of a respected and respectable and its salient features. Reform aims to be in :lusive,
judicial system country-driven, and collaborative. It draws c0 i nter-

In his remarks, Mr. Andres Rigo Sureda, Acting disciplinary skills, does not seek to impose prede-
Vice President and General Counsel of the World termined models, and is culturally sensitivw.
Bank, presents the Bankes experience in judicial
reform around the globe and shares some of its Facets of judicial organization and!
lessons. Mr. Rigo explains that President James D. management
Wolfensohn considers an effective judicial system in
development to be one of the key pillars of the pro- In the changing knowledge environment, rmianage-
posed Comprehensive Development Framework: ment and organization of judicial systeriis will

require constant reviewing and upgrading, pwrtic-
without the protection of human and prop- ularly in areas such as autonomy in budget [o mu-
erty rights and a comprelhensive framework lation, strategic use of information techno 3gy in
of laws, no equitable development is possi- judicial management, promotion of mechanisim and
ble. A government must ensure that it has structures that strengthen judicial accountabilicy, and
effective systems of property, contract, labor, tools to ensure the desired participation i:f civil
bankruptcy, commercial codes. Personal society in the court system.
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Autonomy and budgetary independence and sequently in the judiciary. The services provided by the
quality of human resources Brazilian judicial information systems are legal foun-

dations of legislation, juridical information, statistics,
In his presentation (delivered by Justice Sosa) Jus- management materials and patrimony, human resource
tice Arturo Hoyos, President of the Supreme Court management, case follow-up, and textual retrieval.
of Panama, examines use of the judiciary budget to Justice Velloso stresses that the justice system dearly
promote a process that will guarantee the autonomy benefits from the computer revolution and notes that
of the judiciary. Second, he reviews the mecha- Brazil plans to link all courts with the Supreme Court's
nisms for the selection of judges that would promote information technology network. He believes that
judicial stability, emphasizing strengths and weak- this strategic integration is important and provides infor-
nesses in the education and training of human mation and access to decisions and jurisprudence of
resources. In addition, funding should be able to all courts and permits, for example, planning ahead via
maintain a remuneration system that attracts the best the computer, de facto distribution of cases, designa-
judges. In many Latin American countries the tion of audiences, and issuance of summons.
auto.lomy of the judiciary is recognized by statu-
tory authorization of its annual budget, using either Strengthening of judicial accountability, discipline,
a percentage of revenues or a similar alternative. In and independence
some countries the executive cannot change the
budget requested by the judiciary; only the congress Adequate procedures for the enforcement of judicial
is entitled to do so. This method guarantees non- discipline are essential for a well-functioning judi-
interference in the judiciary by other branches of the cial system. Justice Hector Romero Parducci, Pres-
government. Although some budgetary autonomy ident of the Supreme Court of Justice of Ecuador,
is guaranteed in the region, the system of bud- highlights judicial discipline as one of the elements
getary planning continues to be marked by criteria ofjudicial independence protected by the constitu-
established by the executive. Justice Hoyos empha- tional standards of Ibero-American countries. Recog-
sizes that proposals to safeguard budgetary auton- nition and respect for the judiciary are indispensable
omy and independence must be based on creating to democratic life, harmony between government and
a judiciary's own system and mechanisms of bud- those governed, the guarantee of public freedoms,
getary or judicial planning. Proposals for budget and respect for human rights. Justice Romero focuses
autonomy must be guided by four parameter- on both the professional and personal life of judi-
good management, planning, reporting, and con- cial officials. The judiciaries should strive for the
trol of budgetary execution. The work of the enhancement of recently incorporated judicial staff
judiciary in Latin American countries is normally and for a rigorous selection of the new judicial offi-
judged in terms of the volume of decisions produced cials. They should also take into consideration the
by the system, without regard to the volume of knowledge and ethical practices of the candidates
cases that enter the courts. For this reason judicia- instead of concentrating only on their professional
ries must also stress the need to improve statistics specialties. Justice Romero stresses that every act or
and assess the impact of changes in the law on the omission by a judge that compromises the stated prin-
workload of the courts. ciples must be subject to disciplinary actions. Justice

Romero refers to the disciplinary authority of the
Strategic use of information technology in judicial judicial function in his country. It governs five types
management of disciplinary actions-warning, fine, temporary sus-

pension, removal, and dismissal.
Justice Carlos Mario Velloso, Vice President of the
Supreme Federal Tribunal of Brazil, describes the con- Citizen participation in the judicial process
cept of juridical information systems and how they are
benefiting the administration ofjustice, particularly in Justice Julio Salvador Nazareno, President of the
Brazil. He points out that information systems were National Supreme Court of Justice of Argentina,
first introduced in 1974 in electoral justice and sub- spoke of participation of civil society in the judicial
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reform process to ensure commitment and promote American judicial civil servant is examined, and a
legitimacy of reform efforts. He examines several court is established for a mock trial, which may serve
aspects of the challenges and methods involving civil as an example for handling corruption cases.
society in the justice system. He points out that one
of the mechanisms, intended to link society and the Ethics of the judicial civil servant
state, is the amicus curiae (friend of the court). The
amicus curiae was the person who supplied infor- Justice Jorge Subero Isa, President of the Supreme
mation about legal issues, remincding the judiciary of Court of Justice of the Dominican Republi:, notes
applicable precedents or doctrines. Such devices are that judicial reform in the region is urgent andl nec-
used to try to persuade the court to adopt the reso- essary to consolidate the rule of law in each coun-
lution that is most favorable to their interests. Justice try. Justice Subero stresses that the judiciaty must
Salvador also outlines other areas where civil society develop a more efficient, accessible, and trarspar-
participates in the judicial process, such as mediation ent type of justice with stronger sanctions for wrong-
and the judiciary council, which also make use of civic doing and increased awareness of its -ole in
participation. An increasirng number of cases in maintaining social harmony. He points out that
Argentina are resolved by mediation, a reflection of the reforms of the region's judicial systenms must
the public's preference for such mechanisms. He also include a code of ethics to regulate the act:ions of
points out that the judicial council also constitutes the judicial sector. Before creating a code of ethics,
a useful tool for allowing the desired participation of Justice Subero suggests, it is important to agree on
citizens in the judicial systemfi. He notes that trial by a definition of ethics. Ethics are the universal rnoral
jury is the maximum expression of the participation principles governing the behavior of people. They
of citizens in judicial processes, but it may not be the are necessary for the enjoyment of an orderly and
optimum method for each country. peaceful life and have been recognized since people

began to live in a society. They may evolve over time
Judiciary's new organic structure in Peru and vary from country to country, but the funda-

mental principles of behavior will always be the
Justice Victor Ra4l Castillo, President of the Supreme same. Justice Subero stresses that the main objec-
Court of Justice of Peru, explains the Peruvian judi- tive of any code of ethics is to maintain an op :irnum
ciary's new organic structure and most significant level of excellence and correctness in the b(:havior
achievements. He points out that the new organi- of officers, employees, and justices of the jud:iciary,
zational design aims to develop an efficient justice gathering in a single body the rules of ethici I prin-
administration that strengthens democratic insti- ciples that must rule the exercise of their fun,-tions.
tutions. He mentions the creation of the Judicial He proposes the adoption of common theines of
Coordination Council, whose mission is to coor- judicial ethics-honesty, independence, imi: al tial-
dinate general policy, development, and organiza- ity, personal benefit, transparency, efficienc-r, wis-
tion guidelines for all public institutions in the dom, and political sense, among others. A c:xle of
judicial sector. He stresses that such a body is essen- ethics is an instrument that will promote trans-
tial to achieve an adequate interinstitutional rela- parency in the system and protect public confi-
tionship so that the entire system can attain dence in the administration of justice.
simultaneous and standard development. He also
explains that Peruvian reformns have been focussing Simulated trial of a corruption case
on decentralization and strengthening the integra-
tion and commitment of all the judges. Presentation of the simulated trial is descrii:>ed to

facilitate the establishment of judicial policies in the
judicial ethics and the challenge of fight against corruption that all judges in the i egion
corruption must confront. The simulated trial, which dealt

with corruntion, establishes the model of a cou. -t that
Judicial ethics is the foundation of any judicial allows judges to adapt and apply internalicnal
reform. In this section a code of ethics for the Ibero- instruments on this matter.
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Human rights development, norms, acknowledged and protected by the state through
and citizen security procedural and substantive institutions. Justice

Aguirre points out that victims must be allowed the
This session examines the effectiveness of the right to demand-through simple processes in pro-
exchange of jurisprudence, particularly related to ceedings-compensation from the state. He notes
human rights and security, among the countries of that some governments in the region have initiated
the region and whether the instruments are being reforms in this area. Modernization programs tend
applied by the judges in their sentences. to respond to three basic needs-citizen protec-

tion from authority and individual abuses, judi-
Application of international norms and principles ciary involvement in conflict resolution, and
on human rights certainty in judicial decisionmaking. For example,

to effectively protect victims, the judiciary must
Justice Sosa provides an in-depth study of the appli- establish simple procedural systems to obtain dam-
cation of the jurisprudence of the Inter-American age compensation with minimal formality and with-
Court in the national ambit. Justice Sosa observes out financial conditionings and bonds. Justice
that in many Ibero-American countries, human Aguirre also recommends that judicial organiza-
rights are guaranteed in their constitution and are tions establish administrative offices for victims
consecrated in international agreements, a trend where they can get legal advice and protection.
that has increased with recent constitutional reforms. Most important, the state should create special
Furthermore, the commitments assumed by the laws, regulations, and jurisdiction for abused women
states by virtue of these instruments generate oblig- and children. Whether the aggression comes from
ations for all branches of public authority, includ- the family or society, women and children have the
ing the judicial branch. Upon signing the American right to receive special treatment, consonant with
Convention on Human Rights, states assume the their situation, and to be rescued. No poor coun-
obligation to respect the rights recognized in the try can move ahead without promoting its human
Convention and ensure the execution of rights by resources and establishing such systems.
all people under its jurisdiction. She observes that
states involved in cases pending before the Court Citizen security and the courts
tend to be more willing to cooperate with the Inter-
American system. She stresses that strengthening of In his presentation, Justice Jorge Eduardo Tenorio,
this spirit of cooperation will depend on the demo- President of the Supreme Court of Justice of the
cratic strengthening of their judicial reforms in Republic of El Salvador, affirms that if the state is
terms that are sensitive to civil rights and open to not organized to achieve justice and that justice
increased cooperation with NGOs. The other does not function properly, profound reform of
method that could make a contribution to strength- the justice system is necessary. At the same time, he
ening the system is for the judiciary to accept full cautions against making the judicial branch the
responsibility for the problems related to human scapegoat for society's ills. He points out that there
rights violations inherited from the past. are several challenges ahead for the region in gen-

eral, and El Salvador in particular. (El Salvador has
Victims of violence and rights abuse recently implemented a new criminal procedures

code.) One of the main tasks of the state is the har-
Justice Orlando Aguirre G6mez, President of the Sec- monization and coordination of the administra-
ond Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice of tion of justice and public security. These two areas
Costa Rica, notes that the victims of violence have cannot be separated because there are several inter-
been forgotten and sometimes excluded from soci- relations and common problems. He cautions
ety by judicial systems. However, universal juridi- against making the judiciary the scapegoat of soci-
cal sentiment has been evolving positively in favor ety's ills. Justice Tenorio urges immediate attention
of the victim. He argues that victims also have to the structural causes of offenses and the adoption
human rights-fundamental rights that must be of an integrated criminal policy. He explains that
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judicial reform should not overshadow the overall Degrading influence of drugs on children
reform of the state, but strengthening judicial inde-
pendence continues to be vital for ultimate recog- Justice Jorge Leslie Bodes T'orres, Presideni: of the
nition of the judicial branch as a unique arm of Criminal Chamber of the Popular Suprem-. Tribunal
government, a key element for improved public of Cuba, describes the drug situation in C uba and
security and judicial performance. its evolution. The revision of the criminal code in

Cuba went into effect in March 1999 an:l, among
Complexities and social consequences other measures, establishes sanctions aga.nst drug
of drug trafficking trafficking. He notes that the struggle aga.nst drugs

and, in particular, achieving die healthy dexelopment
The scourge of drug trafficking and money laun- of children require profound changes in t.ie preva-
dering, which affects the economic, social, and lent criteria for drug-related offenses. It als: requires
political fabric of society, transcends national bor- proper and decisive policies and serious transfor-
ders. By way of finding solutions to such criminal mations in the living conditions of the Clbmn peo-
activities, this session on drug trafficking evaluates ple. It is impossible to adequately protec:t i-ninors
and identifies common norms, as well as those that from the degrading influence of drugs if 1t e delin-
could be unified, to achieve international stan- quency phenomenon is notsuccessfully a:ldressed.
dardization of judicial processes and compatibility He also describes some of the preventive measures
of penalties in the various judicial systems of the to assist minors and their families and tlhe role of
region. citizen associations in these efforts. Justice Bodes con-

cludes that the confrontation of the drug phe-
Benchmarking lbero-American legislation nomenon and the preservation of a healthy

childhood are intimately related to the society's
Justice Fernando Arboleda Ripoll, Vice President of material and spiritual development and irs degree
the Supreme Court of Justice of Colombia, traces of equality and social justice.
legislation on drug trafficking in Latin America. He
finds that although the drug phenomenon is com- The role of bridge countries in drug trade
mon to all Latin American countries, causes vary
from country to country. Colombia had a contra- Justice Armando Figueira Torres Paulo, V. ̂ e Presi-
ventional type of legislation in the mid- 1960s and dent of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice of Io rtugal,
early 1970s, whereas neighboring countries had asserts that the global drug problem affe:;ts, with
stronger regulations. As a result, drug traffickers greater or lesser intensity, all nations arid social
chose to operate in Columbia. This, in part, is a basis classes. Drugs endanger social peace, state 3e urity,
for the standardization and generalization of the leg- institutional activities, public health, the e ;o romy,
islative treatment of drug trafficking. To establish and even international relations. The serio>usness of
legislative developments in Latin America requires the problem is so great that many countries consider
examining the content of in.ternational instruments drug trafficking, consumption, and related c rimes to
that serve as a reference and establishing the type be a question of national security. Justic:z 'rorres
of influence that they exercise on statutes that are states that only cooperation among states, I: a, ed on
implemented in different countries. This exami- solid information, can confront the serious ile s and
nation, he notes, should also include the police complexity of this worldwide scourge. Yl'o:tugal
because they are the providers of the raw material signed the United Nations Convention ag inst the
for the cases on which the judiciary will finally act. Illicit Trafficking of Narcotics and Psych:itropics
Justice Arboleda concludes that one of the most vis- Substances of 1988 and introduced in the European
ible and transcendental ambits of the drug traf- Community's budget an allowance aimed tLt fight-
ficking phenomenon is the corruption resulting ing the drug phenomenon. Portugal also piT b] ished
from it. Only through international cooperation will regulations and guidelines for avoiding dive rsi on of
it be possible to confront the criminal manifestations certain substances for the illegal manufacturing of
of drug trafficking. narcotics and psychotropic substances and the use
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of the financial system for money laundering. Jus- concealment, and integration. Laws to combat
tice Torres urges all states to strengthen their secu- money laundering include jail sentences, fines, and
rity systems to confront the increasing power of the the confiscation of property and licenses, all of which
international trafficking networks. This implies rein- are useless unless all countries realize that there is no
forcement of the different police entities and inter- national sovereignty for money launderers. She urges
national judicial cooperation on penal matters, the judiciaries to limit the concept of traditional sov-
particularly in the creation of a supranational crim- ereignty to efficiently combat money laundering.
inal court. He points out that in the case of the drug-
producing and transit countries, which in general are Closing remarks and declaration
developing countries, the international community
should increase its support to the sustained growth In closing Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez, President of
of their economies and encourage the development the Supreme Court of Venezuela, says that all par-
of the greatest possible number of alternatiye crops. ticipants would like for the summit to arrive at
At the national level, it is essential to combat the sup- concrete conclusions and that the follow-up tech-
ply and discourage the demand for drugs. To con- nical unit will ensure compliance with the agreement
dude Justice Torres asserts that drug addicts should reached at the first summit. Although the judiciary
be helped through treatment, not repression. has traditionally been the most conservative insti-

tution in the state, it is now considering new direc-
Money laundering tions on the dynamic route of globalization. With

the help of the new network, IUDICIS (Latin for
Justice Maria M. Naveira de Rod6n, Associate Judge court), which was demonstrated during the Sum-
of the Supreme Tribunal of the Puerto Rico Free mit, judiciaries in the region and eventually around
Associated State, describes money laundering and the world should be able to exchange general and
suggests several ways to avoid its growth and glob- case-specific information daily. She concludes that
alization. Money laundering is the process of con- as judges they are the guardians of society and only
cealing the origin of income by giving it a legitimate together will they transform this utopia of univer-
or legal appearance in form so that the funds may sal justice into a reality.
be used without problem in a legitimate economy. The summit conduded with an agreement-the
She notes that it is a societal problem that affects all Second Caracas Dedaration-to maintain the juridi-
countries adversely. Justice Naveira stresses that cal order inspired by the democratic systems of
money laundering is complex and has multiple par- member countries and respect for judicial activities
tial operations, all of which are necessary for its suc- and decisions as a fundamental premise of the valid-
cess. There are three essential basic steps-placement, ity of the rule of law.
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Opening and
Introductory Remarks





Justice Reform, Social Peace, and Democracy

Sr. Hugo Chavez Frias
President of Venezuela

It would seem-as I mentioned to the President of monitor-will produce results. A social revolution
the Venezuelan Supreme Court-that one of the is underway in Venezuela that is shaking the foun-
signs of the times is conflict. History is in great mea- dations of the old regime. It has been undermined
sure also the history of conflicts. In these waning by some of the vices that you will be analyzing over
years of the twentieth century, there have been all these next few days, such as corruption, which has
types of conflicts, many of which were violent and destroyed institutions and dissolved the essence of
filled with pain, death, and tragedy. There is a pro- democracy.
found expression in the Bible that says, "The only The Venezuelan case deserves to be studied
road to peace is justice." From this viewpoint we can because it will teach us to avoid repeating past mis-
conclude that where there is no true justice, there takes. History shows that some violent acts fre-
will be no peace. I believe in this maxim. quently originate from actions of silent violence,

We acknowledge the efforts of the honorable which slither quietly like a snake, spreading death,
presidents of supreme courts and tribunals of Ibero- hunger, and desolation to the people. As former Pres-
America and the Caribbean in attending these sum- ident of Venezuela Rafael Caldera said on February
mits on the fundamental problems affecting justice 4, 1992, "A hungry population cannot defend
and, by extension, the peace of our peoples. In democracy." Similarly, does a population living in
these two days in Caracas, you will deliberate, dis- hunger live in a democracy? Does a population
cuss, evaluate, prepare projects, and make recom- with a poverty rate of 85 percent living in a terri-
mendations on four of these problems. I hope that tory full of oil, water, and riches live in a democ-
the time spent here will not be in vain. There have racy? And who will defend them?
been many summits in the world, some have been The time for democracy in Venezuela has arrived.
stormy and others have faded with the wind. I hope that you have time to walk along some street

In the 48 days that I have been in office, I in Caracas or Venezuela and speak to common peo-
attended the Summit of the Group of Fifteen hosted ple about democracy, as a type of field work. I
by our neighbor, Jamaica, where we conversed and invite you to Yare where I was a prisoner. I was there
analyzed the political, economic, and social situa- recently and came out crying. I could not stand it,
tions of "the world of the South" as well as the pro- and I told Monseigneur Mario Moronta, "This is
posals made by the "world of the North." In the too much pain for a single heart."
speech I made on behalf of the presidents of Latin The National Constituent Assembly cannot be
American and Caribbean countries comprising the subordinated to the established powers. The
Group of Fifteen, I expressed a fervent hope that the Venezuelan people will no longer tolerate tricks, I
issues discussed at the summit in Montego Bay am sure; our obligation is to channel the nation's
would not be carried away by the Caribbean wind. voice, as the great Honore Mirabeau said. In
I have that same hope for this Caracas Summit. I Venezuela we must restore the institutions of a pul-
also hope that this summit-which we will all verized democracy, lay the foundations of a new

13
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republic because the one we have is on its death bed, 2000-to stimulate the restitution of the funda-
and rebuild the rule of law; which has been hit one mental rights of health, education, food, housing, and
and a thousand times. Around 60 percent-a con- immediate attention, however great the need.
servative number-of Venezuelan men and women In addition to human rights, this is ai appro-
who are in prison are waiting for due process. Jus- priate time to discuss the problem of drugs and
tice is not agile; it only reaches those who can afford extending joint responsibility in combating pro-
it. Is that justice? It is impossible to restitute the rule duction, trafficking, and co,nsumption c)f drugs.
of law unless the undermined institutional frame- Drug traffickers and poppies flourish amo ng peas-
work is reformed. An assembly must be directly and ants who have no land, credit, or work and who very
universally elected by the people to restructure the often have no other source of life or incomLe. Drugs
government and especially the judiciary. flourish among the street children of Venezuela,

As President of Venezuela I have received and hold almost one million of them. Your recommendations
in my hand a social time bomb. We are making and contributions related to drugs wouldi be very
gigantic efforts to deactivate the bomb. This social timely.
bomb consists of infinite poverty, a destroyed econ- With these harsh reflections, which ai, only as
omy, and a stripped society Some people still want harsh as our reality, I warmly welcomc you on
the president to use the arrned forces to repress the behalf of our people who, despite their troubles,
people whose only desire is justice, housing, and a way are optimistic because they again have a r enewed
of life. While I am President and Commander in purpose in their search for a democratic way of life.
Chief of the Armed Forces, not a single soldier will In this Venezuela institutions and authorities are
repress a people who seek justice, leadership, and to committed to making way for the constituent
be heard. The armed forces under my command are power and a new reality and to respecting demo-
with the people in the street today, not to repress them cratic values, which are essential to building a
but to join with them in a project-called Bolivar new nation.



Reform Challenges in Ibero-America

Justice Cecilia Sosa Gomez
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Venezuela

I am honored to have this opportunity to cordially but rather contributed technical professionals, expe-
welcome you to the second summit of the Cara- riences, and economic aid.
cas Declaration to evaluate compliance with poli- At the opening session of last year's summit I
cies and actions on judicial organization, said that traditionally the presidents of supreme
corruption, human rights, and drug trafficking. courts and tribunals gather to discuss and exchange
Our goal is to establish viable multilateral mech- ideas and experiences about abstract legal topics
anisms to strengthen the judicial branch of Ibero- and their application to specific cases; in other
American states. words, we meet to examine the evolution of doc-

On the threshold of the third millennium, the trine and case law and its application to specific
judiciary in each member state of our organization juridical institutions. But, for the first time, we
should promote the strengthening of its indepen- are here to discuss and analyze juridical topics that
dence from other branches, insist on the continu- were determined to be important by the heads of
ing need to be more efficient, and reaffirm the state of our countries.
fundamental principles that govern jurisdictional Therefore, at our first summit in March 1998,
activities and the discipline that should set us apart we reached a consensus about the judiciary's per-
from other branches. ception of the definition of policies that will affect

As key instruments in fulfilling our assigned the administration of justice, and we outlined and
mission and in view of the growing globalization agreed on how they should be treated-from a
and integration of nations and individuals, new juridical point of view-during implementation.
technologies will assist member countries that are We are committed to implementing four prin-
committed to the development of the judicial ciples. The supreme courts and tribunals:
branch. The financial support of the government
and of national and international organizations * Must find mechanisms to ensure their inde-
committed to the development of an efficient pendence and protection from interference out-
administration of justice that is accessible to all cit- side the judiciary.
izens is essential. * WIl promote preparation and training mecha-

I must publicly acknowledge the input of the nisms for judges as well as share lessons learned
World Bank, which has economically and techni- with the other countries.
cally supported the Venezuelan judicial reform * Will fight corruption and adhere to an efficient
process and the summits. The Bank is an interna- application of the rules,.which will allow for their
tional organization committed to change and effective control and sanction. The supreme
renewal that, nonetheless, did not arrive with pre- courts and tribunals of justice will also propose
conceived diagnoses and formulas. This is the first legal amendments or promulgation of laws to the
time, in my opinion, that an international organi- executive and to congress allowing for fair juris-
zation has had no intention of imposing its ideas, dictional exercise upon those responsible for

15
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serious crimes. Sharing experiences and knowl- such as the Anti-Corruption Treaty, to judicial
edge in this area is fundamental. regulations.
Will request the promulgation of laws and * Human rights. The effectiveness of iurispru-
treaties from other branches of public power, if dence exchange among different countries as
necessary, which will clearly define narcotic and well as with the Inter-American Court of Human
psychotropic substance use as a crime against Rights will be evaluated to determine how instru-
humanity. ments and jurisprudence are being applie d in sen-

tencing by judges of the region.
We concluded the first summit with the Cara- * Illegal drug trade. The identity of commo-n norms

cas Declaration, with which we all promised to will be evaluated as well as those thLt can be
comply. adapted in a unified way to achieve interna-

One year later we convene at the second sum- tional standardization of judicial proct sses and
mit to give an account of our achievements as well compatibility in the types and penal sarLctions
as give to each other solidarity and strength to con- by the different judicial systems.
tinue performing our commitment to change and
modernization of the judiciary. The strengthening The tasks faced by the supreme court; and tri-
of the judiciary in a democratic society requires an bunals in Ibero-America at this second surmnit are
extremely clean and ethical administration of jus- not simple and are outside the ordinary -work of a
tice to ensure that judicial procedure is simple, judge. The tasks require assuming an active role in
publicly accessible, fast, efficient, and fair in its the solution of the big problems of our societies.
decisions. Power cooperation goes beyond the formal frame-

The agenda reflects our willingness to address work of competence assignmLents contemplated in
concerns and needs by stressing judgment capabil- constitutions. We are informing our count -ies that:
ity and sentence enforcement so that the government
can guarantee all citizens the total effectiveness of * The courts are aware of^ the great problems
the rule of law. affecting the administration of justici! on the

This second summit, which includes plenary continent.
sessions with trial court judges as observers from * The courts are committed to ethical, c*naocra-
the participant countries, will cover the following tic principles.
topics: * We have been trying for some time to encour-

age serious reforms in the administratic ri f jus-
judicial organization. There will be a review of tice to make it reliable, efficient, and trai: sparent.
issues related to the efficiency of use and expen- * We are not idly waiting for an external reform-
diture of the judicial budget to promote com- ing power, rather we are Lleading refor ms from
mon standards that will guarantee the autonomy within to match democratic values an ii norms
of the judiciary. There will also be an analysis of of society. Equality in democracy transl Ltes into
judge selection and judicial stability mecha- the right to follow the correct process.
nisms, stressing strengths and weaknesses of
human resource education and training. These Our region must use the benefits of wo: Id glob-
actions will define the standards of the Ibero- alization and market integration at the insttutional
American Judicial Publjic Employee Education level, but also protect our identities and avoid nxiform
and Training School. solutions. International communication am(ong judi-
Corruption. There will be a review of criteria cial branches would lead to the creation of.in infor-
under discussion for adopting the Code of mation networkandanexchange of experiences in the
Ethics of the Ibero-American Judicial Public judicial area. In particular it would assist effort, against
Employee. We will use aL mock trial to illustrate drug trafficking by informing the follow-uf1 techni-
the application of the law in different coun- cal unit, which we agreed to create last year.
tries and thus obtain ideas that will allow local During this summit we will demonstrate &ie future
judges to manage and apply international tools, judicial information network, which we hav,e called
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IUDICIS. The system will allow a permanent exchange ond summit, particularly the legislative and polit-
between supreme courts and tribunals, promote the ical measures necessary for the execution of our
education and training of our judges and legal assis- agreements.
tants, and make transcending our borders a reality. The problems affecting our continent are solv-

Obviously our initiatives will not be mechani- able by the rule of law and the application of the
cal transfers from one society to another. However, laws, if the political will exists. We have an oblig-
the knowledge that we share will be a valuable stim- ation to interpret the law so that its application
ulus for the achievement of a common goal: the con- results in justice, but we also have an obligation
struction and reconstruction of a respected and to show the political sectors the changes that they
respectable judicial system and a system that is filly must make. The executive and congress must
legitimate and worthy of confidence, and inde- agree to clear the way for a true democracy that
pendent and strong in its devotion to preserving and ensures social peace and the sustained economic
deepening the basic value of our democratic growth to provide a good quality of life. We must
societies-freedom. call for a rejection of the use of force as a mech-

Our supreme courts and tribunals are obliged to anism for the solution of national and international
inform our heads of state of the results of this sec- disputes.





Legal and Judicial Reform: Lessons of
Experience and the Bank's Future Role

Andr6s Rigo Sureda
Acting Vice President and General Counsel, Legal Department, World Bank

On behalf of Mr. James Wolfensohn, President of he presented to the Bank's Board in January this
the World Bank, I wish to express my appreciation year and in which he propounded a more inclusive
to the President of Venezuela, Sr. Hugo Chavez, and approach to development. The purpose of the Frame-
the President of the Supreme Court of Venezuela, work is to balance traditional macroeconomic con-
Justice Cecilia Sosa, for their invitation to partici- siderations with the basic structural, social, and
pate in this very important event. The Bank would human prerequisites for sustainable growth and
like to congratulate you asid all the countries rep- poverty alleviation. In the Framework he explains:
resented at this meeting for taking this initiative to
share knowledge and advance the process of legal without the protection of human and prop-
and judicial system reform in the region-an ambi- erty rights and a comprehensive framework
tious undertaking with wide-ranging implications of laws, no equitable development is possi-
for development. ble. A government must ensure that it has

This afternoon I will first discuss the Bank's per- effective systems of property, contact, labor,
spective on the importance of effective judicial systems bankruptcy, commercial codes, personal
for social and economic development. I will then rights laws, and other elements of a com-
present the main challenges and opportunities in prehensive legal system that is effectively,
strengthening the legal and judicial system and share impartially, and cleanly administered by a
some of the Bank's experiences and lessons. I will well-functioning, impartial, and honest judi-
dose with a briefoutline of the main principles of Bank cial and legal system.
assistance for strengthening institutions and policies
pertaining to the legal and judicial system. Initially the Bank and member countries saw

legal and judicial reform largely as part of the
Importance of an effective judicial enabling environment for economic growth. This
system in development view is now broadening as the development com-

munity and governments increasingly recognize
The importance of a well-functioning legal and judi- the role of the legal and judicial system in strengthen-
cial system to social and economic development has ing good and clean governance as well as support-
increasingly been recognized by the Bank and its ing sustainable development.
member countries, not only in the context of strength-
ening the administration of justice but also in con- Challenges and opportunities
nection with economic and social reforms and, for strengthening legal and judicial
especially lately, economic crises around the globe. systems
President Wolfensohn sees an effective legal and jus-
tice system as one of the key pillars of the proposed Legal and judicial systems worldwide are con-
Comprehensive Development Framework, which fronting challenges-challenges relating to poverty,
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globalization, crime, trade, technology, corruption, judicial systems vary from one country to
migration, urbanization, conflicts, and democra- another.
tization. In Eastern Europe and former Soviet
ibloc countries the challenge is how to reorient the While challenges are formidable, the opportu-
court system to promote economic reform and nities for addressing the challenges have never been
democratization while gaining the trust of citizeas. greater. Broad economic and political reforms, the
In South Asia a key challenge involves how to end of the Cold War, technological advances, and
tighten legal and judicial oversight and control in greater cultural understanding have led to increased
financial systems and social programs. Issues in awareness and understanding of the importance of
Africa include civil strife, weak capacities, and legal and judicial systems. This summit is iiideed a
the creation of best environrnent for private invest- reflection of this emerging awareness.
ment. In the Middle East and North Africa legal
traditions need to be refined and made more rel- The World Bank's role: activities and
evant to the economic aspirations of the countries. lessons of experience
In Latin America and the Caribbean reorienting
the role of the state and increasing social demands The World Bank's activities to strengthen institu-
and attention to human rights, including the tions and policies affecting legal and judicial systems
rights of indigenous peoples, are among the key have grown markedly in the past few years. The Bank
issues. In some regions--both industrial and has prepared 10 free-standing judicial reform oper-
developing-increased costs, the complexity of dis- ations that have been approved by the Board, and
putes, and the role of the media are attracting another 14 are currently under preparation. In addi-
increased attention. In some countries the failure tion, 15 other projects address legal and judicial
of legal systems has resulted in a breakdown of issues from a broad systemic perspective, such as
basic law and order and governance. In particu- reforms of the law-making process and the judiciary
lar, the fragile peace in many post-conflict coun- and alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.
tries is threatened by the lack of effective legal Beyond that, there are some 350 operations in 87
systems. countries that finance specific legat reform activities.

When we talk about strengthening the legal The Bank and other development financ,- insti-
and judicial systems, we are addressing a range of tutions and international organizations ha;e now
systemic and sectoral issues. VAhile the problems and been involved in legal and judicial reforri ong
challenges vary from one country to another, two enough for us to derive some lessons, such s:
sets of issues are common to many:

* Country ownership and commitment a:e crit-
* Problems of authority, legitimacy, and compli- ical for successful institutional and policy i form.

ance, especially in countries without a strong tra- Commitment is required not only frc n the
dition of an independent judiciary. Modernizing organizations directly involved in the lef al sys-
economies have often eroded the power of tra- tem, such as the judicial councils and th rain-
ditional sources of authority-families, religious istries of justice, but also from the mini! try of
institutions, and community leaders. The process finance, which provides public financing to
of change and adaptation can lead to clashes these organizations, and from users of tl .e sys-
between sources of authority and legitimacy, at tem, such as the private sector and civil s ciety.
times reflected in violence. Sustained reform requires many champions.

* Problems of ineffective ju4icial systems. Formal * Technocratic one-size-fits-all approac ie.; to
judicial institutions are a cornerstone of any law and development fail to capture th :ich
legal system, but chronic delays, weak user con- diversity of local traditions and institutioral set-
fidence, poor access, corruption, and failing tings. Thus good legal and judicial rnform
facilities and capacity are affecting their perfor- requires a high degree of country-sF zcific
mance. These issues are compounded by the knowledge and a bottom-up approach involv-
lack of suitable best practice models because ing all stakeholders.
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• Because oF the social, political, economic, and driven, and is carried out in collaboration with teams
institution dimensions of systemic institutional of professionals and members of civil society. It draws
and policy reform in the judiciary, multidisci- on interdisciplinary skills and does not seek to impose
plinary teams are needed to prepare strategies for predetermined models. It is culturally sensitive and
reform. looks for effective solutions.

* Reforms need to be designed within a compre- As part of such an approach, the Bank is:
hensive, holistic framework and strategy and
the pieces need to be mutually reinforcing. * Developing assistance programs that seek to

* The pace of reform needs to match available marry initiatives in legal and judicial reforms with
capacity and activities need to be appropriately commensurate efforts to identify and address
sequenced so that the reforms are self-reinforcing. problems of corruption in public life and related

* There must be an appropriate balance between shortcomings in governance.
state-provided and other mechanisms for dispute * Building and supporting global and regional
resolution such as arbitration. Well-designed networks and partnerships-like the one you are
fee structures and procedural rules should pro- planning to form among judiciaries-that facil-
vide appropriate incentives for the use (or avoid- itate dialogue. The rich experience that exists all
ance) of courts. over the globe needs to be shared. The Bank will

* The underprivileged, such as women, children, support knowledge management initiatives to
and the poor, need to be ensured equal access to make this possible, such as the development of
justice. networks of supreme courts.

* Donor coordination is key. Where many donors * Conducting research into institutional, policy,
are involved, close coordination is needed to and operations aspects of iegal and judicial
benefit from the comparative advantages of each reform that will serve to enrich the substance of
donor and to share information about programs Bank assistance in this field. Your ideas on these
in a more systematic manner to avoid duplicat- matters will be deeply appreciated.
ing effort.

Through your collective thinking, knowledge,
The new approach and and leadership and the participation of the civil
the Bank's future role society we will meet the institutional and policy chal-

lenges of strengthening the legal and judicial systems.
From this experience a new approach to legal and judi- In that way we will be contributing to the better-
cial reform has begun to take shape. The approach is ment of all in a world of inclusive justice and free-
inclusive, goes beyond formal legislation, is country- dom from poverty.
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Autonomy and Budgetary Independence and
Education in Ibero-America

Justice Cecilia Sosa Gomez
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Venezuela (for Justice Arturo Hoyas, President of the

Supreme Court of Panama)

The procedure for this session and all other sessions to guarantee noninterference in the judiciary by
is to have one of us give a brief presentation of the other branches of government. However, often
each topic and then to allow the members of the dis- not even such a constitutional provision is sufficient
cussion group to begin the debate. The goal is to to maintain or defend the budgetary estimates that
channel ideas and conclusions related to the topic the judiciary presents for consideration by the exec-
under discussion, which addresses the autonomy and utive branch or congress.
independence of the judiciary in general and the An important tendency in the information
topic of budgetary autonomy and independence received from the Follow-up Technical Unit shows
specifically. that even though the judiciary is guaranteed a per-

We have examined "Autonomy and Budgetary centage and budgetary autonomy, the systems of
Independence" and the other papers that address budgetary planning continue to be marked by cri-
summit topics. There are several points in "Auton- teria established for the executive branch. The pro-
omy and Budgetary Independence" that will allow posals to safeguard our budgetary autonomy and
us to evaluate the problems inherent to this topic independence must be based on an effort to create
in each of our countries. In addition, there are a our own systems and mechanisms of budgetary or
number of proposals and conclusions for which I judicial planning to guarantee our autonomy. Our
ask members of the discussion group to recom- costs are represented by allocations for wages-for
mend guidelines, replacements, or corrections. This judges, secretaries, bailiffs, assistants, and adminis-
will add dynamism to achieving unity and strength trative personnel-and the services, equipment,
among our supreme courts and tribunals. and supplies for judicial buildings. These expenses

With regard to budgetary concerns, there is a sig- have no counterpart in the quantification of invest-
nificant relationship between the independence of ment, which is the traditional concept of a budget.
the judiciary and the resources available to carry out Therefore, although last year we agreed that we
judicial programs and activities. The national trea- wanted a budget adjusted to the needs of the admin-
sury is an element that, while a part of a budgetary istration of justice and independence based on the
principle recognized in all our countries, nonethe- recognition of our autonomy and budgetary for-
less needs to be examined in light of our indepen- mulation, we now must find mechanisms that test
dence and budgetary autonomy. Many of our the efficiency of the cost of the administration of
countries recognize in constitutional and other legal justice.
provisions the budgetary autonomy and indepen- Our efficiency should not only be valued by
dence of the judiciary using either a percentage of the volume of decisions made in the judicial sys-
the national budget or some other approach; for tem but by other factors that demonstrate a good
example, the budget estimates of the judiciary can- return on our resources. The budget should con-
not be changed by the executive branch but by tain not only statistics on judicial results but also
congress. This is another mechanism that attempts on programs that are not necessarily directly
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linked to the product of the judicial system, which beyond the custom of complying with a budget
is to issue decisions. this year and next year complying with this year's

To defend a budget in congress or to the exec- budget, which means we keep something back for
utive branch, we need an investment in justice that programs or initiatives because we are condi-
produces a common methodology. We must be tioned to expect that our budget will always be cut
guided by four fundamental parameters-good and never increased. Instead we must prepare the
management, planning, reporting, and control budget with a longer-term strategic approach.
of budgetary execution. First, we have to learn to This and other topics will be covered over the next
be good managers. Second, we have to plan two days.



Discussion on "Autonomy and Budgetary Independence and
Education in Ibero-America"

justice Jorge Subero Isa whose organization aid operation will be regulated
by the law. It is also established that the judicial career

The budget will be one of the most important top- will be well-regulated by the law.
ics to be addressed during this summit because a jus- However, the Constitution also establishes that
tice system cannot work without the backing of a the executive branch must formulate the Republic's
suitable budget. general budget and present it for consideration to

Most Ibero-American countries have a funda- the National Assembly. This is where the first dis-
mental problem-the yearly discussion of the part cussion on these constitutional provisions emerges.
of the national budget to be assigned to the judi- However, the judiciary can change the distribution
ciary. In the Dominican Republic, even though the without altering the budgetary ceiling.
Constitution establishes the budget and financial I am going to outline the main provisions in the
autonomy of the judiciary, the judiciary must pre- Budget Law on budget execution in reference to the
pare the budget annually and present it to the exec- presidents of the judicial and legislative branches.
utive branch, which presents it to congress for its They are responsible for the execution of their
approval or refusal. The problem is that both the respective budgets and have the power to distrib-
executive branch and the National Congress make ute the total budget in accordance to their own
cuts in our budget. criteria. Article 30 allows the General Budget Office

If the judiciary budget continues to depend on to use the monthly installment system for the dis-
political power, without any preestablished criteria, tribution of funds, equivalent to one-twelfth of the
we will continue suffering from the same prob- budget amount approved by the judicial and leg-
lems. The best way to establish financing criteria for islative branches and the electorate.
the judiciary, without a major intervention of the Article 84 of the Organic Law states that in
political power, is through a fixed percentage of accordance to the Constitution, the judiciary's
the national budget. annual budget will not be smaller than 4 percent of

the Republic's general budget. The Supreme Court's
Justice Alba Luz Ramos Vanegas administrative committee develops the preliminary

budget for approval by the Court in full session and
The legal framework for formulating and executing later for presentation to the Ministry of Finance to
the budget in Nicaragua is the Constitution, under include in the budget.
Budget Law and Organic Law of the Judiciary. The Article 85 of the Organic Law establishes that
foundations for the financial and economic inde- the Supreme Court of Justice is responsible for
pendence of the judiciary are established in Article authorizing the proper use of the budgetary item,
159. The judiciary will not receive less than 4 per- and Article 87 establishes that the administration
cent of the Republic's general budget, and there will committee of the judiciary supervises the budget's
be Courts of Appeal and District and local judges execution.
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The coherent application and interpretation of Supreme Court, such as investment, and used them
these regulations can hinder guaranteeing a budget to cover the personal services deficit corresponding
that is adjusted to the true needs of the judiciary; to personnel payments other than payroll.
although the Budget Law and the Constitution This is an overview of Nicaragua's experience in
grant autonomy for the execution and formulation budgetary execution since the March 1998 Cara-
of our budget, the executive presumes that the judi- cas Declaration.
cial budget should never exceed 4 percent, regard-
less of need. For example, the judiciary has developed Justice Jorge Eduardo Tenorio
a budget equivalent to 384.5 million c6rdobas,
which is equivalent to 6 percent of the Republic's gen- As we have seen, the budget greatly influlences the
eral budget, but the executive branch has deter- autonomy and independence of the judic:iary. The
mined that it cannot exceed 260 million c6rdobas, Ministry of Finance has a series of fiscal instruments
which corresponds exactly with the General Budget with which it can define or limit budgetary inde-
of Ordinary Earnings. pendence. For example, with regard to cash han-

These are the main problems we encounter in dling, a delayed disbursement can qualify as a cutback
the formulation of our budget. In accordance with There are two possibilities or approaches to the exe-
the policies and actions determined in the Decla- cution and independence of budgetary management.
ration of Caracas, we have defined policies, objec- The assembly can introduce adjustment!, prior to
tives, and goals for the material needs and human consultation. However, prior consultation means only
resources for the administrative and judicial units listening and making decisions according to what
of the judiciary. We gather and consolidate the has already been foreseen following politica' patterns.
information collected fromn the administrative judi- The other approach uses the executive branch fiscal
cial units. We analyze the request, compare it with instruments through the Secretariat of Fin ance.
last year's expense to adjust to the policies and There are other aspects that affect budgetary devel-
objectives of the institution, and submit it for con- opment. For example, civil society argues that the effi-
sideration to the administrative committee and the ciency of judicial services does not reflect the iinvestment
Supreme Court in full session before it is sent to the in justice. For countries with very serious i conomic
Finance Ministry. and social problems any percentage will be high.

The execution of the Supreme Court budget fol- Another tendency is that this minimum per.:entage
lows the following process. The budget, approved usually remains unchangeable. We have bei n unable
by the National Assembly, is received by the Court to increase the 6 percent, even if the judicial system
either through a centralized fund or a decentralized requirements have grown and an increase ha; been jus-
fund. A centralized fund corresponds to tax payroll, tifiable. But more importantly the restriction)s affect
salary, seniority, and insurance, which is adminis- the judiciary's independence. js a result, jucLicial deci-
tered and executed by the Ministry of Finance. The sions risk being manipulated by political ir terests.
decentralized fund correspond to operative expenses, The most important issue is not only cib raining
nonpersonal service, and materials and supplies a minimum of the budget but legitimizing. through
from a current transfer. The judiciary received 97.85 an efficient organization. This is a great coiice>rn but
percent of its 1998 requested budget. this meeting will yield good conclusions n d good

Analyzing the approvecL and executed 1998 bud- resources.
get of the judiciary, we had a 97.85 percent execu-
tion; the 2.15 percent budget difference corresponds Justice Raul Jose Alonso
to the budgetary item that the Ministry of Finance
failed to give to the Supreme Court of Justice, these Although the judiciary in Uruguay is largel,y inde-
are savings obtained in the payroll area, which they pendent, it can practically manage all the -esources
manage in a centralized fashion. In some other and staff assigned to it. All of us who are p're;idents
areas we managed to make some savings due to our or ministers of the Supreme Court are aw Lre of the
autonomy in the internal distribution of the bud- finances and how they weigh on the periormance
get; we applied them to other sensitive items of the of our service.
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In Uruguay the judiciary has a right of initiative Regional Federal Courts, the Second Appellate
in the budget but remains under the arbitrage of the Court of Labor Justice, the Regional Labor Courts,
Parliament, which always reduces the amount that and the Appellate Court of Electorate Justice. All
the Judiciary requests. The judiciary, in turn, is those courts have administrative and financial
prudent and never asks for what is really needed. autonomy. The Supreme Federal Tribunal is
This conflict is so deeply felt that the Supreme charged with the elaboration of its budgetary pro-
Court has requested modifications to include in posal and forwarding it to the government insti-
some constitutional reforms over the past several tutions.
years but without success. The Supreme Federal Tribunal signs jurispru-

Uruguays Judicial Officers Association, the Bar, dence and sends the budgetary proposals to the
and the University of Uruguay are collecting sig- executive branch, which cannot reduce the budget
natures for a plebiscite in the next elections on proposals. There is a law of budgetary guidelines to
reforming the requirements of the judicial branch's be observed in the elaboration of those budgets. The
budget. It is important for the judiciary to have a Supreme Federal Tribunal has decided that the
relatively wide margin in financing service without National Congress can reduce budgets related to fed-
pretending to exceed the real economic capacity of eral budgets. The state legislative assemblies can
each of our countries. In Uruguay the judiciary reduce state budgets.
always receives less than 2 percent of the budget, Using their autonomy, some member states
which is not low considering Uruguay's budget has have established limits for the state judiciary. For
traditionally been very high but is insufficient for example, Parana chose 5 percent of its gross income
improving the service. as the limit. Other states followed suit. The courts,

However, we in the judiciary do have the right however, challenged the constitutionality of states
to manage the budget, make transfers, create posi- fixing budget limits and the Supreme Federal Tri-
tions, and modify allocations, provided we do not bunal agreed that it was unconstitutional.
exceed the total. This arrangement provides great Budget management and planning are also
adjustment capacity to new circumstances and han- being discussed in Brazil. There are proposals
dling of service organization totally independent suggesting that an organ of the judiciary cen-
from the political power. The management of the tralize budgetary proposals, thereby giving
judiciary with few or no hindrances is an important budgetary autonomy to the judiciary and not the
topic that should be discussed in the conclusions. courts. Such a proposal is being discussed in

Brazil in the National Congress and the high
Justice Carlos Mario Velloso courts. A judiciary National Council may soon

administer proposals, receive the courts, and elab-
The Brazilian Constitution confers certain guar- orate the budget. This idea has become polemic
antees of independence to the courts and within because each court is autonomous and none
these guarantees the courts have administrative and would like to lose autonomy.
financial autonomy. Therefore they practice self-
governance, elaborate their regulations, and nom- justice Julio Salvador Nazareno
inate their civil servants.

In Brazil there is national justice and state jus- I believe that more than 10 Latin American coun-
tice. The Supreme Federal Tribunal-Brazil's con- try budgets are managed by a judiciary council. At
stitutional court-is the head of the judicial system the end of last year Argentina incorporated a judi-
and five high courts constitute the leaders-the ciary council responsible for the administration of
High Court of Common Justice, the Electorate the nation's judiciary budget. The Court elaborates
High Court, the Labor High Court, the Leading its budget as head of the judiciary branch, sends it
Labor Court, and a Military High court, which to the Judiciary Council where it is considered,
is the leader of military justice. Member states have receives remarks, and may or may not return to the
justice courts and legal judges. The Appellate Court for approval. The Council's Administrative
Courts of Common Federal Justice are the Court will be the one to administer the judiciary's
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funds; there is always a shortfall. The Chief Justice directly to the budget of the judicial branch and not
of the Court is, in turn, the President of the Judi- into the general budget. We are now allowed to grant
ciary Council. This is a difficult situation because loans to the government bank using that money as
those bodies at times take opjposite sides. Represented collateral, allowing flexibility between budgets. We
on the Council are eight congressmen, two acade- are testing this modality now so I cannot tell you
micians, and four judges; consequently, this new whether it will work well or whether it will func-
Judiciary Council will have funds to administer to tion poorly. As in many cases, the funds that we are
the jurisdictions of the country. assigned by the executive and that are approved by

I am not criticizing the Council, but it is respon- the legislature are insufficient for our needs.
sible for distributing funds to each of the court juris-
dictions. Therefore, it is open to scrutiny. The Judiciary Justice Oscar Aramando Avila
Council is already in place in most countries. Following
the European tradition-Italian, Spanish, German- In Honduras we experience budget constraints
it has now been imposed on us here in Latin Amer- daily. We have broad powers for preparing and dis-
ica. But I do not want to be an alarmist. tributing the budget, but ultimately the execu-

The judicial branch does not have control over tive and legislative branches determine our budget.
distribution of its funds in Argentina, rather funds Although the Constitution specifies that the judi-
are distributed by the Judiciary Council consisting ciary should receive at least 3 percent of the national
of politicians and academicians that are not of the budget, we receive only 2.12 percent, which does
Judicial branch. There will always be shortfalls and not satisfy our needs. We are concerned by the
insufficient funds to cover all our needs. However, incorporation of oral hearings into criminal cases
if the head of the judiciary will not be handling the because it would require more court buildings,
funds clear and concise rules for such participa- which we cannot afford to build unless our bud-
tion must be established. get is increased. Lack of sufficient funds to improve

our performance and increase our salaries is another
Justice Maria M. Naveira de Rod6n serious problem in Honduras.

In Honduras we sometimes encounter prob-
As in Argentina, we are also concerned about bud- lems generated by the creation of new coui ts. The
get distribution. In Puerto Rico, the chief justice han- power to create courts in Honduras is a power that
dles the budget through a centralized administration. belongs to the legislative branch. The legisla,ure cre-
The legislature, however, has the power to allot ates them but does not increase our budget. i5V have
certain funds to specific projects so that we cannot asked Congress to give us that power over our
touch items of this type. Internal budget handling needs, but our request has been denied.
is essential for an appropriate judicial policy. We are I have discussed the Judiciary Council v/ ith col-
best able to determine our needs for the future, leagues and some are quite concerned that th C'oun-
and usually other factors, wlhich are considered and cil will take away our independence. We should
handled by the executive and legislative branches, agree to prepare an in-depth study on this mr :ter and
do not come into play. voice our reservations because almost all inierna-

Puerto Rico's Constitution allows the executive tional organizations and studies are leading u; toward
to create judicial seats (courts) that have generated a judiciary councils. It is difficult for chief ju!;tices to
a series of problems because the criteria are politi- manage both the administration and over! ight of
cal and often certain courts are established for rea- the juridical structure. Another mechanism inust be
sons quite different from purely judicial needs. As found, one in which the judicial branch mar ages its
a result, our budgets have to cover those courts own assets and the chief justice handles ove si:;ht.
that have been created and that possibly may be of
litde or no use to the judicial system. Justice Armando Figueira Torres P'a.ulo

We recently passed a statute to require that rev-
enue stamps be affixed to documents sent to the Portugal is among the countries in which jutiges are
courts. The money from the sale of those stamps goes truly independent. For example, the chief jus ice and
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the deputy justices are elected by the 80 judges security, and other areas, have been progressively
constituting the Supreme Court. There are 80 to 82 transferred to the judicial branch. We need to be
judges and only 60 are working in the Supreme more careful.
Court because 22 are assigned to service-related Another aspect addressed here today that mer-
commissions. In the event of any type of serious gov- its stressing is the danger of a loss of prestige by the
ernment problem, a Supreme Court justice is imme- judicial branch if it does not have sufficient auton-
diately called to serve on a specific commission. omy to manage and administer its own budget and
For example, in the case of the appellate courts the generate results. Conversely, to achieve economic and
chief and deputy justices are also elected by the administrative independence implies a commit-
respective judges and we have a body that is the supe- ment by all of us work efficiently. I believe that the
rior council of the judiciary, the body in charge of mechanisms that Justice Sosa G6mez recommended
self-governing the judicial branch. This is the body are ideal-good planning, management, and sta-
that will classify, inspect, promote, and transfer all tistics to demonstrate our efficiency.
judges and is consisting of judges that are elected
by other judges and the Congress. Justice Enrique Antonio Sosa Elizeche

The executive branch has no function within the
judicial branch except in the financial area. Each We have similar financial problems in Paraguay.
court from the lowest to the Supreme Court has its The Constitution establishes a minimum of 3 per-
own budget, but it is a limited budget so that the cent of the national budget that must go to the judi-
expense is more or less predictable. If, for example, ciary, which is commonly considered a ceiling. It has
Portugal were to be invited to host a conference like been and is still very difficult for us even to obtain
this one, the Supreme Court would have to request this minimum percentage, despite all our efforts, but
the required additional funds from the Minister of we are gradually obtaining recognition by the leg-
Justice. Consequently, the Minister of Justice has islative branch to which we present our proposed
authority in financial matters, which I have learned annual budget.
here today. As a result, I no longer consider myself The problem is that the Supreme Court has both
to be as independent as I did before sharing ideas administrative and jurisdictional functions. The
with you. Constitution states that the Court is responsible for

superintending the judiciary, which removes the dan-
justice Orlando Aguirre G6mez ger of transferring this function to bodies outside the

judiciary because it would violate a constitutional pro-
Economic independence is an indispensable con- vision. However, the task of administration for the
dition if the administration of justice is to exis.. In Supreme Court is an arduous one. We are therefore
Costa Rica we have had budgetary autonomy and also analyzing and studying a system of manage-
administrative independence in the judicial branch ment under the supervision and control of the
since 1959. I believe that this has been very impor- Supreme Court through a body that forms part of
tant for the development of the judiciary as an the judiciary.
important element of governance in our country. The problem of the budget is the need to respect

Although many Latin American countries have the proposed distribution of budgetary allocations.
made important strides in this direction, we should The Supreme Court has to state its needs but these
continue to insist on this direction. There are many are not always taken into account by Congress if
factors that threaten this form of organization for they are distributed in a way that is not in accord
the judicial branch. The administration of justice with stated needs. We believe it is desirable that even
is an important element in the peaceful coexistence the distribution of the percentage of the general
of our people. Politicians in Costa Rica are allotting budget earmarked for the judiciary be done by the
the 6 percent of the budget that we used to receive Supreme Court, which knows the needs of the
to other activities. For example, the office of the gov- organization of the system of justice. With respect
ernment attorney and its immense structure, includ- to financial resources the Constitution establishes
ing the Criminal Investigation Department, national a minimum percentage for the judiciary and bud-
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getary autonomy to guarantee the absolute inde- based on the report of the Council of the judiciary,
pendence of the judiciary with respect to its juris- which in turn represents the daims of the judicial asso-
dictional activity. ciations. This is a network that starts from the bot-

The judiciary in Paraguay has its own revenue tom up and eventually produces a pay clairn that is
from judicial taxes and charges. The Supreme Court sent to the government for consideration. Us ially the
is now attempting to take over the management of government tells the judges they must accept a more
this revenue, which is very important for some pro- or less standardized raise. However, judges are sub-
jects, particularly infrastructure projects. As for ject to special circumstances because of theii incom-
other sources of revenue, funds from the Treasury patibility in the exercise of a series of func:ions. As
are available but difficult to obtain. a member of the General Council of the judiciary, I

would like the Council to have the power to set
Dr. Bruno Otero judges' salaries. This would solve the problems we have

today with the judges, whose pay should be put on
According to the Spanish Constitution the General a dignified basis.
Council of the judicial governs the judiciary and its In this respect, I understand that-at Least for
president-as in Argentina-is also president of now-all the judiciaries represented here have to
the Supreme Tribunal. It has 20 members, of which cohabit with their governments, there is no other
I am one; 12 are appointed from among the judges solution. I am going to propose something in this
and 8 from distinguished jurists. These appoint- respect. In Spain the budget of the Gener-,[ Coun-
ments are made by the Parliament of Spain, whiclh cil of the judiciary has absolute indepenc.ence in
represents popular sovereignty. planning its budget, which is then sent to t se Min-

On the budget question, if a minimum of 3 per- istry of Economy and Finance. If the minis tryr does
cent is set, the budget is nevezr increased and in some not object to the budget proposal it is included in
cases, as mentioned by othe.r speakers, does not even the general state budget and sent to Parlia nent.
reach that minimum. We have to fight every year to The Parliament on many occasions tells us that
get the funds, as all institutions must do. the budgetary allocation exceeds the rise in public

As a member of the Council of the judiciary I spending allowed by the European Unio ni. If the
advocate an independent and ideal budget for the Ministry agrees, it sends the proposal to PaI liament
judiciary. However, our starting point must reflect and defends it there as representative of tlhe Trea-
the needs of Spain and of the European Union. sury, If there is no agreement, it is sent bo _k to us
When making the budget the European Union for any changes, which we may or may nc decide
gives specific instructions to governments about to do. Then we have to defend it in Parliarnent.
limits on public spending. This is the social reality Clearly absolute independence and autonor Lyin the
we must recognize to keep our feet on the ground. management of the budget must be our g:la.

How do we make our budget? The budget has
several chapters; the first relates to the salaries of per- justice Fernando Enriqlue Arbolecla
sonnel of the Council of the judiciary and its offi- Ripoll
cials, not including the judges in the councils. The
second chapter covers judicial training and spend- In the constitutional model of Columbia i le bud-
ing on the judicial school in Barcelona and inter- getary autonomy and independence of tile judi-
national cooperation, including an Ibero-American ciary is deficient. The initiative of prepai ir.g the
section. The third chapter relates to the Judicial Doc- budget is in the hands of the Superior Cc mcil of
umentation Center (Cendoj), which collects all the judiciary, which has to reach an agreem tn with
legislation and case law. I have ordered two CD- the other bodies constituting this branch oi gov-
ROMs with all this information for this organiza- ernment, as well as planning and evaluatixig needs
tion and for the International Court of Human to present the draft budget for the sector Io Con-
Rights. gress. During deliberations the legislatut, estab-

Judges' salaries in Spain are decided by the gov- lishes priorities that define whether the denriands of
ernment. Currently, there is talk of raising their pay, the judicial branch will be accepted. Experts are con-
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cerned with the effects of how this situation is ume of decisions produced by the system, not by
affecting the budget restrictions on the judiciary; the the volume of cases that enter the courts. For this
country is in a deep fiscal crisis. As a result the reason, I want to stress the need to improve the
judicial system has reconfigured itself. Vacancies in statistics.
the judiciary have forced the Superior Council of Second, it is very important that we be aware that
the judiciary to eliminate posts and even change the the problem of the capacity to respond to the case-
specialty of the judges. load of our courts is also a product of laws that over-

The most dramatic result of reconfiguration is load the judicial structure. Once laws are passed
the creation of the Commission of Rationalization their economic impact on the judicial system is never
of Public Spending, which has recommended no evaluated. A good proposal in this respect would be
budget increase for the judiciary for the next three that when the parliaments or congresses of our coun-
years. The Commission has established that the tries pass laws that grant specific authority to any of
performance of the judicial apparatus does not our courts, they quantify the impact that their deci-
respond to the social expectations. But the Com- sion will have on the judicial system.
mission's statistics contrast with those of the Supe- Third, our working document has two parts: the
rior Council of the judiciary and the National budget and mechanisms for selecting judges and prc-
University. This situation can only occur because the viding judicial stability. I want to propose that
ideal of budgetary autonomy has not been achieved because the commitment we r.made was to prepare
and the judiciary's initiatives in this field are not a study on the application of the mechanisms of
respected when the legislative branch defines the selection of judges and the judicial career in par-
General Budget Law for the year in question. ticipating countries, we agree to conclude the con-

tribution to the Follow-up Technical Unit so that
Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez the study receives all the required information.

At the technical meeting held in Caracas last year,
Many ideas and proposals have been made in the we discussed setting guidelines for the School of
discussion groups that could lead to conclusions on Training and Preparation of Ibero-American Judi-
budget issues. I would like to add some remarks to cial Officials, which appears as a conclusion on
what we have heard based on the working docu- page nine of the working document. I request that
ment and on the results of the session itself I refer the delegates evaluate the guidelines and present any
to the evaluation of the work of the judiciary in our considerations to the Secretary so that it is not left
countries, which is normally evaluated by the vol- as if no statement was made on the matter.





Judicial Management Information Systems

Justice Carlos Mario Velloso
Vice President of the Supreme Federal Tribunal of Brazil

In Brazil we have made great strides in judicial of 106 registered voters voted in the election, 60
information systems. In some countries the judiciary percent of whom cast a computerized vote. The
has jurisdictional monopoly, while in others there same evening of the election Brazilians knew the
is no monopoly, as in France, for example. Fol- name of the newly elected President and governors.
lowing the U.S. model, the judiciary has a monop- Soon after information systems were introduced
oly of jurisdictional functions. The 1988 in the electoral court, they were introduced in state
Constitution eases the entrance or the access to and federal courts. The use of computers has eased
justice. Judicial processes and their solutions are the workload for many people and reduced the
based on preexisting procedural laws. They are need to request services from notary public offices
tools, and we are adopting information systems as or secretary offices.
an additional tool. In sum, the following are the services provided

There has been an explosion in the number of by the Brazilian judicial information systems:
tried cases in Brazil. In 1998 the Supreme Court-
consisting of 10 justices and 1 chief justice-tried * Casefollow-up. A system that allows the follow-
about 50,000 cases. The Superior Court, the top up of cases with controls or physical removal of
court for common federal and state justice con- warrants and procedural phases from the regis-
sisting of 33 judges, ruled close to 100,000 appeals. tration in the protocol of entry in the Court until
The Labor Superior Court has about 116,000 case its entry into the files or its return to the origi-
files and 27 justices. The TSE, the top of electoral nating entity.
justice, has close to 4,000 cases and 7 justices. Mil- * Textual treatment. A system that allows the gen-
itary justice has more than 600 cases and 15 justices. eration and follow-up of all procedural docu-
Almost 80 percent of the 50,000 Supreme Court ments, such as reports, votes, court orders, and
cases are repeat cases. amendments. The final product is the setting of

Information systems in the Brazilian judiciary the dialogue of justice, which can even be made
were first used in 1974 in the Regional Electoral available through the Internet.
Court of Minas Gerais. In 1985-86, when the * Textual retrieval A system that allows users to
National Constituent Assembly was elected, the elec- investigate jurisprudence, court orders, and
toral justice organized the largest registry of the con- actions in the textual foundations of the court.
tinent. It registered 70 million voters. During the 1994 * Legalfoundations of legislation. A system made
elections for the presidency of the Republic, state gov- available to consult the legal foundations of leg-
ernors, deputies, and senators the total votes-in a islation of the higher courts that allows imme-
country of 100 million voters-was successfully diate consultation for judges and attorneys from
counted with the help of computers. By 1996 almost their own computers.
one-third of the Brazilian electorate, or 35 million, * Juridical information. Information service that
cast a computerized vote. In 1998 almost 90 million allows for consultations online of all federal leg-
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islation, including rules and regulations that Information about decisions and jurisprudence of
will support decisions on public services. all these courts are shared. Information systems are

* Virtual office. A service that allows magistrates, a useful tool for the execution of justice.
mainly from the Federal Supreme Court, to We can, for example, plan ahead via tle com-
access the court's internal network from their own puter, we can make the de facto distribution, the
homes or local phones. attorney presents the request at the secretarAs office

* Statistics. A system that allows the development of the corresponding court, the computer makes the
of statistics on the amount of distributed and de facto distribution, designates an audience, issues
tried cases by class and subject matter in a fixed the summons or letter of summons.
period. It facilitates the access for external users I will conclude by telling you about an expe-
to procedural and institutional information rience I had with electoral voting. A new voting
from the courts. machine-Tupiniquim-has been developed in

* Management of materials and services. A system Brazil that facilitates voting for the blind (it
allowing the control of the material stock, as well includes a Braille keyboard) and the illitt rare. In
as automatic request and registration for mate- 1996 during the first elections in which l he new
rials from different areas of the court. machine was used, I had finished casting rny vote

* Humnan resource managenment System used for the in Belo Horizonte when a partially il iterate
registration, control, and retrieval of information woman approached me. She told me that she had
about servers, agreements, benefits, training, just voted for the first time; 1 asked why, and she
and budget management. replied, "I don't know how to read or write but I

know numbers from working and shopping. So
In Brazil all networks are integrated. For exam- I chose my candidate's number and his picture

ple, the Federal Supreme Court is connected to the appeared on the screen. I was then certain of vot-
network of the High Court of Justice, Electoral ing for my candidate."
High Court, the Labor High Court, the Military This type of experience legitimizes the system of
High Court, and the regional Electoral Courts. representative democracy that we practice.



Judicial Discipline

Justice Hictor Romero Parducci
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Ecuador

Justice H&ctror Romero Parducci was unable to skills of existing staff and to ensure rigorous selec-
attend the summit to make a presentation on judi- tion of new judicial officials. In short, we should
cial discipline. The following paper reflects his com- facilitate the comprehensive education of the pop-
ments and observations on the subject. ulace so that we will have suitable candidates for

A discussion of judicial discipline should focus public administration in general, and the judicial
on the comprehensive behavior of judicial officials, function in particular. This should include edu-
both professional and ethical, and on their respon- cation and training in ethics to achieve the pro-
sibility for society in general and defendants in par- fessional stature of judicial officials, backed by
ticular. Judicial officials must meet their commitment academic training and experience in law, so as to
to guarantee a transparent and permanent propri- guarantee the proper administration of justice in
ety in all areas of judicial responsibility, a propriety all jurisdictions.
that is inherent in such high responsibility. For this reason every act or omission that com-

If discipline depends administratively on ele- promises or contravenes the legal or regulatory
ments and hierarchies with different, similar, or precepts or administrative provisions must be sub-
shared responsibilities, it falls on all officials and ject to the disciplinary regime. These acts include
employees of the judicial system to give special unjustified absences from work, lack of discipline,
attention to the fulfillment of all legal obligations the performance of activities not relevant to the
and ethical postulates in the exercise of their duties. judiciary, refusal to or delays in the performance
The judicial system must also recognize that those of office duties, direct or indirect requests for
in charge of initiating and applying judicial disci- favors, and bribery. These and other wrongdo-
pline have the same moral and intellectual author- ings should give rise to disciplinary actions-such
ity as those who exercise it. as admonition, suspension, removal, or dismissal

Propriety is a characteristic of the judicial sys- from office. The dominant purpose of judicial
tem, along with ethical and moral principles that discipline, as a controlling and disciplinary func-
should sustain it. Thus close attention to those tion, is to establish an effective, honest, and trans-
principles is a daily practical task that should be parent judicial operating system.
carried out with a sense of service that is effective, Obviously, we cannot ignore the latent reality in
timely, and transparent. All these principles are our courts, from subtle nuances of impropriety in
inseparable from public and judicial service. The some cases to bold nuances in others. In light of this
results of the actions of judges, courts, and mag- situation we strive to substitute integrity and hon-
istrates converge and enlighten the administra- esty for these deficiencies, even if reaching this
tion of justice. objective takes a long time. The presence of vice in

We should take advantage of the responsible the daily practice of our judicial tasks cannot be con-
and experienced human resources that are avail- cealed with words. On the contrary, we have to
able in our countries and work to strengthen the recognize and commit ourselves to carrying out
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new and better efforts to fully identify these vices, appeal before the plenary of the same National
to root them out and to plant: in their place the seeds Board of the Judiciary. The current Political Con-
of an effective, timely, and transparent judicial sys- stitution of the Republic of Ecuador, in force since
tem. But implementation of the disciplinary func- August 10, 1998, establishes, in. turn, that the Board
tion is as difficult as administration of justice. is the governing, administrative, and disciplinary

In Ecuador's case, until last December, discipli- organ of the judicial system.
nary authority for the judicial system rested with the Recently the National Board of the Judiciary
Supreme Court, the superior courts, and the district issued "Complaints, Rules, and Regulations," spec-
tribunals, through their highest authorities. Chap- ifying that proceedings that were filed before pre-
ter XII of the Regulations of the Judicial Career con- vious commissions should be brought to and
tains the "Disciplinary Regirme," which establishes resolved by the Human Resources Commission of
the different types of disciplinary actions, from ver- the Board. These regulations comprise basic stan-
bal admonition to dismissal, subject to the pro- dards, disciplinary actions, and execution, appeals,
ceedings established in the regulations. There was and procedures. The regulations provide for "the
even a Complaints and Claims Commission in the judgment of the behaviors of ministers, judges,
Supreme Court and the superior courts,. consti- officials, and employees of the Judicial System . . ."
tuted by the respective magistrates, whose task it was They guarantee administrative proceedings, estab-
to learn about and take action on everything related lish administrative responsibility without irnita-
to irregularities committed by magistrates, judges, tion with respect to the civil or penal actions that
other officials, and judicial employees whose actions might result, determine five types of disciplinary
were questioned. actions (warning, fine, temporary suspension,

By constitutional mandate and by provisions removal, and dismissal), and point out the cases in
of the organic law that regulates it, since March 19, which each type of penalty applies. Any individual
1998, the National Board of the Judiciary has been or legal entity may present complaints and recquest
responsible for prescribing the disciplinary mea- the removal or dismissal of rnagistrates, judges,
sures of the judicial system, except those relating to other officials, and judicial employees with the
the Supreme Court. The organic law stipulates that requirement that the accusation or complaint be pre-
the National Board of the Judiciary is the admin- sented in writing.
istrative and disciplinary organ of the judicial func- I can assure you that my membership in d te Pres-
tion and that the Human Resources Commission idency of the National Board of the Judiciary of
is responsible for imposing disciplinary actions on Ecuador, beyond strict compliance with thc r gu-
all officials and employees of the judicial system. Its lations, will attempt to highlight at all times th, value
decisions with regard to disciplinary dismissal and of ethical and moral principles that are inhei enit in
removal actions may be subject to administrative judicial activities and discipline.



Citizen Participation in Judicial Processes

Justice Julio Salvador Nazareno
President of the National Supreme Court ofJustice ofArgentina

Citizen participation in judicial processes is impor- - Scope of proprietary rights.
tant, therefore individuals should be able to activate * Freedom of association.
the jurisdiction of our courts in lawsuits against the * The death penalty, euthanasia, and abortion.
state or against corporations that produce goods and * The possibility of penalizing the possession of
services. In Argentina, as in other countries, a soft drugs.
broader framework of legitimacy has been devel- * Scope of the powers of the state to arrest and
oping that surpasses the traditional rule of law in interrogate people.
which only one type of social interest acquired legal * Discrimination.
relevance. Although the recognition of rights is an
important step forward, it presents a new set of The exercise of such power has favorable or
problems that may require a new legal ordering. unfavorable repercussions on the rights, aspira-

One mechanism that is used to channel the tions, and expectations of the numerous interest
links between society and the state when the state groups that exist in a pluralistic and democratic
exercises the judicial function is the figure of ami- society. Such groups may attempt to persuade the
cus curiae (friend of the court). Although some court to adopt a resolution that is most convenient
mechanisms have their origins in Roman law, ami- to their interests. That is precisely where the ami-
cus curiae comes from common law. The Institu- cus curiae of our time appears, arguing against
tas stated that amicus curiae was the person who, validity or timeliness. The right to petition the gov-
in order to help the court, supplied information on ernment is essential because it allows citizens to pre-
legal issues about which the judicial entity manifested sent claims to the authorities and makes the
doubts. In those times of secular judges and limited authorities aware of popular opinion on social
propagation of the contributions of juridical science, issues so as to develop better policies. In this regard
the denomination of this institution coincided with the presence of numerous organizations interven-
the function of legal assistance that the friend per- ing as amicus curiae is important.
formed. Since that time there have been structural When in court the amicus curiae must indicate
changes in the society of the state that altered their the issue that motivates his or her presence before
interrelationships. The function of the amicus curiae the court and the norms that are at play and how
likewise suffered modifications but, as usual, the they have been interpreted over time. The amicus
institution changed and the name remained. curiae will indicate whether there are precedents,

Constitutional courts are responsible daily for refer to the solutions adopted with regard to com-
defining essential aspects of the individual and parative law, and provide the criteria that doctrine
social life of citizens, such as: has presented on the subject. The amicus curiae

should be explicit before the court about his or her
* Limits of expressions. interests, present the arguments on which his or her
* Protection of honor and privacy. position is based, and conclude by recommending
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a solution to the case. In this way the amicus curiae pate in the judging. This is a controversial topic that
allows the court to take into account juridically provokes discussions in my country as well as in
consistent arguments that could have been over- many parts of the world. (As an aside, two author-
looked by the adverse maijority in the legislative ities on criminal law in Argenrina-Veez Maric6n
chambers or by an executive confused by the results and Claire Olmedo-do not support trial by jury
of a popularity survey. The Inter-American Court in Latin America because of the risk of a low edu-
of Human Rights, by applying Article 34, paragraph cation level of jury members, the absence of such
1 of its Regulation, has adrnitted that the consent a tradition in our culture, and the lack of su -fflcient
of the parties is not necessary with the presentation judicial control in jury decisions.)
of allegations by the amicus curiae. However, we should examine the utilit' of trial

Mediation-a useful method of intervention- by jury as a possible method to improve our judi-
also makes use of civic participation. Mediation is ciaries. I propose an analysis of trial by jur y in the
a method of resolving disputes in which the reso-- United States. Abrahamson, an author on tile read-
lutions generate favorable results for both sides. Set- ing list, states that although those who propound
tled disputes reflect well on the judiciary and the abolition of the system are few, many others are
decrease the judiciary's work load, thereby giving in favor of following the English model of l estrict-
judges more time for contentious and compli- ing the types of cases in which there sholilc. be a
cated cases. In Argentina, for example, a recon- jury. The author adds that the violence thai left 30
ciliation service is required before legal action can dead after a trial by jury acquitted a white police-
occur in labor matters. As a result, 42 percent of men accused of beating the African-American Rod-
the total number of proceedings were settled by the ney King in 1991 is proof of the loss of faith in a
parties, significantly decreasing the work of the jury. Abrahamson provides an illustration of the
labor courts. skepticism toward trial by jury in the Unitec States.

The tremendous success of this system is not lim- The first point the author highlights is tha: justice
ited to labor relations, where employee needs moti- must be distant and waterproof to protect it from
vate a prompt solution to a conflict. About 35 the pressure to do what is more popular. :or this
percent of federal, civil, and commercial cases in reason federal judges are nominated and not elected
Argentina were settled through mediation in 1998. through electorate voting, and their posit: ris are
In Buenos Aires more than 65 percent of civil and for life.
commercial cases were settled through mediation. The jury's democratic perspective reflecEs pop-

A judiciary council is another participatory ularjustice and community conscience. Tod&yJuries
method for people involved in the judicial process. tend to substitute the empire of the law bhX the
In Argentina the Judiciary Council was incorporated empire of the people; this is not an entirely ba: I thing.
into the constitutional reform of 1994. Since judi- Juries have repeatedly shown courage in protecting
ciary councils were instituted in Argentina partic- dissidents against existing orthodoxy, whicft judges
ipants have included representatives from law schools designated by the authorities would probab. v iiever
and legislators. The election of magistrates seems to have done.
be the fruit of a very transparent process in which, No other government institution can c ompete
at least from a legal viewpoint, priority will be given with the jury in placing power directly in th k ands
to the most suitable candidates rather than to those of citizens. Does this system allow juries to en it their
with political advantage. If a judiciary council com- verdicts based only on the evidence of the pr3cess
plies with a constitutional mandate and does not or does the mass media influence public o pittion?
repeat the mistakes attributed to the derogated sys- Reality has been replaced by a virtual realit, c eliv-
tem, a council's intervention should be received ered through audiovisual media and creav:d by a
with approval because it allows citizens to control,. select few media professionals. The risk is that
through representatives, the section of magistrates. alleged criminals may be tried in the press i n ;tead

The final topic for discussion is trial by jury- of in the courts. In such an environment ca lI a cit-
the greatest expression of citizen participation in the izen objectively judge the facts investigatc d in a
judicial process. In a trial bv jury, citizens partici- judicial process?
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Another important issue is the gap between the a depository of the guarantees of the inhabitants.
complexity of modern procedure and the intellectual As citizens and as human beings we participate
qualification of juries. But many are unfamiliar with in the results that the judiciary generates. Soci-
the law, given its complexities and controversies. The ety is examining critically the role of justice and
solution to a controversial case does not lie in the tech- demanding a profound change in the behavior of
nical matters raised during a case but in the emotions, the state-transparency in their behavior, inde-
prejudice, and sympathies of the jury. pendence in their decisions, and executive action

The search for representative jurors gives the in the performance of their functions. There-
impression that justice precariously depends on fore, we should consider whether the solution of
race, sex, religion, or even the national origin of its implementing a jury system to enforce offenses
members. It is not unusual to find during the juror would not be taken by our society as an easy way
selection stage that consultants in jury matters out.
become very important. They advise lawyers on Our objectives are to reinforce justice and ensure
the manipulation of the jury based on statistical stud- that changes be led by the rule of law. Therefore,
ies, research, and psychological profiles to predict this meeting gives us the opportunity to reflect,
how the potential jurors would vote based on cer- exchange ideas, and improve the institutions to
tain indicators such as race, age, income, sex, social allow greater citizen participation in judicial
and civil status, personal background, and even the processes. The inherent intelligence of their gen-
automobile they drive. uinely democratic instruments can help overcome

I invite you to consider one last important the fallacies of the administration of justice and
aspect that may strengthen the judicial branch as the skepticism of the judiciary.





Institution Reform: Next Steps

Justice Victor Rauil Castillo
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Peru

In all institution reform processes the need to refor- development of Peruvian society, characterized by
mulate both objectives and the preexisting organi- a solid and democratic institutional vocation.
zational design arises. As Denis Abo warned, reform The organization and operation of the Peru-
requires carrying out a set of actions that give a new vian state are divided among the executive, legisla-
shape to the ideology, strategies, and, above all, the tive, and judicial branches, and their responsibilities
organic structures that guide, rule, or manage an are clearly established in the 1993 Constitution. The
institution. In the specific case of the justice admin- judicial branch is charged with administering jus-
istration reform, this process of change needs to start tice, which must be accomplished through hierar-
from an exhaustive and comprehensive verification chical organs complying with the Constitution and
to enable an objective and systematic analysis of the laws. The judiciary is an autonomous and inde-
qualities, advantages, defects, benefits, and problems pendent institution, integrated by jurisdictional
originating in the social service of justice. organs (Supreme Court of Justice, the High Courts,

The Peruvian judicial reformn's main trait appears the specialized courts, counselor peace judges, and
to be a new jurisdictional or administrative functional peace judges) that administer justice on behalf of
organization chart very different from the organic the nation and managing and ruling organs.
model prior to 1995 at attribution and competency The Supreme Court is the highest court and its
levels. That model centered management and juris- competence embraces the whole of the national
dictional control functions exdusively on the Repub- territory. Its venue is in the capital and it is formed
lic's judiciary and, above all, on the court in full by the President of the Supreme Court, the Supreme
session. A sort of general assembly of supreme mag- Member, the Chief of the judiciary's control office,
istrates had to not only take care of their overloaded and 18 supreme judges holding office. There are
offices but also remain linked to administrative deci- three jurisdictional areas-the civil court, the con-
sionmaking of little importance considering their stitutional court, and the social court. The President
rank and hierarchy. It caused huge procedural delays, is in charge of the judiciary's presidency of the Exec-
serious operational conflicts, and plenty of manage- utive Commission and of the Judicial Coordination
ment disorder. This not only affected the public Council. The High Courts of Justice are based on
image but also increased mistrust in the judicial the departments and cities indicated by the law.
branch and had serious negative effects on the lower Their authority extends over only the geographic area
bodies of the judiciary and different judicial districts. assigned to each judicial district. They operate

The main objective of this paper is to explain the through penal, labor, family, public law, and con-
Peruvian judiciary's new organic structure and the tentious administrative process courts. In general,
most significant achievements reached in the past these courts solve second and last instance processes
three years through this innovative organizational known to them.
design. It aims at developing an efficient and timely There are also High Courts under the Supreme
justice administration to guarantee the normal Court specialized in judging drug traffic, terrorism,
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and criminal organization offenses, and tax and * Delays in processing files.
customs frauds. The counselor justice's courts are * Insufficient and inadequate infrastructure.
jurisdictional organs familiar with minor matters, * Almost total absence of information systems.
and the competence of justice's courts is limited to * Low salaries.
the nature of the issues and to the amount of the * Serious cases of corruption.
litigation. They mainly act as conciliatory agents. * Absence of training programs.

When the reform of the judiciary began on
November 20, 1995 through Law Number 26546, Notable changes have been made that have pro-
governmental and managetnent functions were con- pitiated and consolidated an effective and dynamic
ferred temporarily to the Executive Commission of modernization of this power of the state. [n this
the judiciary. The execution, coordination, and regard, the Executive Commission has prorrmoted var-
supervision of the administrative activities were ious programs, plans, and strategies to make the inte-
delegated to the Executive Secretariat, a technical gral restructuring and reorganization of the jadicial
body that also forms part of the members of the system feasible. To that end, it has touched on var-
Executive Commission of the judiciary. When the ious topics such as the judiciary office, thc juris-
Executive Commission olf the judiciary assumed dictional career, and a new organic statut. i:or the
its functions, various provisions of the Organic Law judiciary.
were suspended so that the Commission could fully Since its creation the Executive Comm Ission, by
develop its programs and activities and thus achieve temporarily assuming the government and man-
the proposed objectives. agement functions of the judicial power, has dedi-

The Executive Commission initially included the cated itself to planning and conducting the various
president of the constitutional law division, the pres- areas and stages that the process of reforming and
ident of the civil division, ancl the president of the crim- modernizing justice should cover in a country with
inal division of the Supreme Court, and an executive geographic and socioeconomic characteristics such
secretary. Subsequently, with Law Number 26695 of as those of Peru. It must attempt to make justice effi-
December 3, 1996 the makeup of the Executive cient and effective with honest, capable, ind well
Commission was modified. It is now composed of the paid judges supported by modern technology, an
president of the Supreme Court, the president of the adequate infrastructure, and a clear vocation to
constitutional and social division, the president of the serve the Peruvian people.
criminal division, and an executive secretary. To reduce functional misconduct, the I xecutive

Law Number 26623 of June 18, 1996 created Commission hears the disciplinary measure 3applied
the Judicial Coordination Council, a very impor- to judges and superior and auxiliary memblers, and,
tant body whose mission it: is to coordinate general if necessary, it may propose a measure of [ismissal
policy, development, and organization guidelines for to the judiciary council. We should likewv se point
all official institutions connected with justice admin- out that the judges in all instances have bee: L actively
istration issues. This is essential in a reform process participating in the reform of the judici.il power.
to achieve an adequate interinstitutional relation- They have been forming various commnissions
ship so that the various entities can adapt in a charged with studying the issues and alternLtives for
coherent manner to the changes, and the entire improving the judiciary system. These l:omnmis-
system can attain simultaneous and standard devel- sions have played a relevant role in deciding lhe mea-
opment. This Coordination Council is headed by sures to be applied in restructuring and ratio nalizing
the president of the Supreme Court and includes the judicial districts, in evaluating the procedural
the president of the Executive Commission of the load of the divisions of the Supreme CouI -, and in
Public Ministry and the president of the National analyzing the ideal way to manage noncor r:entious
Judiciary Council. processes or appeals for dismissal or coraplaints.

According to the law the Executive Commission Their cooperation in designing and imple : neting
of the judiciary should conclude its reform activi- new dispatching models or corporate suppo rt mod-
ties on December 31, 2000. The main issues ules for jurisdictional entities has also been decisive
addressed include: in its strict selection of the member of the Bar, who
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will create the roster of attorneys eligible to be act- ethics and morals have been included so that atten-
ing judges; in its technical compilation and coding dees might internalize the values of honesty and ser-
of jurisprudence issued by the specialized divisions vice vocation that guide the institution.
of the Supreme Court; and in its coordination of As for economic improvements, the amount of
the reform of the Control Office of the judiciary. the judges' remuneration, byway of a bonus for juris-

As may be inferred, the Peruvian reform, thanks dictional functions, has been increased and financed
to the flexibility of its new organization chart, allows by judiciary resources. This bonus is not included
for an adequate decentralization of its projects and when calculating pension payments and is basi-
decisions, thus strengthening the integration and cally associated with productivity. To geographically
commitment of all the judges with its objectives and decentralize the rendering of the administration of
development. justice, new judicial districts have been created in

There have been several significant achievement areas with high demographic density.
in the reform and modernization process of the To detect and severely sanction corruption cases,
judicial power. In the administrative area: the Control Office of the judiciary has been strength-

ened and made more dynamic. Similarly, a strug-
* Adequate rationalization of existing personnel has gle against corruption has been implemented

occurred. through preventive measures and sanctions.
* The administration system of judiciary infor- To reduce the heavy legal load of the jurisdic-

mation was perfected. tional entities, temporary divisions were created in
* Improvements were achieved in the notice issu- both superior courts and in the Supreme Court.

ing service, central recording of sentences, issuance Three temporary divisions were created in our
of certificates, requisitions, expert appraisals, Supreme Court-a civil division and two crimi-
assessments, embargoes, bail, and guarantees, as nal divisions. The criminal divisions also hear, as
well as control over impounded goods. special final instances, tax, customs, and illicit

* The systems for controlling personal income drug trade offenses. Furthermore, a national in-jail
and collections, rate, consignment, fine, and trial program for prisoners has been implemented,
civil redress were reformed. which has rapidly relieved the congestion of pro-

ceedings with jailed convicts. Similarly, to ensure
The jurisdictional area has been provided with a timely reply to denouncements of people under

adequate physical facilities for carrying out the legal arrest made by the public ministry, as well as to be
activity of all the country's judges. Furthermore, able to carry out other legal proceedings that
computer systems have been progressively imple- require the immediate intervention of the juris-
mented in the judicial offices so that their functions dictional authority, a permanent criminal court was
may be carried out in the quickest and most efficient created that functions 24 hours a day all year.
manner. As has been noted, an important achieve- To achieve greater effectiveness in complying
ment of reform is that it has conveniently separated with restrictive measures established by the crimi-
the functions of the government and management nal jurisdictional entities against absent or contu-
of the institution from the strictly jurisdictional func- macious defendants, processes in reserve and arrest
tions of the judiciary. Consequently, judges may now courts have been established. These entities allow
dedicate themselves fully to the task of administer- defendants in these conditions to present them-
ing justice, and their decisions will improve in time- selves before the appropriate judicial authority, thus
liness and quality. avoiding impunity and the prolonged accumulation

Another priority of reform is judiciary training. of this type of case.
Multiple measures have been developed to offer Peru has also established itinerant courts that
judges numerous professional updating courses at the allow judges and courts to travel periodically to loca-
local and national level. Computer and management tions far from the court's headquarters. Pending cases
courses have also been offered. To evaluate and stan- may be solved in distant areas, thereby avoiding the
dardize trends in case law, there have been full juris- sending of files to the city courts and the ensuing dif-
dictional meetings in all specialties. Seminars on ficulties and elevated costs for those liable for trial.
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Another novel aspect about the organizational jurisprudence, free legal cons alting offices, and rec-
aspect of the reform is the progressive implementa- onciliation centers. Thus it is possible to combine
don of a new management and processing style of han- the various agents involved in administerir g justice
dLing judicial matters in the divisions of the superior and bring legal services doser to low-income groups.
courts. It is based on an organizational concept of cor- The Executive Commission of the Peruvian
porate modules in both the jurisdictional and admin- judiciary is dedicated to studying and imPlement-
istrative service. This measure has also been achieving ing the organizational designs that are considered
high production of judicial decisions. necessary and suitable to consolidate in c tr coun-

Finally, to make justice accessible to marginal try a judiciary power with upright, independent, and
urban areas and less developed areas basic justice honest judges, with a vocation to serve andc uphold
modules have been designed and are being built. justice. It will be a judiciary that will ins.pile con-
They are mini judicial coniplexes with courts, gov- fidence in the people and strengthen legal security
ernment attorney's offices, experts in medical in society.



Discussion on "Institution Reform: Next Steps"

Justice Maria M. Naveira de Rod6n Justice Jorge Leslie Bodes Torres

Puerto Rico has had a jury-based institution for Our real goal is to achieve the participation of all
almost a century, adopted from North American citizens in the entire judicial process. This leads us
common law, but only for very serious criminal to search for methods that work not only so that each
cases. It is not used in civil cases and has func- accused is tried by a jury of his or her peers but also
tioned well. Puerto Rico's legal system permits the so that the people will feel that they are part of the
accused to waive the right to a trial by jury, and when transparent administration of justice. It is impor-
the case is either very complex or the accused has a tant that citizens not perceive the meting out of jus-
certain probability of being condemned, the accused tice as something extraneous that has been assigned
may waive his or her right and choose the court of to certain people or officials, but rather as a process
law. Because the system uses the oral proceeding it in which they can also participate.
was relatively easy to adapt this modality. This can be done in a number of different

It is assumed that the foundation of the trial by ways. The Justice from Puerto Rico made some
jury is that the person be judged by peers-by the very keen comments that should be examined in
community. In the Puerto Rican federal court sys- the context of each country according to its tra-
tem potential members of a jury must speak Eng- ditions. Once this is done you can look for a for-
lish and Spanish in order to be sworn in. Contrary mula for citizen participation. For example, we
to popular belief, Puerto Rico's population is not have spoken here of courts with juries of lay peo-
completely bilingual; the primary language is Span- ple and judges where the courts are established
ish. About 75 percent of the population is not bilin- with the participation of citizens. There can even
gual. What representation does the jury really have? be mixed courts with a combination of professional

We spoke with attorneys at the Federal Court judges and lay judges, which would incorporate
and they informed us that they have a method for citizen participation in the administration of jus-
addressing the lack of bilingual jurors who can fol- tice. Of course, no formula is magic nor is it
low proceedings in English. In complex cases they devoid of problems and difficulties. But I do
instruct the witnesses to say that they do not speak think that we have to find a way to eliminate
English so that an interpreter will be called and then such difficulties and open a space in legal reform
the jury hears the Spanish language version and because allowing citizen participation in the
can understand what is happening. I believe that each administration of justice is essential.
of your countries that intends to incorporate this
concept must be very careful. It must be adopted Justice Orlando Aguirre G6mez
in such a way that it will be effective and useful in
your system, bearing in mind the particular situa- I am going to refer to the "The Modifications of the
tions inherent to your individual systems. Judicial System" presented by the president of the
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Supreme Court of Peru. Judicial reform is very sim- was a great reaction, which at one point became
ilar in all our countries. The models and type of leg- a boycott. I wanted to share this experience with
islation we have used until now have resulted in you so that you bear it in mind when you make
justice that is ineffective, delayed, or simply inefficient. these changes.

The reform of the judicial systems should be
made in three areas, but based on reality, not sim- justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
ply formalities. The first area is the selection and
training of judges. In Costa Rica one of the weak- I will make three brief points. First, I war: to refer
nesses is that we do not have judges or profession- the presentation of Justice Nazareno on tl ubject
als who have been trained to be judges; the of mediation. Perhaps the objective of seek: ng alter-
universities produce generalist lawyers. This is the native systems is not necessarily to deco. Lg,st the
market from which we take our judges and put courts. In our legal tradition, anyone who Ias a dis-
them in the courts to adrninister justice, with so pute thinks first about taking it to the cou -ts. If we
many deficiencies that once I recall a judge who did establish mechanisms of mediation tha: permit
not even know how to formulate a decision. mediation-as the statistics presented by Justice

We have to change this selection system, build Nazareno indicate-we would have an aI :ernative
systems based on suitability, and objectives in which system and a much broader sense of justir.e.
no political or any other kind of interest participates. The second point relates to the new Organic
We must establish judicial schools, not to give iso- Code of Criminal Procedure of Venezuela, which
lated courses or refresher courses in seminars, but will come into effect on July 1. Three trial mech-
schools committed to the training of judges. anisms are included in the Code, classified by

The second area of reform should be of obso- type of offense: offenses subject to sentences up
lete legislation. We have very slow legislation. In mat- to 4 years are tried by single judges, 4 tci 1 6 years
ters of procedure, for exarnple, we are still tied to by one judge and two lay people, and m 3re than
systems that do not include basic principles such as 16 years by jury, although for a few year; trial by
mediation. We do not have methods that provide jury is for offenses more than 20 years. Later we
good solutions to probleims, such as oral proce- will discuss our experiences in this com5iLnation
dures. We have to move very quickly toward changes of alternatives.
in our procedural systems, to streamline and sim- Lastly I want to mention the area of ini-orma-
plify processes so that ordinary people have access tion technology, of which the vice preside at of the
to them. Supreme Court to Brazil spoke. A surv-y of all

Finally, we need to review our management and supreme courts reveals that not all judicia syFstems
administration models. The traditional concept are computerized. Information technolog) is essen-
of the office no longer suits modern needs. This tial because it provides a connection a :nong us
is a very delicate area because it is not simply a mat- through a network that satisfies our inf: rrnation
ter of changing these traditional models of judges needs, at least at the continental or Ibero-inerican
or courts as separate atoms but also of introduc- level. However, to establish a computerizi d infor-
ing information technology and of separating mation system requires a large budget, which is
pure administration from the administration of not always understood by our congresses or parlia-
justice. ments, which approve the budget.

The changes proposed by the new type of
administrators must be taken with a grain of salt. Dr. Jose Bruno Otero
In Costa R?ica we made a mistake in designing
changes without the participation of our judges or I would like to speak very briefly about twc is3ues-
civil servants. We tried to introduce something that information technology and judicial orga!ih:ation.
was innovative and good but it was not explained Information technology and informatic . super-
to the people who had to operate it. They had not highways must be established and functicin in two
taken part in the construction of the system and ways. First, they must provide judicial inf rmation
therefore did not feel any commitment to it. There and information on judicial work, whi. h is the
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work of the judicial office. This is the office that the fore, I think that the type of system adopted should
zourt clerk, officials, and assistants consult. It han- be carefully considered.
dles the registration of cases and notices on proce-
dural acts to the parties and other courts and external Justice Raul Jose Alonso de Marco
communication.

In Spain we have recently created some common I wish to state my disagreement with what Dr.
services in an effort to rationalize the work of the Otero has just said on the organization of justice.
courts and give judges more time to spend on their We believe that each country should find its
jurisdictional functions, leaving the more mechan- own solution according to its traditions and the way
ical works such as notifying the parties to the com- in which its judiciary has operated. Uruguay's judi-
mon service. This has had very good results and has ciary is formed by all the judges so that all judges
strengthened the figure of the judicial clerk. have equal institutional dignity, independence, and

As for computerization, I want to emphasize the capacity to decide matters based on their knowledge
need for integration in relation to the documenta- and understanding. However, for the purposes of
tion that all judges should have available, such as discipline they are subordinate to the judiciary and
case law, legislation, and comparative law. Ideally all the Supreme Court, which can judge them for acts
our countries would have computerized intercom- outside their judicial functions-acts that have
munication, although it would be very expensive. nothing to do with the exercise of the judicial func-
The solution that I can offer you would be a col- tion but relate to their conduct outside the system
laboration with Spain's documentation Center in San or within their duties but not strictly related to the
Sebastian, known as CENDOC, which is com- judicial part. This system has worked well for us.
puterizing all basic Spanish legislation. I do not No judge in our country has been persecuted by the
mean the legislation of the autonomous commu- Supreme Court; on the contrary, we want all judges
nities but the legislation of the Spanish state and all to have proper guarantees, and we have always had
the case law of courts, including the Supreme Court, their support.
the Constitutional Court, registers and notaries, I agree with the views of Costa Rica's represen-
and the European Tribunal of Human Rights. The tative. Although our countries are far apart, we are
system is not yet fully operational but we do have synchronized. I want to affirm two things he said:
CD-ROMs of all legislation. only judges can teach judges and a judicial school

As for judicial organization, I think that each must have the direct participation of judges in its
country's legislature has a duty to determine the best control and management. The director of a judicial
structure according to each country's circumstances school should be an active judge of the appeals
in this very delicate area of judicial organization or court.
the organization of the judiciary. Another point the Costa Rica representative

We must approach the selection of a system made seems even more essential. Reform projects
with caution and care, and I am not going to advo- produced by international consultants should have
cate any particular one. In Spain we have a General the participation of the judges and officials of the
Council of the judiciary, a Supreme Tribunal, which countries involved, otherwise they are not in tune
is the highest jurisdiction in ordinary legality, and with the reality of the service. They are like a shell
a Constitutional Tribunal that judges generically that is pretty outside but has no life inside. It seems
political matters. Countries should ensure that their to me that with no previous agreement, the group
judicial organization is horizontal, rather than ver- of countries that have made or are making institu-
tical, so that the status of each of its jurisdictional tional reforms have been precursors in this area. We
or judicial members is identical. All judges must be cannot make reforms without the consultation and
equally protected from an attack on their inde- participation of all members of the judiciary, espe-
pendence. If the organization is not horizontal these cially the judges themselves, but also officials and
attacks can come from the organization itself There- lawyers linked to the judiciary.
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Ethics of the Ibero-American Judicial Officer

Justice Jorge Subero Isa
President of the Supreme Court of"Justice of the Dominican Republic

I will address the importance of management capa- good but also maintaining this good behavior in the
bility because the risk of corruption is greater where public eye. Thus judges must establish rules of con-
there is bad management. For this reason budgetary duct that maintain the integrity and independence
management must be transparent. of their jobs and stimulate respect and trust in the

We are at the threshold of a new century and a judicature. The main objective of any code of ethics
new millennium. We are undoubtedly witnessing is to maintain an optimum level of excellence and
the formation of a new world order with charac- correctness in the behavior of its officers, employ-
teristics of universal unification and globalization. ees, and justices of the judiciary.
Although this new order can foster mechanisms of I propose the adoption of some criteria for a com-
integration and unification it can also unleash pow- mon structure that could be the foundation for
erful mechanisms of exclusion, disintegration, and our code of ethics for the judicial civil servant:
destruction. We must develop a new social paradigm
for the judiciary based on human rights, democracy, ; Honesty-must always abide by correctness,
and development. honesty, and integrity of thought and action

We believe that the judicial systems of each of and avoid the abuse of power.
our countries are responsible for generating a pro- * Independence and impartiality-must be as inde-
found transformation that will guarantee individ- pendent and impartial as possible, following
ual rights. But such a guarantee will only be possible the law and his or her own conscience.
if the judicial machine manages to purify itself of * Discretion-must be discreet about work issues
petty corruption and present itself as transparent and until they reach the decision stage. Special care
coherent. must be taken in the protection and use of infor-

The reforns of our judicial systems must include mation about the lives of people, which must
a code of ethics to regulate the actions of the judi- only be disclosed for compliance with the needs
cial sector. Before creating a code of ethics we must of justice. Any other kind of disclosure of infor-
examine the concept of ethics. Ethics reflect the uni- mation is inappropriate.
versal moral principles ruling the behavior of all * Private life-must live a moral private life.
human beings. These principles are necessary for the - Incompatible positions-should not accept posi-
enjoyment of an orderly and peaceful life and have tions or missions that are incompatible with his
been recognized since people began to live in a or her judicial responsibilities. Similarly, he or
society. The judge or civil servant who strays from she should not assume obligations or commit-
these principles must be sanctioned and the seri- ments or perform functions that could obstruct
ousness of his or her misdeed may lead to a loss of the adequate performance of legal tasks. He or
position. As the arbiter designated by society to she should avoid all activity that reduces the
judge conduct, he or she must be seen as a human dignity of the position or that could give rise to
being free of faults. This not only means being undesirable notoriety. Involvement in private
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work or entities should be limited to activities * Overcomingjuricist perspectives-imust maintain
that do not take time avay from judicial func- a broad perspective that indudes an understanding
tions or run the risk of damaging the image of of economics, society, morals, and culture.
impartiality and sobrietq that give the judiciary * Subjection to the established regulations-must
its high standing. comply with established work duties and regu-

* Transparency-must document all actions of his lations and follow legitimate orders from supe-
or her exercise as well cas publicize them, thus riors to avoid disciplinary sanctions.
guaranteeing their transparency. * Judicial responsibility-must answer for all his or

* Efficiency-must provide good preparation and her actions. Responsibility is one of the finda-
efficiency. He or she has the obligation to research mental elements of professional ethics.
and study the law and any other discipline that * Declaration ofassets-must make a sworn state-
could improve his or her knowledge. He or she ment of his or her assets and liabilities.
must have dear juridical capability in the motives * Personal benefit-must neither receive any
behind the sentencing. improper personal benefit nor impost special

* Wisdom-should act without hast, and with a conditions leading to the performanc.z of an
serene sense of judgment:. This element is essen- action inherent to its functions.
tial to the exercise of the judicial function. 0 Gifts-should not receive gifts or dona-ions in

* Political sense-must not be prejudiced and the form of objects or services relate(d to the
assume a hostile attitude toward the other pow- exercise of his or her functions.
ers but rather keep themr within the boundaries * Protection ofpublicproperty-must not use pub-
of the law and sanction their excesses. lic facilities and services for personal benefit,

* Democratic awareness-must recognize that he friends, or people not belonging to a public
or she is society's servan: and as such must pro- function. He or she must protect and preserve
vide the public with legally requested information. all property belonging to the government and

i Institutional awareness--must have an open only use it when authorized and only use gov-
attitude of communication with his or her ernment information while performing official
peers and avoid isolation and solitude. Insti- duties.
tutional awareness requires collective respon- - Privileges-must avoid privileges and d.scximi-
sibility and work with no room for individual nations due to political affiliation, religic n, race,
stardom. sex, kinship, and other criteria that conf 'ci: with

* Social insertion-must be able to understand human rights or personal merit.
social institutions and their perspectives. * Suitability-must perform duties with interest,

* Awareness of the law-must correctly apply the equanimity, dedication, efficiency, honest; hnpar-
constitution, current laws, and international tiality, and diligence, observing good beha'rior and
treaties. avoiding disciplinary infringements.



Discussion on "Ethics of the Ibero-American Judicial Officer"

Justice Sergio Salvador Aguirre sequently, almnost any decision could be based on
Anguiano one of the principles of a moral code.

Most ethical virtues that should guide the behav-
We must approach judicial ethics with clear com- ior of judges, as mentioned in the proposed Code
mitment to reality and recognition of dominant of Ethics for the Ibero-American Judicial Official,
practices, but without neglecting the theoretical and others are derived from Mexican law and are
aspects that serve as a basis for ethical codes and pro- norms of positive law, which, when not complied
pitiate their practical meaning and, above all, their with, entail sanctions. Are we going to repeat in the
effectiveness. ethical codes what our various substantive laws

A presentation of the problems must be com- already govern and sanction? Will this be the source
mitted to reality, beginning with an awareness of and origin of greater juridical certainty in achiev-
their importance to people and societies. Given ing perfection in the administration of justice? I
that constitutions, ordinary laws, and positive laws doubt it because some situations are contrary to law.
generally impose moral duties on judges, an ethics
code might not be necessary and could become a Dr. Jose Bruno Otero
source of contradictions. However, some ethical
issues not found in the norms could be subject to I have my doubts about the efficacy of codes of ethics
judicial ethics codes. A code of ethics should not be and believe more in disciplinary law because it
viewed as excluding solutions or main solutions. responds more to the concept of juridical security.
Codes should not be promoted without first hav- However, I would like to point out some of the con-
ing reasonable certainty that they will be effective. cepts included therein as something that goes beyond
Consequently, it is necessary to have a clear defin- ethics. For example, accepting gifts is simply a
ition of objectives and instruments and to value the bribery offense, which either qualifies as such, is left
role of a code of ethics within an integral strategy. out of the code of ethics, or is defined differently.
In addition, incentives or sanctions that will con- Incompatibilities also form part of the sanctioning
fer actual and long-term effectiveness to an ethical or disciplinary law. It is not permitted to practice
code are important. The main problem with the several professions or to perform activities outside
codes of professional ethics in Latin America is the practice of judicial authority or compliance
their inapplicability. with judicial duty.

I would like to point out a frequent problem: As for private life, the right to personal privacy
the pragmatic indetermination of ethical norms. is a sacred right to which everyone is entitled,
For example, "Do good and avoid evil." This judges and non-judges alike. Introducing private
norm is ineffective because its broadness could give life conduct in a code of ethics can lead to much
rise to the postulation of moral criteria that could confusion. Discrimination with regard to gender
be contradictory in concrete circumstances. Con- or merits is included in almost all our constitu-
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tions and consequently need not be part of a code presidents wanted an instrument that would regu-
of ethics. We must prepare a disciplinary code with late the principles of a judge's behavior.
clear definitions and sanctions, a broad spectrum A disciplinary code should be avoided because
of sanctions including expulsion from the ser-- it could lead to varying definitions in eac h cf our
vice. However, a code of ethics could be effective countries. Our goal is to develop a standard, uni-
if the elements have a practical basis and include fied code while respecting the internal reg;imne of
sanctions. our respective countries. Perhaps the nam, is; gen-

erating unwanted constraints. We need a bedy of
Magistrate Jose Andr6s Troyano Peuia ethics principles that each judge will at: ic.e by,

without the need for them to be impow ~d, not
Panama regulates both aspects of the same code. The even from the regulatory point of view. It is an
judicial code regulates administrative misdemeanors attempt to incorporate the life experiences of each
and judicial ethics misdemeanors. I agree with the of us throughout our careers as judges into a code
ChiefJustice of the Dominican Republic that judi- of ethics.
cial ethics require transparency and honesty in the Before continuing, I woulcl like to discu! s a pro-
administration of justice, but I would like to issue posal on corruption made by a Justict of the
a word of warning. Accurate definitions of judicial Supreme Court of Venezuela. Justice Jorge Rossel,
ethics infringements and sanctions are important to Magistrate of the Criminal Division, anc I pro-
our judicial systems. A proposed Ibero-American pose including a provision recognizing illicil: enrich-
code must cover infringemrrents of judicial ethics, ment as a cause for removal from office in i he laws
which will provide the basis for principles. Each regulating judicial career or disciplinary instru-
country will decide how it is going to apply the code ments for judicial control. The wording for this
and regulate infringements of judicial ethics, but already exists in law:
based on principles that can be governed as a sin-
gle Ibero-American code of infringements of judi- The practicing judge who, while in oflIce,
cial ethics. Based on the experiences of Panama, some or for the two years after leaving such of fice,
accusations of infringements of judicial ethics are were to be found to be in possessioni of
abused by litigants. Therefore, we must think ofways assets, without justification, whe her
to regulate the abuse of the system. obtained on his own or through a t.iird

Panama regulates both aspects of the same party, which obviously exceed the judge's
code-the judicial code regulates administrative economic possibilities, shall be dism: 3s,d
misdemeanors and judicial ethics misdemeanors. In from office . .. not only can the con:Luct
Panama's case, often an official is accused of an of judges who have illicitly benefited forn
administrative infringement and is sanctioned for their office be sanctioned, but the gov zr a-
judicial ethics infringements, making it difficult to ment does not have to provide prooF Dr
distinguish between the tWo types. We are consid- determine the origin of such benefit.
ering limiting sanctions to one type or the other, but
this could cause difficulty in applying norms and Justice Orlando Aguirre? G6mez
sanctions to our judicial officials.

I have often heard in my country that ( -cles of
Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez ethics are like a fifth wheel on a car and uw;ually

are implicit in all regulations. However, Hze need
The proposed code of ethics is obviously a work- a code of ethics because it would lead t:) a sys-
ing document; it is not binding for any of us. How- tematization of the regulations and would remind
ever, the technical follow-up unit tried to establish us that ethics are a part of our lives. A ,ode of
the commitment that we assumed in the Caracas ethics should be more general instead of exclusively
Statement last year, which vvas to develop a code of for judges in Latin America, to include i lose of
ethics for judicial officials. If we refer to the book us who have the obligation to guide the destiny
in which all these discussions were compiled, the of the judiciary.
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A discussion of ethics should not only be formal the result of an increased demand for transparency
but practical. The selection system should begin with and darity in the life of a judge who is scrutinized
the idea that a selection must be made between those more than any other civil servant. If we wish to fight
who do not serve and those who do. We, who are the corruption, we must not only place demands on our
leaders of the judicial branch, should be given the judges and civil servants, but we must also design a
option and the obligation of selecting the ideal peo- system to protect them, just as we protect other
ple for positions in the judiciary. A fair remuneration members of our society. Because the commitment
for judges and employees in general, without being already exists to formulate a code of ethics, we should
excessive, is an important incentive. A strong disci- avoid excessive detail and instead recommend gen-
plinary system and a commitment by those who eral standards to the participating countries.
administer the system is imperative.

Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
Unidentified

Notwithstanding the commitment derived from
The problem of ethics could be a result of the con- the Caracas Declaration, this discussion group is also
duct and the low education level in our societies or free to make changes or modifications to the
of the perception of ethics in our societies. For exam- approaches used.
ple, we are all politicians to a degree, but the politi-
cal parties on occasion, or those who have political Dr. Jose Bruno Otero
clout in societies, have a tendency to pigeonhole the
judicial branch. The problem of corruption is mag- Declarations should be positively and not nega-
nified and used by politicians to justify weaknesses tively stated, covering protection systems as well as
in their own performance. Although the means for civil servants.
sanctioning incorrect behavior have already been
incorporated in legislation, a code of ethics would justice Alba Luz Ramos Vanegas
show that corruption is clearly unacceptable in the
judiciary. Better training, a more demanding selec- Our goal should be to issue a global declaration as
tion procedure, and stricter sanctions for all infrac- a call to the conscience of civil servants, a parame-
tions and untethical behavior would be more effective ter to which Ibero-American judges and magistrates
than maintaining a generic code. I also think that we can adjust without entering into a disciplinary
should further develop and strengthen certain para- regime. Canon 6.1 states, "Judicial civil servants
meters of last year's summit. will tolerate public criticism and will not reply."

This law should be stated differently because it does
Unidentified not allow the judiciary to respond to false or biased

information that is leaked to the media. The impli-
The recommended code was one of the conclusions cation is that silence denotes consent.
of last year's summit and was included in the Cara- Canon 5s states, "Judicial civil servants shall
cas Declaration. We are simply complying with a not be members of organizations or electorate
resolution we accepted last year. From a procedural groups, guilds or groups of interest, will not attend
point of view we must first decide whether we will or collaborate in their events or activities, nor shall
adopt a code, a declaration, or general deontolog- they express political, guild, or interest preferences
ical principles so as to avoid discussions that lead for any sector." The concept of guild must be clar-
nowhere. ified; judges and magistrates normally belong to bars

and groups.
Unidentified

Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
Politicians usually stress the existence of corruption
in the judicial branch-an opinion that is then fil- I think we agreed on not discussing detail; however
tered to all the citizens of a country. This is partially we could reformulate the most general canons
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according to those ethical principles that inspire any ulations in our countries. The residual value will not
judicial civil servant. have any value in our internal regulations. Instead,

we should describe the ethical principles that must
Justice Sergio Salvador Aguirre apply to judicial civil servants in the conclusions.
Anguiano This could be widened to cover not only judges but

also judicial civil servants with a residual value in
However, when examining a canon, we must ana- terms of the disciplinary procedures of eacih of our
lyze its real effectiveness in detail. General statements countries.
about a canon contribute very little to change.

Justice Armando Figueira Torres Paulo
Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez

If we do not develop a code of ethics, w>e must
Although these discussion groups are not com- make an institutional declaration stat .ng the
pelled to reach condusions, we must have a uniform need to deal with this matter in all our cc iintries.
will. A specific proposal requesting that the supreme In Portugal, for example, an administrat ve pro-
court fulfill the disciplinary procedures of our coun- cedure code was issued by the governmernt a year
tries would be appropriate. and a half ago. Violations of this code are under

the disciplinary point of view of the justice civil
Justice Sergio Salvador Aguirre servants' high council. (Civil servants have a
Anguiano high council similar to the judiciary higlh czoun-

cil.) All violations are judged by the council.
Can the code of ethics be superimposed, or coex- Civil servants' violations are judged by a council
ist in the same ruling, or have a residual value? If a elected by and formed by civil servants. In case
code has a residual value, there are several deontology of release appeals, the decision will be made by
principles worthy of codification that could then be the corresponding administrative courts. There-
linked to some type of sanction, even if it is not the fore, we have a totally different organiz;:.tion.
one emerging from positive law. It would be worth-
while to work on a Latin American code of ethics Unidentified
containing this residual value, a sort of supplement.

Who is harmed by a general declaration cF ethical
justice Cecilia Sosa Gi6mez principles? I propose that the main general p inciples

be gathered to elaborate a declaration of p-irnciples
I do not think that this discussion group should and that we forget the name code of ethic!;. Let us
resolve about making a residual code of ethics simply call it a "declaration olf principles" based on
because it would be rejected for conflicting with reg- those principles generally adopted by each loantry.



Mock Trial

The Caracas Declaration of March 1998 proposed, Once the arguments have concluded, members
among other actions, that the courts develop sim- of the court will retire to chambers to deliber-
ulated trials to facilitate the establishment of sound ate. At the conclusion of the deliberations, the
judicial policies in the fight against corruption. For Magistrate President will announce the verdict,
this session a court of seven judges conducted a mock and each judge will announce his or her deci-
trial to model ways to adapt and apply interna- sion, supported by a brief oral review of the
tional instruments on corruption to court pro- arguments (not to exceed five minutes per judge).
ceedings. This mock trial demonstrates the kind of * There will be simultaneous interpretation in Eng-
collaboration that should occur among the differ- lish, Portuguese, and Spanish for the participants.
ent judicial actors, not only in Venezuela but
throughout Latin America. Case

General instructions for the mock trial are as
follows: Mr. Felipe Guzman, a professional engineer and pub-

lic official of Beneri, is the Coordinator of the Bid-
* The basic supporting instrument for the court dings Commission at the Ministry of Agricultural

and for each party will be the Inter-American Development. He sets the bases of bidding processes
Anti-Corruption Convention approved in Cara- for contracts of goods or services and evaluates the
cas in March 1996. The convention has been rat- proposals presented by the bidders. He also has
ified by 12 countries of the region. direct supervision of the technical, economic, finan-

* The judges, the prosecution, and the defense have cial, and legal offices assigned to the Commission
total freedom to use any national and interna- that examine the details of every offer. Felipe
tional instrument for the prevention of crimes Guzman has been working in the Ministry of Agri-
related to corruption. cultural Development for about 11 years as a spe-

* In the mock trial reference will be made to the cialist in agricultural development.
oral proceedings that are characteristic of the On one occasion a representative of a company
accusatory criminal systems, a practice that has from the Republic of Latonia, Space International,
become more common following the numerous Ltd., arrived at Beneri and made a courtesy visit to
reforms that are being implemented in some the Minister of Agricultural Development to intro-
Latin American countries. duce the company and to discuss its qualifications.

* The mock trial will consist of an opening ses- The Ministry of Agricultural Development invited
sion in which the representatives of the Public Felipe Guzman to attend the meeting. With pam-
Ministry and of the defense state their argu- phlets and certified reports, the visitor demon-
ments. Examination of evidence will come next strated the technological and professional advances
(not to exceed 30 minutes) followed by the dos- of the company in the agricultural projects of dif-
ing arguments of the prosecution and defense. ferent nations. At this meeting Felipe Guzman was
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invited to the Republic of Latonia to attend the reception of offers and while the evaluation
annual congress of international consortia with matrix was being developed.
expertise in this type of projects. On his return, * The winning company had access to and made
Felipe Guzman brought a dossier of the attractions use of privileged information.
of the event and the achievements and progress * Felipe Guzman's Sworn Declaration of Pe.-sonal
achieved by the company. Assets did not show any assets that excelded his

One year later, the Ministry of Agricultural economic circumstances.
Development of the Republic of Beneri called for * The review of the evaluaLtion matrix did not
international competitive bidding for the develop- reveal any manipulation and the score .ssigned
ment of an environmental evaluation system along to each category was the one that is usually
the border. The objective was to determine the assigned in accordance witl the weight tiat each
agricultural variables-quality of soils, natural and aspect has within the offer being evalla ced.
artificial drainages, and useful areas-to plan a * The evaluation of the bidding process demon-
Geographical Information System (G.I.S.), esti- strated that the conditions of the winni:ip com-
mated at US$250 million. Letters of intent of com- pany partially exceeded the ones offered by the
panies from several parts of the world began to other bidders.
arrive, and many companies sent officials to Ben- * The investigation of the winning company found
ern to obtain more information. The evaluation that the company had access to unaui horized
matrix, however, whose preparation was under the material and that the terms of reference from
responsibility of the Minister of Agricultural Devel- other bidding processes were in the same files as
opment of Beneri, was not ready before the recep- the bidding process in question.
tion of the offers. All cormpanies were evaluated * An evaluation of Felipe Guzmain's credentials
and Space International, Ltd. was declared the suc- determined that he had the required profes-
cessful bidder for presenting the best offer. sional skills for a position of the responsibility

Once the execution olf the contract began- and remuneration assigrted to him by Space
which was being duly complied with by the win- International, Ltd.
ning company-Felipe Guzman joined the company * Upon presenting his Sworn Declaration :)f Assets,
with an annual remunerat.ion of US$200 million, the Minister of Agriculture and Breeding indi-
which was about 18 times the salary he received cated that he did not own any real estat abroad.
while employed in the Ministry of Agricultural * The Ethics Commission of the Ministr, oFAgri-
Development. culture of the Republic of Latonia has leclared

In light of this situation, the representatives of that Space International, Ltd. has par:icipated
the other companies participating in the bidding in several bidding processes and is und 2r inves-
protested before the Minister of Agricultural Devel- tigation.
opment and, in a press con ference, denounced seri- * The investigation found no foreign : nking
ous irregularities and illegal practices in the handling accounts in the name of Felipe Guzma a. How-
of the bidding. The Minister ofAgricultural Devel- ever, his 21-year-old daughter, Ana Guzman, had
opment requested the opening of an investigation. begun graduate studies in Latonia upoII the ctA-
The representative of the P'ublic Ministry initiated mination of the bidding process.
the investigation and performed all the evidentiary * The winning company, Space Inter] .a:ional,
proceedings to determine the offense and the cor- Ltd., paid for the purchase of a house abi oad that
responding charges, and once the investigation was belonged to Felipe Guzm an's wife.
completed, an indictment was issued.

The following factors emerged from the Decisions
investigation:

Justice Julio Salvador Nazareno
* Felipe Guzmin held two private meetings at

the headquarters of Space International, Ltd. in Your Honor, I am in favor of the party char3:.;ed being
Beneri during the period designated for the declared guilty based on the Inter-Americran Con-
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vention against Corruption. My decision is specif- Justice Femando Arboleda Ripoll
ically based on Article 6.1 -A, which establishes that
the direct or indirect request for or acceptance by Just as in the case of my two colleagues, I reached
a public official or civil servant of any object of mon- the decision that Mr. Guzman is guilty. It is clear
etary value or other benefits such as gifts, favors, to me that the awarding of the project to Space Inter-
promises, or advantages for oneself or for another national, a public interest project, was motivated not
person or entity in exchange for the commission or by what is good for society but rather by the per-
omission of any act in the exercise of one's functions. sonal interest of the accused, Mr. Guzman. I would
After carefully listening to the statements and argu- classify this corruption case based on the Inter-
ments of the defense attorney, I believe that the wife American Convention against Corruption under
of the accused was given a gift of no less than one Article 6 letter C, as did my colleague from Brazil.
million dollars; a gift that has neither been justified I would like to stress two important points. Based
by the accused nor by the wife, so that in my opin- on proof, trial proceedings, and the scope of the deci-
ion the verdict is guilty. sion, the problem of corruption is one of personal

conduct and not one of far-reaching social pro-
Justice Carlos Mario Velloso portions. In this type of a situation the decision must

declare the bid and the awarding of the contract
My verdict is also guilty. The legal provision that was invalid and unenforceable and any other type of busi-
infringed upon was Article 6 letter C of the Inter- ness related with the corrupt activity invalid. If not,
American Convention against Corruption, which the principles would be invalidated, as well as the
addresses any act or omission by a public official or reestablishment of law, but the principle that soci-
a civil servant in the exercise of assigned functions ety has an integrity that constitutes a legally protected
in order to illicitly obtain benefits for oneself or for interest should also be under the guardianship of the
a third party. I considered the evidence, for exam- court. From that point of view the decision should
ple, visits by the accused, Guzman, to the company have included those other aspects. In conclusion, a
that had won the bid tender, and substantiated third aspect, publication and dissemination of the
proof that he had received proposals in trust. The decision of the court, is an example of the oases of
accused stated in his defense that he had been sent integrity that should be present in the fight against
by the minister of state, deceased at this time. The drug trafficking and in favor of transparency.
house was purchased for one million dollars by the
wife of Mr. Guzmin before the marriage was dis- Justice Jorge Eduardo Tenorio
solved, with payment effected by the company that
won the bid tender. The accused defends himself I also agree with the verdict of guilty based on the
by saying that he was not aware of the matter, had proof furnished in the proceeding and on the pro-
separated from his wife, and had learned of the visions of Article 6 of the Inter-American Conven-
deal after the fact. The defendant's name rarely tion against Corruption, specifically letters A and
appears, but we know that the real name of the cor- C and on Article 9 of the same convention dealing
rupt party rarely appears in the case of corruption. with unlawful enrichment. We must acknowledge
Another piece of evidence is that Mr. Guzman that the evidence has certain weaknesses and the
earned a salary of $200,000 a year from the com- work of the government attorney's office was not
pany that won the bid. Defense is based on the pre- completely efficient in this case. However, despite
sumption of innocence. Justice is presented as a this fact and in the interest of Veneri and social ben-
woman holding a scale with two plates; on one efit, I believe that the evidence leads us to con-
plate are all the inalienable individual rights, on the clude that Mr. Guzman did take part in corrupt
other plate are the no less inalienable rights of soci- activities. Not only should Mr. Guzman be tried but
ety so that the presumption of innocence cannot also the company or the president of the company
serve as a screen for impunity when the rights of soci- Space International, Ltd., which is under investi-
ety are at stake. These are the arguments on which gated. The company's legal representative who fur-
I base my opinion of guilty. nished payment for the property in the Bahamas that
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was given to Mr. Guzman's wife should have been the one that had tendered the best bid. In other
criminally tried. Therefore, despite weak evidence words, if the process had continued its normal
from the investigation by the government attorney's course and if the members of the committee had
office, which was very deficient and jeopardized checked the evaluations, they would have awarded
the guilty verdict, I believe there is sufficient cause the contract to the same company. Therefi re there
to declare the accused guilty of an act of corruption. was no alteration of the bids nor was the visit made

possible so that the accused would alter tle terms
Justice Antonio Marti Garcia of the bid. The bid was awarded to Space: nterna-

tional and later was proven to hlave tendered the best
I am the proverbial "bad guy' or "heavy" in this pic- bid. As a result, Space International did not bene-
ture. In my opinion, Mr. Felipe Guzmain is inno- fit in any way from Mr. Guzman's action:s on the
cent of the corruption of which he is accused. While basis of what was proven. Consequently, I iLni lack-
we were there inside, I maintained my position, but ing one of the two presumptions of a :riminal
now, after hearing the other arguments, I have more offense. If there is no benefit for the company, we
reason to think so; each reason may be found in an cannot claim corruption.
article. The first is in Article 6.1-A, the second is in Second, if Mr. Guzman obtained a ben Lefit as a
6.1 1B, and the last in Article 9. Corruption is a result of his actions let the members of tl.is court
repugnant offense that invests society as the gov- try him for unlawful enrichment. But it was not
ernment attorneys office has stated, but the fact that proven that Mr. Guzman profited unlawfully because
it is included in penal codes is no less a crime. All after working as a civil servant joined a company that
penal codes are governed by the principle of pre- pays him 18 times more than what he earned as a
sumption of innocence. Presumption of innocence civil servant. This is neither criminal nor unlawful
means that justice suffers rmore if an innocent per- enrichment. It is lawful enrichment as a result of an
son is condemned that if a guilty person is absolved action taken by Mr. Guzmain.
and this is the assumption under which we are Most of the members of the court believ. that the
working. But I would first like to apologize because house was bought by Mr. Guzman. But th. r is no
I am a Supreme Court Justice, have been in admin- real proof that he bought that house. First there is
istrative law for 28 years, and have been away from neither a connection between Mr. Victorino 42artin-
the criminal jurisdiction for 14 years. I do have the person who paid for the house and rec:'ived the
experience in that area but I will state my position check-and Mr. Guzman nor between Mr.L uzmrn
based on the law itself Corruption, according to the and his wife. I would have to guess that th ! money
code of procedure, is not configured by the mere fact had been collected by Mr. Victorino Martin and
of granting a favor to someone or obtaining a ben- later given by Mr. Guzman's wife or by Mr. G(Lzman,

efit but rather has two prerequisites: that a company but there is no proof Therefore, two assumi: tions are
benefit and that the company officer make that lacking for the presumption of the crime olI crrup-
benefit possible by acting on behalf of the company tion: the benefit of the company as a resu t :f Mr.
and, in turn, also benefiting. Article 6 says that the Guzman's actions and the unlawfil enrichme -it ofMr.
public servant must directly or indirectly request or Guzman. Irregularities in the negotiati.ro were
accept, by exercising public functions, any object of observed and Mr. Guzman acted in a way a civil ser-
monetary value in exchange for the commission or vant should not act. If he was taking part n a bid-
omission of any type of action in exercising his or ding process it certainly was not moral or , th ical to
her public functions. visit a bidding company. However, we cannc t assume

The only thing that is attributed to the accused that this single visit originated a benefit to tlat com-
is that on the same day he received the documents pany and an enrichment to him.
of all companies that had participated in the bid he I would also like to point out to the audi nze that
visited the company in question, Space Interna- this situation frequently occurs in courts th: tughout
tional. The visit did not alter the terms of the bid the world. Facts can force us to pass guilty jus:Lgements
because the facts acknowledge that after checking and then, while formally analyzing the do::urnents,
the evaluation of the bids, Space International was the evidence does not warrant a guilty verdcict:. And,
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with the slightest doubt, both in Venezuelan and in in the performance of his/her functions with the
Spanish legislation, which are the ones I know, the purpose of illicitly obtaining benefits for him-
court has to opt for the application of presumed self/herself or for a third party." Logically linked to
innocence. This case has not been the cause for pre- the accused but the principal accused cannot be in
sumed innocence but the lack of proof of both this case because it was a third party-the wife-
requirements necessary for the existence of corrup- the one who benefited by acquiring the house for
tion offense. As repulsive as it may seem the case must quite a high price.
be judged by the same standards. There are also the witnesses to the facts. Namely,

the accused participated in the bidding committee,
Justice Oscar Najarro Ponce something the accused admitted in the minutes of the

bid. He stated that he kept the special documentation
I also voted to declare the accused guilty. The proof in deposit at the committee's request. I think he is guilty
is not direct but rather indirect. There is evidence through a logical analysis of the evidence.
of the participation of the accused. In his confes-
sion, Mr. Guzman admits to acts that harm him, Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
such as having visited the company only a few
days after the bid was submitted and not having a I also found Felipe Guzman guilty for the follow-
good explanation for doing so. We have evidence ing reasons. First, I disagree that because the bid-
from the arrival and departure book, which he did ding process occurred under legal circumstances
not contradict. There is also the purchase-sale doc- the company could have benefited without having
ument, and although he does not appear on the doc- had to establish a connection with Mr. Guzman. He
ument there is evidence that he benefited from had the benefit of knowing the terms under which
the deal because his wife says that he brought the the bid was developing. There is also a connection
document home for her to sign. The prosecutor between Guzma.n's spouse, the check, and Space
found it on the premises. His wife says she did not International. The wife's testimony, which proves
pay. But someone paid and the house is in the this connection, is important for a guilty pro-
name of the wife who is indirectly benefiting the nouncement. Of course, a mock trial is a valuable
accused. The Inter-American Convention against means of expression. It is very enlightening to learn
Corruption, under Article 6-C, states, "This con- the approaches of magistrates from different coun-
vention is applicable in the following corruption tries to a case because it joins us and shows the way
acts: the realization by a civil servant or a person we deal with the elements before us. We have found
exercising public functions of any act or omission Felipe Guzman guilty.
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Application of Norms of International Law and
of the Jurisprudence of the Inter-American

Court of Human Rights

Justice Cecilia Sosa Gomez
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Venezuela

In the first summit we attached special importance generate obligations for all the branches of public
to the validity, promotion, protection, and respect authority-including the judicial branch. How-
of human rights. We also showed support for the ever, national laws are not necessarily subordinate
jurisprudence of the Inter-American System of Pro- to those contemplated in international instruments
tection of Human Rights because this jurispru- and international or regional entities are not a third
dence is the region's primary source on human review of decisions stemming from internal jus-
rights. In preparation for the second summit we tice.
decided to do an in-depth study of the application The preamble of the American Convention on
of the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court. Human Rights establishes that international pro-

This jurisprudence is important because for the first tection is "of a conventional collaborating nature or
time in the history of international human rights, a complementary to that offered by the internal law
persons specific procedural capacity is recognized. of the American States." Despite this complemen-
The procedural capacity of the individual to present tary and nonsubstitutive nature of internal law, the
petitions, induding accusations of violations of the American Convention on Human Rights has a self-
American Convention on Human Rights before the executing nature and an immediate effect inter-
Inter-American Commission, is a matter of law. The nally, dispensing with the range of rights recognized
recognition by the state of the competency of the in the law of each country, even when such rights
commission to hear these cases is not necessary, whereas have not been consecrated in national legislation.
a state pronouncement of acceptance of the compe-
tency ofthe commission is required in the case of inter- International commitments
state accusation hearings. This is evidence of a broad
criterion in the Inter-American system for the proce- Upon signing the American Convention on Human
dural quality of the individual, which should be val- Rights, the states assume the obligation to:
ued in a positive manner. In the European system, the
opposite is true for such procedures. * Respect the rights recognized in the convention.

* Ensure the possibility of the execution of rights
Interaction between internal law by all persons under its jurisdiction, as evidenced
and the Inter-American system in the Velisquez Rodriguez case of July 29,

1988, paragraph 166.
In many Ibero-American countries, constitutional
rank is accorded to human rights and consecrated States sign the international instruments, which
in international instruments-a trend that has been are subsequently ratified by the legislative branch.
strengthened as constitutional reforms have occurred The judicial branch shares the obligation to respect
in the region. The commitments assumed by the and guarantee the human rights recognized in the
states by virtue of these international instruments convention. That guarantee greatly depends on the
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decisions adopted by the judicial branch in two implies the obligation of the states to supply effec-
circumstances: tive judicial recourses to the victims of violations of

human rights (Article 25) and recourses that must
* In cases in which the presumed aggressor is a state be substantiated in conformity with the rules of legal

official. due process.
* When the presumed perpetrator of the trans- In the same case the court set the limits within

gression is an individual, in which case the inter- which the aforementioned rule should be under-
national responsibility of the state would not be stood, pointing out that the internal recourse to be
associated with the event. exhausted should be whatever seems "adequ.ate." In

addition to being adequate, it must also be
Subsequently, the court has gone beyond these effective-that is, capable of producing the result

applications. When referring to the international for which it has been conceived.
responsibility that the application of a law that is The compulsory nature of the resolut:ions of
contrary to the convention generates for the state, the Inter-American Commission are also relevant
"the act should adjust to internal law does not con- to the judicial branch, as stipulated in Article 50 of
stitute a justification from the point of view of the Convention. In this regard, the court has set cri-
international law." (That was an advisory opinion teria in the cases of Caballero Santana, Genie Lacayo,
given on December 9, 1994.) This interpretation and Loayza Tamafio. Therefore the recommenda-
strengthens the leading role that the judicial branch tions of the commission generate commitments for
can and should fulfill as to the protection of human the states and, once again, compliance with such rec-
rights, especially with regard to the nonapplication ommendations frequently requires not only the
of internal norms contrary to the international intervention of the executive and legislative branches
commitments assumed by the states. but also of the judicial branch.

The judicial branch is often limited to using
Inter-American Court: and the judicial habeas corpus and other legal guarantees in states
branch of emergency to control the performance c f other

branches of public authority. This may be b:ecause
The working document on validity, promotion, of the past indiscriminate, abusive, and fre quent
and respect of human rights, which we have prepared use of the states of exception, especially during
through the work of the follow-up technical unit, internal armed conflicts or under de facto r:g.mes.
indicates that human rights cases were the focus of Nonetheless, the Inter-American Court has clearly
most Latin American courts during the turbulent established that, in such circumstances, t:Le pro-
1970s and 1980s. Since the 1990s the courts have tection of fundamental rights by justice .;dmin-
received cases in which the violation of rights asso- istration entities acquires greater, not less,
ciated with judicial guarantees and due process has relevance.
been alleged. Nonetheless, even in the first cases In its advisory opinion of October 6, V1.87 the
decided by the Inter-American Court, significant court affirms that such guarantees include D Dt only
jurisprudence was set on the role of the judicial habeas corpus and other similar recourses lm i also
branch in protecting humatn rights. "those legal procedures, inherent to the denm ocratic

Another topic that directly affects the adminis- representative way of government, establishe: Ii a the
tration of justice and for which the court has set internal law of the party states as suitable for guar-
precedent is the rule on exhaustion of internal anteeing ful exercise of the rights to which Arti;le 27.2
recourses. This rule is a means of defense on behalf of the Convention refers and whose suspensior. or lim-
of the state within the framework of international itation implies the lack of defense of such rights."
law, which frequently presumes an intervention of With regard to due process and, in particular, the
the entities of the justice administration system. principle of non bis in idem the court has st-itatd:
Nonetheless, this means of defense is not an absolute
recourse. In the Velasquez RodrIguez case the court Contrary to the formula used by other in :er-
states that the exhaustion of internal recourses national instruments for the protectiotn of
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human rights (for example, the International dence that it is possible to overcome defensive pos-
Pact of Civil and Political Rights of the United tures, characteristic of governments marked in some
Nations, Artide 14.7, which refers to the cases by authoritarianism.
same 'offense') the American Convention uses The strengthening of a spirit of cooperation
the expression 'the same facts,' which is a will depend on the democratic strengthening of
broader term for the benefit of the victim. our judicial systems in terms that are sensitive to

civil rights and open to increased cooperation
The valuation of proof, of which the Inter- with NGOs. Cooperation between NGOs and the

American Court has adopted a very broad inter- Inter-American System for protection of human
pretative criterion, is addressed in a sentence dated rights could be strengthened when these entities
July 17, 1997: are granted consultative status in the Inter-Amer-

ican sphere, similar to the status they have in the
The criteria for valuation of proof before an universal system.
international court of human rights have The system is in a process of revision and
special characteristics. This is not a criminal reconceptualization. So far this process has been
court; consequendy, grounds for objection of the responsibility of the organizations in the sys-
witnesses do not operate in the same form. tem and the diplomatic representatives of the gov-
The investigation of the international respon- ernments of the region. The process also needs
sibility of a State due to violation of human input from the judiciaries, which could make sig-
rights allows the Court greater range in the nificant contributions to strengthening the system
valuation of testimonial proof furnished in fundamentally in two aspects. The first contribu-
accordance with the rules of logic and expe- tion by the judiciary could be to reinforce the
rience. adjustments needed to align them with the new

democratic reality of the region. The judiciary
The judiciary and the Inter-American could also contribute to strengthening the system
Court by accepting full responsibility for the problems

associated with human rights violations inherited
The table of Inter-American Court case law from from the past.
the working document shows a trend by some states Last, impunity has a national and regional aspect.
to cooperate more on the cases before the court that The challenge for the region's judiciaries and the
involve them. This attitude is evidenced in actions organizations of the Inter-American System of Pro-
such as the denial of preliminary exceptions, agree- tection of Human Rights is to rethink existing
ment to abide by decisions in which the state rec- mechanisms of promotion and protection in an
ognizes its international responsibility, and effort to settle this debt at the beginning of the
suspension of dispute procedure after the opening next millennium. For this reason our discussions on
of a friendly settlement stage. They are consonant reform of the Inter-American system at this sum-
with the maturing of our democracies and are evi- mit are important.



Discussion on "Application of Norms of International La,w

and of the Jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court:

of Human Rights"

Dr. Jose Bruno Otero to make human rights effective. The provisions in
the preamble are aspirations, and the main text

It is universally recognized that peace, which is a contains specific provisions on the enforcernent of
social situation or process, depends on effective recog- human rights. The problem is the absenct of reg-
nition and enforcement of human rights. It is not a ulations for some of these rights, which at ti nes can
peace that comes from violence or wars but from the be an obstacle for our judges. The burden oi enforc-
recognition of justice. We niust promote the devel- ing human rights falls largely on judges who have
opment of our constitutions and the establishment of to apply them without regulations.
criteria for the executive ancd legislative branches on The right to a speedy trial is another human
the promotion of human rights. The San Jose Pact and right. Everyone has a right to effective processes that
the Treaty of Rome from the 1950s contain lists of offer immediate protection from violations of fun-
human rights to which new rights can be added. damental rights. We must develop systems that
Jurists, judges, and justices of supreme courts are contribute to guaranteeing this fundamental right
obliged to investigate human rights violations just as of prompt justice. This problem occurs worldwide,
governments must recognize human rights. One of even in Europe. Although these countrics have
a judge's missions is to investigate the creation of many judges and very efficient procedural< sLems,
human rights in his or her capacity as creator of law the problem of slowness is seen as affecting human
within the constitutional framework. rights.

We must send a message about educating judi-
cial officials on human rights. In this hemisphere, Justice Fernando Enrique Arboledla
we have the excellent case Law of the International Ripoll
Court of Human Rights, the Tribunal of San Jose,
Costa Rica, and the prestigious Inter-American In contrast to the recent past, judges are ver: iware
Institute of Human Rights, which has excellent of human rights in their work today. However,
programs dedicated to judicial training in human when there are accusations of shortcoming!: il the
rights and others. system of human rights in the judicial ar a, the

Finally, I propose that we draft a declaration of impression is that the accusation is not generally
the summit that reaffirms the obligation of judges against the judge, but against the procedural ,isi:ems.
and courts to apply human rights according to the As mentioned earlier, a comparative study o X inter-
constitution. national instruments of human rights and t le case

law developed by the international courts respon-
Justice Enrique Antonio Sosa Elizeche sible for their application, as well as the constitu-

tional tribunals concerned about diffusion, would
In my country, human rights are constitutional be valuable. Such a study would be valuable because
rights. One of the purposes of our constitution is there seems to be a certain injustice when this kind
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of class action is brought in cases of alleged viola- position of our representatives at the Stockholm
tion of human rights in the judicial function. World Conference to be held in May.

In Colombia the Attorney General is assessing
the production of case law by the Constitutional Justice Carlos Mario Velloso
Court on constitutional protection to ascertain
users' perceptions of the judicial function of the state We are living in an era of rights. There is no better
in fundamental rights, based on the decisions of the way to guarantee fundamental rights than through
Constitutional Court. This could be an appropri- the work of an independent judiciary. Therefore, in
ate basis for a possible reform in this area. our region we must stress the need to strengthen the

judiciary.
Justice Armando Torres Paulo

Justice Orlando Aguirre G6mez
The problem of a speedy trial within a reasonable
period is receiving some attention in Portugal. Our Direct application of international regulations
system has strong guarantees for the defense of the on human rights is very important. It is linked to
accused. Our lawyers attempted to find all defenses the building of a juridical culture and makes
imaginable, which led to a backlog in cases. It was instruments of cohabitation effective. All coun-
necessary to find an intermediate point between min- tries must have their own regulations by which
imum guarantees and the no less important need judges and courts must abide. In Costa Rica reg-
to be tried in a reasonable period. The problem of ulations must be constitutional and not clash
excessive guarantees is now being considered by with the law. If judges doubt the constitutional-
the Portuguese Parliament. ity of internal regulations, they may consult the

An action in a trial court can take from six Constitutionality Court.
months to four years. When it reaches the next Another important issue is education. Know-
level, the process is faster because all the facts have ledge of the rules of international law, treaties,
been established. At the Supreme Tribunal a case is and conventions is limited among judges. Train-
decided in two or three months maximum because ing must include components that cover interna-
it only applies the law. All the facts have already been tional law so that judges will be able to question
condensed and all guarantees that adorn the case the constitutionality of these provisions.
exhausted.

Another problem is that far too many cases Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
reach the Supreme Tribunal, many of which are not
important enough to be heard by a the high court. The judicial systems and judges of Latin Amer-
We are considering adopting the U.S. system ica often do not value international regulations
whereby the Supreme Tribunal decides whether it because national issues take precedence or the
will accept the case. information on court decisions has not been made

available. We should appeal to judges to learn
Justice Oscar Aramando Avila about the decisions made by the Inter-American

Court on Human Rights and encourage judges to
In light of the approaching Stockholm World Con- exchange information on judicial decisionmaking
ference, which representatives from all countries within Latin America. The follow-up technical
will be attending, the presidents and representatives unit could serve as a source of rulings on human
of the judicial authorities of Ibero-America should rights from the region's courts and place them on
call on international organizations and lender coun- a Web site or send them to those without com-
tries to consider the tremendous burden that debt puterization. We should issue a statement about
places on the developing world. The Pope has said the search for cooperation mechanisms between
that these debts violate human rights. Most of the the judiciary and NGOs to uncover the value of
countries in the hemisphere are mortgaged to these these organizations in the areas of development
organizations. Our dedaration would strengthen the and operation of the judicial systems.
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Justice Jorge Subero Isa Justice Alba Luis Ramos Vanegas

The Supreme Court of the Dominican Republic Once all international pacts and covenants are rat-
believes that freedom is humankind's natural state ified by our countries they become part of the inter-
and that the rights stated in the Constitution can- nal law, but they also become part of our internal
not be fully enjoyed or exercised unless people are legislation. In Nicaragua Article 46 of the Enol itical
free. Article 25 of the Agreement of the American Constitution states that in the national territc ry each
Convention on Human Rights of Sa-n Jose recog- individual enjoys state protection and recg,,nition
nizes constitutional protection, but there was noth- of the rights inherent to human beings-ur. Lirnited
ing to regulate; in a February ruling of that same year, respect, promotion and protection of humar rights,
we recognized the existence of the constitutional pro- and full validity of the rights according to th I Inter-
tection as part of the Domninican Positive Law. national Pact of Civil and Political Right; of the
Through a supreme court ruling we established a United Nations and the American Convention of
procedure to follow people who believed that their Human Rights of the Organization of American
constitutional rights and legal rights were being States.
breached. The current court's progressive attitude When Nicaraguan judges dictate ser:tences
on human rights was responsible for eliminating the based on the Constitution, they are applying
inertia that had been prevalent since 1969. human rights norms to judicial practice, although

they are unaware of it. Nicaraguan judg&is have
Justice Jorge Eduardo Tenorio identified several limitations to applying inter-

national law norms on human rights-a ack of
Like last year's summit, this summit can and should documentation on human rights, developmiient of
produce positive agreements, particularly in the basic principles in national legislation, an i deep
area of human rights. Agreements should illustrate knowledge of international legislation, for exam-
the importance of human rights to Ibero-American ple. The Inter-American Institute for liuman
judiciaries. Our judiciaries have made great strides Rights could play a role in educating juclges on
in human rights, even though we have not reached international human rights legislation. The .-ol low-
the ideal level. Impunity is in the middle of the up technical unit could establish permanernt com-
human rights problem in this continent, even munication and periodical transmiss. on of
though the level of impunity has decreased over the instruments and decisions on each countr 7 f rom
years. the International Court of Human Rights.

Argentina recognizes human rights and giver, them
justice Victor Raul Castillo supremacy over local legislation. My recoriraen-

dation would be for the countries of the re ic,n to
I propose that the conclusion of this assembly com- include the preeminence of supranational legis-
pel judges to specific actions based on principles of lation or international treaties over local 1 gisla-
human rights. tion in their constitutions.



Victims' Human Rights

Justice Orlando Aguirre G6mez
President of the Second Chamber of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Costa Rica

I will address the issue of victims of violence and Third, victim intervention-through media-
human rights. The victims of violence have often tion, conciliation, and conflict solution-to solve
been forgotten and sometimes practically exduded judicial problems should be pursued. For this par-
by the judicial systems, which repress violence while ticipation in the process and the eventual exercise
at the same time guarantee the right to due process. of indemnity civil action to be effective, the victim
Universal juridical culture has been evolving posi- must get free legal counseling.
tively in favor of the victim. The possibility of fully Fourth, an organized indemnifying system for
and not just formally intervening as parties in the victims of crime is a fundamental right. Indemni-
proceedings must be acknowledged as a right. Vic- fication should cover the loss of current and future
tims must also be allowed to demand through sim- income, legal expenses, medical expenses, hospi-
ple processes in the proceedings compensation for talization, as well as funeral expenses and compen-
damages. In all countries modern procedural codes sation for the pain and suffering undergone by the
have been rescuing this doctrine and have also been victim. Domestic violence against women and chil-
assigning a protagonist role to the victim. dren, as well as the unequal treatment of women in

First, the judiciary has an important role to play our societies, have been seen increasingly as social
in guaranteeing citizen protection from official issues deserving a reply from juridical laws.
authority and individual abuses. Judiciary branches The Convention on the Rights of the Child
cannot ignore the great social changes or the shift- obligates states to adopt legislative, administrative,
ing of power originating from conflicts. They social, and educational measures to protect children
must have enough capacity and effective pres- against prejudice and physical or mental abuse with
ence in conflict situations by establishing limits judiciary intervention. It is imperative to create
and maintaining a delicate balance among the specialized courts and legislation for socially and
branches of government while remaining trans- physically battered delinquent children. Unfortu-
parent. Sanctioning laws or penal laws are a state nately the economic factor has outweighed the
monopoly conceived of only to sanction delin- importance of addressing this issue with special
quents' procedural rights, leaving the victim lit- courts.
tle or no participation. To conclude, we are faced with a problem of

Second, the judiciaries must establish simple human development. If human protection is the first
procedural systems with minimal formality and priority of the judiciary, undoubtedly other issues
without financial conditionings or bonds to obtain will receive lower priority. No poor country can
damage compensations. Because most victims are progress except by promoting its human resources
not familiar with the judicial system, the judiciaries and establishing those systems and institutions that
must organize offices for victims where they can get I have mentioned. We will not only contribute to
advise, protection, and guidance in the exercise of rescuing a large part of our populations but to pro-
their rights. moting their development.
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Administration of Justice and Citizen Security

Justice Jorge Eduardo Tenorio
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice ofEl Salvador

On April 20, 1998 a new criminal justice system that ing people who are not delinquents on trial. Although
includes a predominantly oral and accusatory process some accusations have weak foundation, others have
was implemented in El Salvador. The new system none, but the security apparatus converts all into the
has worked, but some of the institutions it has gen- popular "truth." For their part, judges discharge all
erated in the procedural order, as well as in matters responsibility, sometimes even their own, on the inves-
pertaining to penalties, have been mislabeled as tigative weaknesses of the state securityapparatus. Judi-
promoting crime. In El Salvador, the strengthening ciaries of the region must, therefore, clarify for the
of a citizen's fundamental rights, the establishment public that the content and approval of laws are deter-
of new jurisprudence, and the strengthening of the mined by another branch of government, often result-
Supreme Court have caused an ultraconservative and ing from political arrangements with no scientific basis.
simplistic reaction. I propose the following:

Latin America is immersed in an era of euphoria
over the construction of democratic and social states Harmonizing and coordinating of the adminis-
under the rule of law. In the past two years the region tration of justice and public security is one of the
has also undergone basic changes in its economic most urgent tasks required by the modern state.
schemes, usually motivated by so-called neoliberal- The state should provide adequate funds for
ism. However, poverty, lack of attention to basic the responsibilities of the administration ofjus-
needs of the population, and the quashing of hope tice and public security.
have become more patent and without reducing or * Giving immediate attention to the structural
eliminating the fiscal deficit, inflation, and other causes of offenses and the adoption ofan integrated
economic objectives. The states have weakened their criminal policy. These are activities that cannot be
capacity to confront growing citizen insecurity. There- postponed any longer. Occasional remedies and
fore, it is imperative to revise economic schemes so short-term measures, while necessary, can never be
that security systems and the administration of jus- effective or efficient in eradicating or decreasing
tice receive adequate attention and reform. criminality to tolerable minimum levels.

Unfortunately the judiciary is often made a scape- * Reforming the state as a whole. Sovereignty,
goat for societys ills. In El Salvador, for example, those independence, and separation of powers must be
responsible for administering the security of the state revisited, not as obstades, but as a means to
frequently accuse the judiciary of alleged or real weak- developing an honest and efficient system of
nesses. They also criticize the judicial branch for plac- justice and public security.
ing form and procedure above substantive and * Ending the unnecessary conflict among the state
established truths, leading to the release of dangerous institutions to eliminate criminal perceptions
criminals and seriously jeopardizing public safety. within the government.
Judges are accused of converting purely civil and mer- - Strengthening judicial independence with finan-
cantile obligations and debts into criminal offenses, plac- cial and budgetary priority is essential.
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Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez avoiding our responsibilities. Impunity is often men-
tioned, which is our responsibility, as conl[:ributing

As for the rights of victims, Venezuela is to have a decisively to public insecurity. We should cllarify the
new code of criminal procedure that specifically roles of public authorities for the public.
establishes the rights of the victim. The victim will
receive dignified and respectful treatment, mini- Dr. Jose Bruno Otero
mum inconvenience frorm the proceedings, and
safeguarding of intimacy insofar as it does not I am going to talk briefly about the civil liability of
obstruct the investigation and protection of the the delinquent. In Spain delinquents, offenses, and
security of the victim, his or her family, and witnesses misdemeanors carry civil liability. The delinquent
who testify in his or her interest through the com- has primary liability before the enterprise and the
petent bodies. After the criminal proceeding the vic- state.
tim is informed of the results. The victim has the On prevention, assistance is given to abused
right to be heard before each decision involving women, which is so common today in my country
the suspension of the criminal action and challenge and others. The autonomous communi ies deal
the dismissal or acquittal. The victim does not need with this problem through a social assista ice net-
to have participated in the process to claim these work that provides financial benefits and a sistance
rights. These guarantees and rights are established for criminal actions. The Attorney General Fiscalia)
in the victim's favor in the code, which will become has also sent various circulars on this prc blcm to
law in July. prosecutors.

The criminal code establishes that the victim An institution in Spain that falls urider the
must be awarded a specific sum of money paid by General Council of the judiciary recogniz( s objec-
the criminal if it reestablishes social peace. The tive liability for the abnormal operation of the
amount is determined by thLe Tribunal based on the administration of justice. There are many admin-
harm caused to the victim by the offense and the istrative cases in which compensation is ,ranted
economic situation of the perpetrator. The com- for this reason. This compensation can be .warded

pensation does not exclude an action for damages for unjustified delay, for example, but the ,!upreme
by the victim against the criminal. I wanted to tell Tribunal has ruled that sometimes dela) can be
you this because it includes the recommendations justified.
made by the president of the Supreme Court of I am not in favor of the creation ofspeci al juris-
Costa Rica. We are in the process of applying these dictions. Ad hoc legislation can be used in specific
normative provisions. cases, but special jurisdictions should not bc created

As for public security, courts take action after an because it would violate the jurisdiction of the
offense is committed; their responsibilities are not pre- judge as specified by law. No objective liability of
ventative. This does not mean, however, that we are the state can be recognized for every offen se com-
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mitted. In Spain, the only liability is contained in paying the victim the indemnification fixed by the
the laws, rules, decrees, and regulations that recog- court, which prevents complications.
nize economic or other kinds of indemnities.

Justice Cecilia Sosa G6mez
Justice Antonio Marti Garcia

In the penal aspect the new code must establish all
I would like to speak about the rights of victims. The rights simply in regulations such as indemnification,
model statement of purpose of Spain's Law of 1882 accusation, and with or without adhesion to pros-
reads: ecutor accusations.

In criminal law, if the prosecutor, for instance,
In truly free peoples the citizen must have at decides to file an investigation because there is no
hand effective means of defending and con- proof, the victim must be notified so that he or she
serving his life, his honor and the interest of can appeal directly to the judge.
the inhabitants of the territory is help the Concerning public defense, the right of the
State to exercise with complete freedom one accused to be assisted by a public defense lawyer from
of its most essential functions which is to the beginning of an investigation is important.
punish infringements of the criminal law to Regarding civil law, the attorney general is charged
reestablish the harmony of the law when it with the obligation to exercise civil action on behalf
is disturbed, without ever sacrificing the of the victims who do not have any means to do it
rights of innocence, because in the end the personally, and the victim is entitled as well to
social order is no more than the mainte- require it. Also, in all our states, under civil law, there
nance of the freedom of all and reciprocal will be an Office for Assistance to the Victims,
respect of individual rights. headed by a prosecutor and an assistant lawyer.

This law recognizes the legitimacy of the victim Justice Fernando Enrique Arboleda
to have a public defense, present evidence, and par- Ripoll
ticipate in the execution of the decision. Legal aid
integrated with economic and social assistance has I would like to speak about victims' human rights,
been established in Spain with an emphasis on especially those relating to intrafamily violence.
compensation for material damage caused to the Women are by far the most victimized in our soci-
principal residence, as well as assistance for health, ety. In Colombia, with the issue of Law 124 in
study, transport, food, residence, and information. 1996, a new category of crimes was created for
In addition, state assistance is available if the delin- intrafamily relationships. Because of its importance,
quent cannot pay after the final decision. it was attached to the competence of circuit judges.

This had two effects: it generated congestion for this
Justice Jorge Leslie Bodes Torres category of judges and prosecutors and it multiplied

competency conflicts. In some instances the penal
We are progressing on the rights of victims in the crim- solution is a factor of additional problems. Many
inal process, which may even be institutionalized. In judges understood that this new regulation remained
places where rights do not exist, the interpretations incorporated in the traditional regulation of crimes
of the judges must contribute within the framework against the family under the Criminal Code. This
of the law to creating a space where the victim can led to jurisprudence in the resolution of this type
defend his or her rights. We must give the victim the of conflict. However, it was clarified later that the
right to present evidence in the criminal trial, but even legislator was interested in guiding the family rela-
more to take criminal action as a third party or to tionship as a specific judicial good, not related to
appeal decisions. As for compensation, in Cuba the personal integrity. Consequently, the prosecutor's and
Compensation Fund, a 60-year old institution attached the criminal judge's intervention alters or obstructs
to the Ministry of Justice, is responsible for collect- the couple's relationship. The victimized woman is
ing compensation from the sanctioned party and forced into contacting the prosecutor or the Insti-
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tute of Family Welfare to present the claim. At the approved Minor Jurisdiction Law and the Minor
institute poorly trained defense lawyers recommend and Adolescence Law intend to solve the Central
that the woman go immediately to the criminal American problem of indigent children. The
judge for a speedy resolution of the conflict. region must find adequate mechanisms at i:hese

summits to solve this problem, which iiicreas-
Justice Oscar Armando Avila ingly affects all countries. Our governments and

international institutions meeting at Stockholm
I agree that there should be specialized courts for should be encouraged to address the issiles we
intrafamily violence. In Honduras the recently raise at this summit.
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Comparative Analysis of Ibero-American
Legislation

Justice Fernando Arboleda Ripoll
Vice President of the Supreme Court of Colombia

A comparative analysis of drug trafficking legislation social costs that have resulted from judicial inter-
in Ibero-America requires a formidable effort. Nonethe- vention in the regulation of drug trafficking. In
less, in work document Number Four tided "Drug Traf- Columbia during the peak period of the con-
ficking and Its Consequences" the follow-up technical frontation between the state and the drug traffick-
unit synthesized drug trafficking legislation, charac- ing groups, about 362 judges lost their lives.
terized itwithvarious criteria, and arived at several con- Furthermore, the trend to judicialize social conflicts
clusions as to what the legislative developments have has given rise to the social perception that those
been in Ibero-America. The condusions, within the responsible for control policies-not only in the drug
framework of the measures proposed by the Caracas trafficking area but in many others-are solely the
Declaration, include the following7 judges. Some believe that the phenomenon can be

eliminated with the intervention of the judiciary. As
* Developing an international instrument. these ideas take root, some institutions tend to
* Adopting an international instrument to com- shirk on their responsibilities in combating drug traf-

bat drug trafficking. ficking. The judiciary's intervention is not in pre-
* Compiling the typologies identified in the var- vention but in application of the law.

ious statutes and laws in effect in each of the We first determined the factors in the legislative
nations included in Ibero-America. process for each country. We found that, aside from

* Creating an Ibero-American court to deal with the significant conditioning elements correspond-
drug trafficking offenses identified in normative ing to each of the countries, the causes of drug
instruments. trafficking and regulations to address them vary. For

* Establishing an Ibero-American network of example, Colombia had unconventional legislation
Supreme Courts and Tribunals that will permit during the early 1960s and early 1970s, whereas
the exchange of concrete information on cases neighboring countries had stronger regulations. As
that transcend the national ambit. a result, drug trafficking increased in Columbia

* Continuing to document comparative legislation under cover of greater permissiveness, tolerance,
on drug trafficking and its consequences, to be and weakness in regulations. This is the first con-
stored in the database being developed by the fol- sideration for standardization and generalizatior.
low-up technical unit. of legislation.

* Developing a set of guidelines with the measures The Sole Convention on Narcotics held in New
and mechanisms to achieve the effective protection York in 1961, its Modification Protocol (1972),
of lbero-American judges and magistrates in charge the Convention on Psychotropic Substances (1971),
of drug trafficking cases in the respective countries. and, more recently, the Vienna Convention of the

United Nations against the Illicit Traffic of Narcotics
A discussion of drug trafficking legislation in and Psychotropic Substances (1988) have been the

Latin America is important in light of the high foundation of drug trafficking legislation. These
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conventions determined the adoption of narcotics ficking offense favors those implied. Something
statutes or statutes against the trafficking of narcotics, similar occurs with a regulation in Bolivia. It views
where regulations are comprehensive and corre- judges who let procedural terms lapse without tak-
spond to specific guidelines, governed by the need ing due action or who delay proceedings on drug
to control the phenomenon and its severity. These trafficking and resulting behavior as accessories to
statutes are characterized by provisions that refer not or endorsers of the crime.
only to prohibiting and punishing drug trafficking Control of this type of criminal phenomena is
and related behavior, but also by procedural norms timely and effective, but also becomes a criminal-
intended to make judicial intervention effective. ization factor for judicial officials. Compliance with
The statutes also contain regulations of other types, procedural terms in many cases does not depend on
such as the organization of administrative entities the control that the judicial employee may have of
that control consumption and rehabilitation of the proceeding; it depends on other types of -'vents.
consumers. The investigation and judging activity of a ciimi-

Those universal instruments are complemented nal matter, and particularly, a criminal m; tter of
by other agreements, such as the South American these connotations, makes the judge dep,.:nd on
Agreement on Narcotics and Psychotropic Sub- other instances, other offices, services ofexpetts, and
stances and its First and Second Additional Proto- verification by the lab of the type of substaince in
cols of Buenos Aires (1973), and more recently the question.
Lara Bonilla Agreement adopted by the member Establishing legislative developments in Latin
countries of the Cartagena Agreement for the Pre- America implies examining the content of the inter-
vention of the Illegal Use and Repression of the Illicit national instruments that serve as a reference within
Trafficking of Narcotics and Psychotropic Sub- the framework of standard legislation and influence
stances of Lima (1986). Those instruments impact implementation in the different countries of the
the legislation produced by the states as a reference region. Because the Vienna Convention is the most
in the standardization and unification process of the elaborate international instrument, it is worthwhile
legislation. As a result, many entities in countries not only to look at its configuration, but also thd gaide-
of the region have emerged in the administrative lines it establishes and the developments ach zved.
field, generally combining the functions of entities The analysis of the follow-up technical uiit to
already established, such as the ministries of health, recommend the adoption of a general instrlu,ment,
education, and development. the perfecting of the procedural system applied to

The commitments agreed to in the Vienna Con- the persecution of drug trafficking, and the o ngo-
vention are applied only partially. For example, until ing training of the judge in applying sanctions to
last year Columbia issued a statute on the launder- this type of behavior could also be complemilented
ing of assets, a redefinition with regard to penalties. with an examination of practical events. S. cc an
The statute strengthens sanctions and establishes examination would cause a confrontation b.: -tween
the exercise of the action of annulment of ownership the text of the law and the reality in which i: c per-
as an action of expropriation of goods resulting ates. Because drug trafficking is not legislated only
from drug trafficking, independent from and par- in the areas of persecution and control oV illicit
allel to the actions to establish criminal liability. practices, but also in consequences with a soci il con-

Similarly, these statutes use certain mechanisms tent, and is thus regulated.
to ensure the efficacy of the statute itself, linking the An examination should include other ins;tances
behavior of the operator or applicant of the statute. that intervene in the attempt to control this :)he-
For example, Article 39 of Law 30 of 1986, the nomenon, such as the police. In additiorn, Lhey
Statute on Narcotics of Colombia, establishes a carry out activities that, on many occasions, le not
particular type of prevarication for the judge, the reach judicial instances. In Colombia, for exmriple,
judicial official and, in general, the civil servant, who, the judiciary has no control over the Anti-No -cotics
when performing the function of detection, perse- Police.
cution, investigation, carrying out of proceedings, One of the effects of drug trafficking is corrup-
judging, or executing the sentence of a drug traf- tion, visible in the confrontations various at:thori-
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ties are experiencing in their pursuit of political multilateral treaties, and the exercise of reciprocity,
careers. Regulation of this area also warrants which the Vienna Convention indicates as the
examination. source for the application of this type of instrument.

It is likewise very important to include the International cooperation will be essential to con-
strengths and weaknesses of international cooper- fronting drug trafficking in the region.
ation in drug trafficking. This will be included in One of the most important uses of an exami-
the proposal that the follow-up technical unit pre- nation of drug trafficking legislation is that it allows
sents for our consideration to define procedural us to separate responsibilities and to clarify respon-
patterns that will give an adequate level of stan- sibilities of judicial authorities. The intervention of
dardization to the narcotics control policy in the area. judicial authorities is limited by time, opportunity,
For example, in extradition cases it is important to and resources. This realization should be considered
know the validity of the agreements, bilateral and at the summit.





Minors and Drugs

Justice Jorge Leslie Bodes Torres
President of the Criminal Chamber of the Popular Supreme Tribunal of Cuba

Cuba does not have a drug addiction phenomenon as capitalism. It is based on the same market laws
because the island does not produce coca leaves that prevail in other spheres of the economy; it is
and its climatic conditions only allow for the grow- just another enterprise that is looking for the enrich-
ing of marijuana in the eastern region where, on ment of its owners at any cost.
occasion, it appears. Furthermore, since the revo- The confrontation of these social phenomena
lutionary process begun on January 1, 1959, the cannot be limited to the state. The struggle against
social disgraces and vices inherited from the previ- drugs and, in particular, the struggle to achieve a
ous era have been eliminated. Consequently, there healthy development of children and adolescents,
is no consumption habit among the population. requires profound changes in the society, serious

Following the economic reorganization and sub- transformations in the living conditions of our peo-
sequent economic blockade by the United States, ple, and proper and decisive policies from the state.
Cuba began to develop new sources of income, such Cuba has the legal irstruments to attain these pro-
as tourism, and adopted other economic measures that posed objectives. With regard to drug consumption
have fomented a sustained increase in the gross national among minors, we have withdrawn those cases where
product, especially over the past five years. However, infractions are committed by youngsters below 16
this opening up to trade and tourism has, in turn, years of age from the penal system. These cases are
implied an increase in traffic within our borders. handled by a tutelary system for minors, created in
Thus international drug dealers seek to use the island the country as a legitimate aspiration of the legisla-
as a transfer point to get the drugs to other countries. tors who, in the 1930s, drafted the now annulled

The growth in tourism, nainly from industrial Social Defense Code. The system for attending to
countries with drug consumption problems, led to minors with behavior problems takes preventive
the increased appearance of illegal substances in action and gives them social care. It is directed jointly
Cuba. Cases of drug carriers, known as "mules," have by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of the
increasingly been captured at our borders in tran- Interior. The minor is evaluated by psychologists,
sit to third countries. teachers, sociologists, and lawyers, and appropriate

A rise in drug consumption has also become evi- measures are adopted so that he or she is either incor-
dent, especially among young people. The country's porated in specialized centers, placed in schools with
authorities, led by its political administration and appropriate personnel for treatment, or placed in a
National Drug Commission, have every intention school especially designed for ,hose who present
of eliminating this problem and maintain the situ- deviations in conduct. Adolescents between 16 and
ation at levels that can be efficiently controlled. 18 years of age are given individualized penal treat-

On March 15, 1999 revisions to the Criminal ment, as are those between 18 and 20 years of age
Code went into effect that, among other measures, who have diminished capacity and penal responsibility.
establish stricter sanctions against drug trafficking. In 1998 no known cases of youngsters below 16
Drug trafficking responds to the same mechanisms years of age who were involved in drug consump-
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tion or participation in production or trafficking of a family. The state provides the funds needed for
problems were registered. Cuba does, however, have maintenance and education until the minor comes
cases of minors with problems of ingestion of psy- of age and begins to work.
chomedication together with alcoholic beverages, but Furthermore, the social organizations and insti-
it is not a large social problem. In 1998 there was tutions that bring the citizenry together in g.;oups
no evidence of international drug trafficking among also play an important role in influencing tlhe fam-
youngsters of 16 to 20 years of age. There are only ily and caring for minors, especially the Federation
a few cases of drug possession, a total of 10 young- of Cuban Women, which assists minors arLd their
sters in this category were processed and sanctioned families. We have not yet recovered the levels of the
for possession of drugs. previous decade nor the objectives we have proposed,

Additionally, Cuba's penal legislation offers pro- but we have the tools to successfully combat drug-
tection to minors with drug problems. According related problems among minors.
to recent modifications introduced in the Penal In conclusion, it is not possible to adeqluately
Code by the National Assembly of Popular Power protect minors from the degrading influeirce that
in Cuba, sanctions established for drug trafficking the drug activity has on them if the confrolitation
and drug possession offenses, as well as corruption of the delinquency phenomenon is not success-
of minors, were increased. Jail sentences were set at fully achieved at the societal level and conditions
7 to 15 years for those using a minor for any form for the subsistence and healthy development of
of drug trafficking or illicit c onsumption of drugs. these minors are not created. As drug trafficking
Similarly, the penal text obliges those who have and consumption of narcotics become more rooted
minors under their jurisdiction and care to be con- and diffused in society, minors will be more
cerned with their education, maintenance, and exposed to the nefarious influences and actions of
assistance; if they do not comply, they could be drugs. The confrontation of the drug phenome-
punished with jail sentences of three months to non and the preservation of a healthy childhood
one year or fines, or both. In Cuba no minor is left and youth are intimately rellated to the condi-
unattended because there is a system of housing for tions of society's material and spiritual d& velop-
minors with no filial protection, where much love ment and the degree of equality and social justice

and specialized personal care make up for the absence it possesses.



Drugs and the Bridge Countries

Justice Armando Figueira Torres Paulo
Vice President of the Supreme Tribunal ofJustice of Portugal

Drug trafficking is a global phenomenon that affects, Europe typically covers Afghanistan and Pakistan,
with greater or less intensity, all nations, social classes, crosses Iran to southwest Turkey, and from there trav-
and age groups. Drugs endanger social peace, state els to the main consumer countries-Belgium, France,
security, institutional activities, public health, the Germany, Holland, Italy, Spain, and the Un ted King-
economy, and even international relations. dom. Since the fall of communism countries of Cen-

In the European Union during 1980-90, data tral and Eastern Europe have been used both as storage
on consumption of illegal substances stabilized or and as transit points for drugs.
decreased; however, the number of deaths attributed Heroin is produced mainly in Asian countries,
to drug overdose and drug-related illness increased in an area known as the Golden Triangle. Thailand,
considerably, expanding among certain age groups because of its strategic location and good means of
and social categories. Among children between the communication, continues to be the main transit
ages of 15 and 16, more than 4 percent had already country for heroin to international markets. Taiwan
consumed one type of illicit drug. Cannabis con- (China), China, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia,
tinues to be the illicit drug most consumed in the and the Philippines are also transit centers for heroin
European Union. Between 5 and 30 percent of the destined to North America, its main market. The
population has experimented with it at least once. United States also consumes heroin coming from
At least 1 percent of the population of the European Mexico and Colombia.
Union has consumed heroin. Cocaine continues to Cocaine, produced mainly in Peru, Colombia,
be consumed, in the majority of cases by a socially and Bolivia is placed in circulation via Brazil and
integrated group of young people, and dose to 3 per- Venezuela, on its way to the United States and
cent of the population has experimented with this Europe. Transportation to the United States is by
d.ug. In addition, the world has been witness to a sea, air, and land. Cocaine is transported to Europe
pronounced increase in synthetic drug use, such as by sea through the islands of the Atlantic-Azores,
amphetamines, LSD, and Ecstasy-the preferred Canary Islands, Cape Verde, and Madeira. Portu-
drug of young people in the European Union. gal, a consumer country, is likewise a transit point
Crack, a new drug, is derived from cocaine and has for cocaine to other countries of Western Europe.
also been adopted worldwide, especially in the In addition to this constant flow of drugs, there
United States. Its effect is quick and intense, pro- has also been an increase in the number of labora-
voking overconsumption and, consequently, very tories for the processing of cocaine in Europe. In
violent behavior. 1992 several labs were dismanded in Germany,

The main drug producers are in the Near East- Italy, and Spain. Many countries on the African con-
Lebanon, Southwest and Southeast Asia, Afghanistan, tinent, among which Nigeria stands out because of
Iran, China, India, Thailand, and Vietnam-and in its geostrategic location and the low standard of liv-
Latin America-Mexico and Colombia. The heroin ing of its population, are an important transit zone
route between Southwest Asia and the markets of for cocaine destined for Europe.
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Cannabis, in the form of hashish, is produced lines for avoiding diversion of certain substa.aces for
mainly in Morocco. Close to 2,000 tons of cannabis the illegal manufacturing of narcotics anad psy-
are produced each year, making this country the chotropic substances and and use of finanr:iol sys-
main provider of hashish in the world. The drug cir- tem for money laundering. The Maastrichr Treaty
culates through the countries of the Former Soviet of 1993 instituted the basis of an integrated global
Union because of their geostrategic importance and approach of the European Union, which st re agth-
their vicinity to Afghanistan, China, Pakistan, and ened the Amsterdam Treaty. Article 12c cf the
Turkey. Treaty of the European Union establishes hat the

The consumption of drugs in the countries of Union will contribute to the prevention )f drug
the former Soviet Union has increased dramati- dependency by encouraging research, edtucation,
cally. This is a new and grovwing market of millions and dissemination of health-related infoirnation
of consumers that has given rise to active criminal about it.
associations. The same is occurring in the countries The member states are obliged to cooperate
that have traditionally been producers of narcotics among themselves in articulating policies aiid pro-
and transit points; drug consumption is on a con- grams in this area to the European Commissi:,n. The
stant rise and there are signs of a propagation of European Union will promote cooperation with
infectious and contagious diseases that prove the exis- other countries and international organi:!ations,
tence of a true epidemic. especially the United Nations, that have dec, eloped

Drug trafficking networks have modern and a global strategy for the struggle against drugs. The
sophisticated technological and information media member states have exclusive power with regard to
for attaining their objectives. They know how their judicial, customs, and police cooperation on drug
political systems function an,d understand the pref- dependency. The European plan of action for
erences and needs of their consumers. Because drug 1995-99 is to reduce drug trafficking by cooperating
trafficking is a global problem, the commonalities with other countries, developing information, and
among countries are more numerous and important coordinating activities among member states. The
than the peculiarities. financial resources subsidized by the European

Only concerted cooperation among states, based Union for the struggle against drugs have increased
on solid information, can confront the seriousness continuously from 5.5 million ECUs in 1987 to 54
and complexity of this worldwide scourge. Coop- million ECUs in 1996.
erative activities are occurring mainly under the In conclusion, it is essential that the ;'arious
auspices of the United Nations. In addition to other states strengthen their security systems to confront
instruments, the United Nations approved the Con- the increasing power of the international t affick-
vention against the Illicit Trafficking of Narcotics ing networks. This necessarily implies thc r-ein-
and Psychotropic Substances of 1988, which, for the forced and articulated performance of the di iferent
first time, highlighted the devastating and growing police entities, especially Interpol and Eu ropol,
effect of the trafficking of narcotics and psychotropic based on rigorous information systems and n effi-
substances and their effects on the economic, cul- cient border control within the parameters c f l-heir
tural, and political bases of society. The seriousness international obligations. International j Ldicial
of the behavior linked to the trafficking of nar- cooperation on penal matters is equally imporlrant.
cotics, such as money laundering, has also been The judiciary must act with severity in all tilatters
accentuated. related to money laundering, and issues rel ted to

The European Union, of which Portugal has bank secrecy must be reconsidered. Drug trif:ick-
been a member since 1987, has taken several steps ing is a crime against humanity that transcex: d; the
at the international level to combat drugs; it signed jurisdictional scope of each country; conseq ieatly,
the United Nations Convention against the IlUicit it is essential that a supranational criminal cc urt be
Trafficking of Narcotics and Psychotropic Sub- created.
stances and introduced an allowance for fighting Because the drug producing and transit coun-
drug trafficking and consumption in the European tries tend to be developing countries, the iriterna-
Union's budget. It published regulations and guide- tional community should increase its support c f their
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sustained economic growth and development of through education and preventative campaigns.
the greatest possible number of alternate crops. Last, the drug addict should be increasingly con-
Internally, each country must effectively combat sidered a human being with an illness who needs
the supply and dissuade the demand for drugs treatment and not repression.





Financial Offenses: Money Laundering

Justice Maria M Naveira de Rodan
Associate Judge of the Supreme Tribunal of the Puerto Rico Free Associated State

The purpose of this presentation is to describe converting the funds derived from a delinquent
briefly the money laundering process, to explore activity into a form that will allow its introduction
related problems, to alert countries with regard to into the mainstream economy. This is the most
its consequences, and to suggest several alternatives crucial stage for the main actors of the money laun-
to avoid its inconsistent growth and globalization. dering enterprise. The first practical problem they

Money laundering is an international problem confront is how to move massive amounts of money,
that affects us all adversely. Its tentacles envelop usually in small denominations. The easiest and
society and its poison tends to subvert not only the simplest way to move money around the world is
government but society as well, by eroding values through a financial institution. It is then necessary
and establishing corruption as the best way to do to find a mechanism to masquerade the money and
business. Despite the fact that banks and other move it, usually involving innumerable countries,
financial institutions are often the primary means which makes the money very difficult to trace.
through which this activity is carried out, all sectors After placement, the second stage is concealment.
in society are affected. Money laundering mobilizes Investigation and criminal processing efforts have
an estimated $120 to $500 billion dollars a year. found this stage very difficult because of the inter-

In general, money laundering is the process national and global nature of banking. The main
whereby an effort is made to conceal the origin of characters in the money laundering process are
income to give it a legitimate or legal appearance in often successful in concealing the illegal origin
form. The importance of this link in the delin- through electronic transfers from overseas banks.
quency chain cannot be underestimated. After all, Once the money reaches the integration stage,
how can the leaders of an underground economy it is undetectable. The money is moved into the nor-
continue to successfully expand their illicit business mal economy and used in any business that seems
if they don't have the mechanisms to easily move to be legitimate or for the expansion of a series of
their money on a worldwide basis? illegitimate businesses.

With the growth of the money laundering indus- In the 1970s there was a dawning of awareness
try a new type of delinquent has emerged. These in the United States that organized crime was tak-
people who manage the laundering of fimds are nor- ing hold of society and seizing the most important
mally professionals, such as lawyers, accountants, institutions, especially financial institutions. The first
investors, and bankers. They are not easily identi- thing that occurred to them, the first legislation
fiable because we are not yet able to detect them. aimed at dealing with money laundering, was to

The money laundering process is complex and attack it through banking institutions because banks
has multiple partial operations, all of which are were the best place to convert illicit funds into licit
necessary for its success. Regardless of the method funds. Banks were asked to provide information
used, there are three essential basic steps-placement, about any transaction in cash exceeding 10 thou-
concealment, and integration. Placement implies sand dollars, with the dual purpose of detecting sus-
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picious transactions and dissuading bankers from complemented with reports to the Internal Revenue
assisting money laundering schemes. In this way they Service for transactions of less than $3,000. They
penalized the bank official, not the delinquent. The were looking for mechanisms to help them with their
authorities soon realized that regular, normal laws investigations. Unfortunately, organized crime usu-
used for dealing with fraud and misappropriation ally stays a step ahead of the authorities. We must
of funds were inadequate for dealing with money reverse that process.
laundering agents. The authorities then began to do Technological advancements, such as cybernetic
their own investigations and approved another series banking and disposable telephones, make it diffi-
of laws to try to deal with this problem. cult or impossible to detect criminal be.havior.

The second type of legislation was directed more Mechanisms that counterbalance techncd4ogical
toward the money laundering agent. In the second progress must be established to avoid misuse, Laws
stage, both the agent and the bank official were are useless unless all the countries in the world rec-
aware of the fact that the money was derived from ognize that borders do not exist for criminals. Con-
an illicit business. Authorities then had to prove, usu- sequently, they have no problem going from one
ally with circumstantial evidence, that a crime was country to another. But we can pose problems to
committed. They approached the problem from the the authorities for them to investigate. We have to
point of view of interstate transactions, which they erase the concept of traditional sovereignty,.



Discussion on "Financial Offenses: Money Laundering"

Justice Jose Andres Troyano Peuia tion the new legislation's adequacy. It represses any-
one hiding an object derived from a crime or a

A claim was filed against the Panamanian Supreme punishable act carried out by a member of a crim-
Court because an article or law that was issued to inal association or a punishable act concerning drug
curb money laundering and drug trafficking was trafficking, and establishes sanctions. But I think this
considered unconstitutional. There was an article is a complex problem and there is a lack of knowl-
in that law that authorized telephone tapping. The edge about money laundering. Perhaps we should
Administration Attorney or the Attorney General be informed of those mechanisms so as to detect
of the country must intervene in this type of claim. when we are in the presence of a phenomenon of
The Administration Attorney determined that the this nature. There must be cooperation not only to
article was unconstitutional and had to be annulled. combat money laundering derived from illicit activ-
Fortunately, we were able to have the article declared ities in industrial countries, but to recuperate the
constitutional, thus permitting telephone tapping money so badly needed and dishonestly obtained
in specific cases and after complying with several in Latin American countries at the expense of
requirements. national funds.

There are many innovations and we must keep
a step ahead, and one of those steps is precisely to justice Maria Naveira de Rod6n
try to place ourselves in the reality in which we live
and adapt the laws to that reality. Only then will we Criminals use many methods to launder drug traf-
be truly aware. If possible, I would suggest that a ficking money. One way is to buy expensive goods
declaration be drafted to this effect. from common citizens. Another way to conceal

the origins of money is a type of money launder-
Justice Enrique Antonio Sosa Elizeche ing scheme in reverse. For example, a company or

individual may use licit money but hide the origins
Paraguay also has a new law incorporated in the because the way in which the money is used is ille-
penal code, which not only represses as a crime the gal. The money may be used to buy public officials,
trafficking of dangerous drugs and psychotropic called a slush fund in the United States. A third type
substances, but also proposes the prevention of the of money laundering scheme is beneficial and is used
crime-the follow-up of improvement measures by the CIA, the FBI, and Interpol to establish finan-
such as medical treatment and rehabilitation for drug cial screens for particular activities. There are innu-
addicts. Sanctions can be severe with jail sentences merable examples of how the criminal world
of 5 to 25 years. manages to introduce its cash into the regular econ-

In October 1997 Paraguay adopted legislation omy. Some countries may have an economy that is
in the penal code about money laundering. How- thriving because it is maintained by an under-
ever, based on previous presentations today, I ques- ground economy controlled by drug traffickers.
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Observer Comment

Justice Ajmal Mian
Chiefjustice of the Supreme Court ofPakistan

The system of adrministration of justice in Pakistan the superior courts, including the qualifications for
has its roots in the Constitution and laws of the appointment of judges, procedure for elevation,
country. The Constitution provides for a single terms and conditions of service, and even the
and hierarchical system of administration of justice. grounds and methodology for their removal.
The highest court of the land and the court of ulti- Constitutional provisions are to be construed in
mate appeal is the Supreme Court. Four High a manner that ensures the independence of the
Courts are the principal courts in the provinces, fol- judiciary. Interpretations of constitutional provisions
lowed by the subordinate courts, which exercise should be dynamic, progressive, and relevant to
civil and criminal jurisdiction. The Federal Shariat the society. Interpretations should not be narrow and
Court has limited jurisdiction on appeals against sub- pedantic.
ordinate courts in a few criminal matters and exam- The Constitution guarantees most of the essen-
ines cases related to injunctions of Islam. Appeals tial fundamental rights and freedoms. The list of
against its judgements lie before the Shariat Appel- such rights covers all the essential rights, includ-
late Bench of the Supreme Court. ing civil, social, economic, education, and politi-

The Constitution also provides for the divi- cal rights. These rights are guaranteed to all
sion of powers and functions among three state individuals, irrespective of caste, color, class, or gen-
organs-the legislature, executive, and judiciary. der. It further provides for the rule of law, equal-
The Constitution describes the composition, struc- ity before the law, and equal protection under the
ture, powers, and functions of each organ so as to law for all individuals.
demarcate the limits of their operation, and man- Through successive judgements, the Supreme
dates the judiciary to oversee the performance of Court has sought to ensure compliance with the
each. principles and rules of the Constitution. The pur-

The Constitution of Pakistan envisages an inde- pose is to ensure the smooth and harmonious
pendent and impartial judiciary. Several articles of functioning of the trichotomy of powers, which
the Constitution, in particular the Objectives Res- is necessary for the preservation of democracy,
olution, Article 2-A and Article 175, envisage such respect for the constitutional provisions, and
independence. The independence of the judiciary strengthening of political, legislative, and judicial
is necessary for enabling access to justice and the exer- institutions in the country. It is through such
cise and enjoyment of fundamental rights and free- principles that governance will improve, leading
doms. The Constitution contains detailed provisions to economic growth, development, and prosper-
with regard to the organization and composition of ity for the society.
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Update on the Network

Dr. Alvaro Leal
Manager, Supreme Court ofjustice of Venezuela Modernization Project

The purpose of this section is to provide an update itself, so that the members may be informed of any
on the development of a network for intercon- improvements, or direct contact via e-mail with
necting the judiciaries in Ibero-America. the network administrator, may also be available.

Among the conclusions of the First Summit of There are four topics: judicial organization, cor-
Presidents of Supreme Courts and Tribunals of last ruption, human rights, and drug trafficking. Choices
year was an analysis of creating a network for inter- include studies and statistics on a topic, news, orga-
connecting the supreme courts and tribunals of nizations related to the topic-in this case, organi-
Ibero-America. As part of the work done this year, zations related to human rights-for example,
member-delegates of the follow-up technical unit chat-style discussion forums on the Internet, or a
have been sending information to Caracas that has mailing list whereby all members may receive the
been compiled to established a database. Data is same.
complete for two of the four topics discussed Members using the site may also do a search of
today-drug trafficking and human rights-and the database, which is loaded with information sent
almost complete for the remaining two topics- by the delegates to the follow-up technical unit. A
corruption and judicial organization. Using the search of drug trafficking in Argentina, for exam-
database a prototype was prepared to give you a ple, reveals Law Number 23.737, 'Offenses against
graphic explanation of how the network might Public Health and Narcotics," a description of the
function. law, and some comments by the technical unit del-

Before beginning, the last thing I want to say is egate.
that the objective of the network is that it function In the category of studies and statistics, infor-
with two interfaces: a private and a public interface. mation has been used to make comparative charts.
The private interface should be connected via a We are going to give to you, for example, a com-
private network to the supreme courts for the parative chart of the types of sanctions contemplated
exchange of specific information on particular cases in the legal ordinances of the network's member
or problems, and the public interface will permit the countries, based on the information that has been sup-
general citizen to access the database via the Inter- plied. For example, legislation and sanctions cover-
net. IUDICIS is the homepage, which will be in ing disqualification in Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia,
three languages-Spanish, English, and Portuguese. Costa Rica, Spain, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua,

I will demonstrate the prototype by using the Panama, Paraguay, and Peru are available.
connection in Spanish. From the main page, you Users with restricted access may view related data
may choose private access, restricted to court mem- that is available for the public. Members of the court,
bers, or public access. Pages with public access have by introducing the password, may enter the private
general information on the network, the scope of zone where they can send or receive safe (encrypted)
the project, its objectives, and the member coun- mail, participate in video conferences with magistrates,
tries of the network. Information on the network consult the private mail directory of member mag-
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istrates, or have access to news that is of interest to riart. Most important, the network would not have
the members, but not to the public. to be limited to the Ibero-American countries; it

This prototype was prepared with the assistance could be broadened to include other international
of the World Bank's Knowledge Management Group countries, such as Finland, Romania, Singapore,
in cooperation with the Venezuelan company, Fab- and the United Kingdom.
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Closing Comments and Conclusions

Justice Cecilia Sosa Gdmez
President of the Supreme Court ofJustice of Venezuela

I would like to leave you with a final point of reflec- because we will apply the lessons learned by our col-
tion. As I said in my opening statement, it is unfor- leagues. The challenges awaiting us on our desks will
tunate that we meet during a very agitated and be studied from a comprehensive global standpoint.
violent week in Latin America and the world. These The judiciary has traditionally been the most
events affect some of us more directly than others, conservative institution in the state, perhaps because
nonetheless, we feel obliged to use our power to it is the balancing point of our societies. However,
change the world that is using violence to settle prob- now the judges are seriously considering new direc-
lems. Mr. Magistrate, Vice President of the Supreme tions to join the dynamic route of globalization.
Court of Justice of Paraguay, please accept our insti- What justice will we administer in countries whose
tutional support. conflicts, contracts, and transactions know no geo-

In his inaugural speech, the President of graphical boundaries, ifwe cannot understand real-
Venezuela emphasized that justice is the road to ity beyond our office windows?
peace. He also stated that we must transform the The window is waiting for us with a view to the
administration of justice to solve the problems of information highway. This network will allow us to
our people. Now we should ask ourselves: where are communicate daily and exchange general informa-
we? What have we achieved to respond to the needs tion and information related to specific cases. It must
of our times? While we were organizing the sum- supply the greatest amount of judicial information
mit last year, I thought that the forum should arrive to citizens, guarantee transparency, and make judi-
at concrete conclusions and agree to tangible actions cial civil servant training in Latin American a real-
that would improve our countries. All courts share ity. We have created a global virtual classroom called
this same concern and have acted in unison to per- Juridics.
form our responsibilities by appointing a delegate As judges we are the voice of law, the balancing
and the follow-up technical uait to ensure compli- point of democracy, and the hinge that joins pub-
ance with the agreement reached a year ago. We have lic and private interests and guarantees peace and
concluded a year's work to face new challenges. stability. In other words, we are the guardians of soci-

Furthermore, through the accomplishments of ety. Only together will we turn this utopia of uni-
the summit we have formed a new team to attend versal justice into a reality. Many of you had to
to the challenges that we face in our countries. travel across the world to attend the summit and I
After this experience it will be much easier to help hope it has linked us in the same way that Latin
each other and work toward peace for our people American countries are linked.
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We, the representatives of the Courts and Tribunals will increase the judiciary's efficiency and ensure
of Justice of Ibero-America, have gathered together a fixed budgetary allowance.
to evaluate the performance of the actions to which 3. Efficient management, formulation, and exe-
we committed ourselves during the First Summit cution of the judicial budget legitimizes the
that occurred in March 1998 in the city of Caracas. budgetary autonomy of the judiciaries. There-

Persuaded by the need to follow-up on the com- fore, greater economic independence will imply
mitments made in the First Summit and compelled a commitment to good management and plan-
in the meeting held in October 1998 by the dele- ning. For that reason, the judicial budget must
gates of the follow-up technical unit, we concluded constitute an effective monitoring and report-
to approach topics related to the independence and ing system, which will be achieved by applying
autonomy of the judiciary, such as the fight against the following criteria:
corruption, validity, protection, promotion, and
respect of human rights, and drug trafficking. We a. Good management. The budgetary system must
support the maintenance of the juridical order allow for the establishment of priorities, such
inspired by the democratic systems of our nations as case load reduction and implementation of
and respect for judicial activities and decisions as a efficient economies. The information pro-
fundamental premise of the validity of the rule of duced in reference to the budget must help
law. managers make decisions and establish the

We have reached the following conclusions: relationship between the assigned resources
and the volume of work of each court.

Autonomy and independence of the b. Planning. Annual planning of the judicial
judiciary and cooperation among budget should provide performance indicators
public authorities during a cycle of two to three years. This will

allow a better determination of needs and an
Budgetary autonomy and independence easier adjustment of the available resources.

c. Reporting. Reporting helps establish the appro-
1. We, the ChiefJustices of the Supreme Courts and priate structures to manage the administra-

Tribunals of Justice of Ibero-America, commit tion of the courts and monitor the number
ourselves to negotiate the incorporation of con- of cases. Information must be reported in a
stitutional and legal regulations in our countries manner that will allow for the transparency
and the participation of judicial budgets in the of the judicial budget.
national budgets, which will guarantee total d. ControZ Through the use of performance indi-
autonomy for its planning and execution. cators and a periodic review of goals and objec-

2. The autonomy and independence of the judi- tives established for the budget, the correctives
ciary will be strengthened by mechanisms that of the budgetary system will be established.
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4. The chief justices of the supreme courts and 3. Judicial training programns that incorporate ethics
tribunals of justice of Ibero-America deter- must be performed through special organizations
mine the need to establish a methodology for and schools for judges.
the analysis of the judicial budgets, taking 4. We agree that the following are the guidelines
into account the corresponding constitutional to create an educational center for the Ibero-
framework, the proportion of the national American judicial civil servant:
budget as percentage of the gross domestic
product, the proportion of the judicial budget a. To assist in the education of Ibero-Ameri-
as percentage of the national budget, the bud- can judges by examining the knowledge
getary allowance per court in relation to the acquisition tools of other countries and
number of case intakes, and details of the judi- preparing judges for handling large amounts
cial budget. of information.

5. This budgetary autonomy must also be guar- b. The center will focus on obtaining infor-
anteed in case of eventual general budgetary mation for processing, obtaining conclu-
cuts, always assuring the continuity and the sions, and distributing through different
effective administration of justice. means (publications, seminars, courses,

6. Because it is impossible to limit the budget Internet).
debate its execution must be regulated so that c. The center will also develop updating pro-
potential dependence on organizations of plural grams and, after gaining recognition as a for-
composition and the judiciary's independence mal education center, will give specialization
will not be weakened. and postgraduate courses.

d. The center will be responsible for main-
Judge selection and judicial stability mechanisms taining relationships with other institu-

tions, such as courts and tribunals from
1. We ratify the need to carry out a study of judge other countries, so as to trade information,

selection and judicial stability mechanisms, provide technical assistance for the prepa-
updating the information received in the follow- ration and investigation of projects out-
up technical unit. lined at an academic level (semin lri and

2. The responsibility related to justice adminis- conferences), and coordinate traini.ig pro-
tration deserves rigorous surveillance mecha- grams for justice sector personnel.
nisms, such as the following: e. The center will also oversee manag;ement

training for judges to achieve the best possi-
a. Once the civil servant has been appointed as ble decisionmaking.

a justice, a follow-up process on his or her per-
formance will be established in the manner The fight against corruption
summarized below:

* Revision-update of the performance of duties. Ethics of the Ibero-American judicial civil
* Evaluation-of performance and quality of servant

work.
* Promotion-after reviewing the results of the I. Based on the principles of confidentiality, ovalty,

previous two areas, a recognition of effort decorum, order, diligence, wisdom, indlepen-
must be reflected by a rank promotion and dence, equality, morality, efficiency, procedural
financial remuneration. economy, promptness, dernocratic awa:eness,

b. This process will be strengthened by the activ- fairness, publicity, respect, and deference loward
ity of the judicial school of each country. It the users and vigilance in ensuring th; safe-
must guarantee participation in professional keeping of documents, the Chief Justi ces of
improvement courses for all civil servants Supreme Courts and Tribunals of Ibero- mner-
and to the rest of the personnel of the justice ica do forthwith make the following stat mient
administration system. of ethical principles.
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2. Each court or superior court will take the necessary Canon 11 Judicial civil servants, with their con-
steps to have the universities incorporate the sub- duct, will preserve the transparency
ject of ethics in the law schools' programs of study. ofjudicial activities to promote pub-

3. The scourge of corruption has a social dimen- lic confidence in the system of justice,
sion that transcends personal behavior. Conse- except in those cases in which the
quendy, a corresponding judicial decision should law establishes confidentiality.
be based on society's general interest. Canon 12 Judicial civil servants will maintain at

all times an honorable, prudent,
Code of ethics of the lbero-American judicial civil patient, respectful, courteous, and
servant dignified behavior, in and out of their

offices and judicial activities.
Canon 1 Judicial civil servants will be guided, Canon 13 Judicial civil servants will be careful

in and outside the courts, by the of the quality of their acts and of the
search for justice and equity and the results of their transactions.
desire to reach these goals. Canon 14 Judicial civil servants will commit

Canon 2 Judicial civil servants will always act themselves with the development of
within the democratic rule of law, the law and disciplines of knowledge
which they will promote and defend. necessary for the judicial activity.

Canon 3 Judicial civil servants will at all times Canon 15 Judicial civil servants will watch over
preserve their judicial independence their technical training and will keep
and dignity. informed of the developments in

Canon 4 Judicial civil servants will defend the judicial knowledge.
independence of the judicial branch Canon 16 Judicial civil servants will be dili-
from any act whose purpose is to do gent with the activities they are
violence to the judicial branch or charged with and will promote effi-
discredit it. ciency in their offices to avoid pro-

Canon 5 Judicial civil servants will safeguard crastination, delays, and unnecessary
at all times the majesty and deco- public service costs.
rum that their offices and the judi- Canon 17 Judicial civil servants will ensure
cial branch should maintain. prompt and proper attention to the

Canon 6 When complying with the obliga- public in their offices and will offer
tions of their positions, judicial civil the information requested.
servants will not fear public or private Canon 18 Judicial civil servants will follow
criticism of their acts. the standards of efficiency that

Canon 7 Judicial civil servants must remain might have been appropriately
impartial with regard to conflicting established for the performance of
parties. their obligations.

Canon 8 Judicial civil servants will neither Canon 19 Judicial civil servants will commit
allow themselves nor other civil ser- themselves to the institutional mod-
vants to be influenced by interests ernization and strengthening of their
other than those of the justice admin- offices and the justice system.
istration system.

Canon 9 Judicial civil servants will not use their Validity, promotion, protection,
respective offices for their own pri- and respect for human rights
vate interests or those of other parties.

Canon 10 Judicial civil servants wiU receive, hear, Exchange ofjurisprudence
and attend to the parties in conflict in
an equitable manner, maintaining 1. The sentences that the national courts and
precedence of transactions. tribunals will cover are provided in the instru-
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ments for the protection of human rights and 2. Until another mechanism is created, periodic
in the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court reports will be supplied to the follow-up tech-
of Human Rights. nical unit with developments achieved in formal

2. The exchange of national and Inter-Arneri- and de facto relations between the judicial
can jurisprudence on human rights will be authorities and nongovernmental organizations,
facilitated. in matters related to the validity, promotion, pro-

3. The effective application of the rules of due tection, and respect of human rights.
process, included in the American Convention 3. The specialized offices or units of the judicial
of Human Rights, will be promoted, especially branch in charge of relations with civiC: organi-

with regard to: zations-academic, religious, trade, and non-
* Respect of procedural periods. governmental-will focus on cooperative
* Strict observance of norms regarding deten- measures with organizations in areas such as

tion or deprivation of freedom. promotion and training of legal personnel on
* Timely handling of judicial recourses. human rights, coordination of efforts to promote
* Strengthening of public defense. judicial reform processes, and the diffusion of

4. National and regional jurisprudence on human jurisprudence on these subjects.
rights, organized in a database, will be accessi- 4. Links will be established among the specialized
ble to interested social sectors through elec- offices or units of the judicial branch dedicated
tronic means such as Web sites. to relations with civic organizations, and the

5. The courts and supreme courts express their nongovernmental regional networks that exist in
will to take part in the discussions currently the field of human rights and judicial reform.
underway about the reform process of the
Inter-American system of protection of human Drug trafficking and its sequel
rights.

6. The courts and supreme courts must assume an 1. The development of a general instrument to
active role, using each country's means for over- combat drug trafficking and to standardize
riding national laws that go against interna- national procedural systems of different coun-
tional commitments acquired by the states in tries will be encouraged. Courts and s ipreme
human rights matters. courts are committed to discussing ar agree-

7. The adoption of constitutional reforms, in which ment project, which will permit its :Itefnite
the supremacy of international treaties on human approval in the middle term.
rights is recognized, must be promoted. 2. Study and formulate proposals for the c:reation

8. The issues of impunity, lack of procedural of an Ibero-American court that will he ir drug
swiftness, and selectivity in the treatment of trafficking offenses.
cases on violations of human rights, although 3. Establish an Ibero-American network o Ic3urts
they have been partially overcome, continue to and supreme courts that will pern it the
affect the credibility of justice and should be exchange of concrete information on -a g.obal
given priority attention by the courts and scale and the diffusion of documentaily con-
supreme courts. tents of comparative legislation oi: drug

trafficking.
Cooperation mechanisms between the judicial 4. The development of a set of instructions :o pro-
branch and nongovernmental organizations tect judges who hear drug trafficking axes is

proposed.
1. Make publicly available Resolution No. 1998/7 5. Given the supranational nature of dru , traf-

of April 3, 1998 of the Commission on Human ficking and other related criminal activities, the
Rights of the Organization of United Nations, courts and supreme courts agree to the di alting
"On the right and duty of individuals, groups of a comparative study of experiences, legal
and institutions to promote human rights and bases, and procedures applied in extra Lition-
fundamental liberties universally recognized." related matters.
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6. Begin a detailed study of the mechanisms and Conclusion
criteria to confront cross-border activities of drug
trafficking and, in particular, of the cybernetic The courts and supreme courts of justice of Ibero-
crimes that have facilitated the legitimization of America participating in this summit recommend
capitals and the international flow of electronic considering the inclusion of the follow-up tech-
funds derived from drug trafficking. nical unit in the Organization of Supreme Courts

7. Create awareness in the judicial civil servant so that of the Americas to give continuity to the work
when solving cases related to drug trafficking developed and to organize the Third Ibero-Amer-
and money laundering, he or she will give prece- ican Summit of Courts and Supreme Courts of
dence to the protection of collective interests. Justice.
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